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II'{ THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STAT,E OF IDAHO 
****************************' 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
CREA TING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------~---) SUPREME COURT NO. 35175 ) Cu'ster. County Case No. CV -06-66 
) 
) THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPAt<Y. 
Petitioner/Appellant, ) 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES 
I 
! 
l 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Respondent. upn:-'· 
-------. ..... '" 
Appeal from: District Court ofth~ ;,eventh Judicial District of the State oqdaho, in and for 
the 0. unty :;1 C11ster;. 
JJefore the ,io:,.ore.l)le Brent J, Mo· ;District Jµijge. 
A nQRNEY FOR PETITIONER/,\PPJ:;LLJ\NJ; S;,c,t L. Camplieij, Esq., and Dylan B. 
Lawrence, Esq,, P.O. Box 829,. Bc,;:;c l!) 83701 · 
ATTORNEY FOR lJE'.'icNDANTS~SPONDENTS: Phillip J, !l.assier, Esq,, P,Q. 
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83n0, Reed W. Larsen, Esq., P.O. Box 4229, Pocatello ID. 83205-4229 
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May. 17 .. 2007 12:53PM Ida' }ept. of Waler Resources No. 2556 P. 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
INRE: IDAHODEPARTMENTOFWATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
"lS. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
ORDER GRANTING 
THOMPSON CREEK'S 
MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF Tl'.Ml!: 
AND DENYING 
THOMPSON CREEK'S 
MOTION TO AUGMENT 
RECORD 
The Motions of Petitioner THOMPSON CREEK MINING CO11PANY 
("THOMPSON CREEK") to Augment Record and for an Extension of Time for Filing. 
Brief(collectively, the "Motions"} came before the Court for hearing on May 16, 2007. 
Having reviewed the pleadings filed in support of and in response to the Motions and 
having considered the arguments of counsel during the May ! 6, 2007, telephonic hearing 
on the Motioos, this Court finds good cause for approving Thompson Creek's motion for 
an extension ohime. Thompson Cl'(',,.k- ;~_,'._'.-.nted twenty-one (21) days from May 16, 
2007, within which to file its opening appellate brief. 
ORDER GRANTING THOMPSON CREEK'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME AND I 
DENYING THOMPSON CREEK'S MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD 
- 801 -
May, 17. 2007 12:53PM Id,· Dept. of Waler Resources No. 2556 P. 3 
-·~· 
Thompson Creek's motion to augment the record sought to augment the record 
with certain documents identified as Fvhi_l;,i!• A-T. The Court acknowledges receipt of 
the Second Addendum to Agency's Record on Appeal filed by the Respondent IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ("IDWR") on May 11, 2007, which 
includes five of the exhibits Thompson Creek sought to have added to the agency record, 
Exhibits J, K, N, Q, and R. The Court approves the addition of Exhibits J, K, N, Q, and 
R to the agency record on appeal. Based upon the briefing and representation of counsel 
at hearing, the Court finds that Thompson Creek's motion to augment the record with 
respect to the remaining exhibits should be denied because those documents were not 
presented to and considered by IDWR during the agency hearing process in this matter, 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
· Datedthis Jg dayofMay,2007, 
Honorable Brent J Moss 
District Court Judge 
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CER'f'll:'!~-,!.:~ OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
document on the persons listed below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, 
with the correct postage affixed thereto on this .J,/ day of ~ , 2007. 
Document Served: ORDER GRANTING THOMPSON CREEK'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME AND DENYING THOMPSON CREEK'S MOTION TO AUGMENT 
RECORD 
SCOTT CAMPBELL 
DYLAN B. LAWRENCE 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
REED W; LARSEN 
COOPER & LARSBN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4229 
PHILLIP J. RASSIER 
CHRISM. BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of\Vater Resources 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT(DESIGNATED AS WATER · 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
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I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature Of The Case 
Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek") challenges the 
decision of the Director of the Respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources (the 
"Department") to create Water District No. 170 ("WD 170"). WD 170 includes the upper 
portions of the Salmon River Basin in the Department's administrative basins 71 and 72. 1 The 
Director violated applicable requirements of the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (the "Idaho 
APA") and the Due Process clauses of the Idaho and U.S. Constitutions. Idaho law specifically 
requires that a water district may be formed only when one is "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." However, the administrative record contains virtually 
no evidence of an actual need for the water district. 
The primary basis cited in the administrative record is a previous agreement among the 
state ofldaho, the federal govermnent, and other parties settling disputes over federal instream 
water rights. The Director improperly relied upon that agreement and violated the Due Process 
rights of Thompson Creek and other affected water users in two ways. First, the agreement 
·biased the Director in favor of creating WD170 prior to a hearing, because he mistakenly 
believed he was required to create the water district. Also, it deprived the general public, and 
particularly the affected water users, of the opportunity to provide meaningful input regarding 
the need for the water district, because Department personnel repeatedly represented that 
creation ofWD170 was inevitable. 
1 A map depicting the geographic scope ofWDl 70 is available on page 212 of the record. 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF - 1 
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The Director's creation ofWDl 70 also violated Idaho law because the structure and 
organization ofWDl 70 conflicts with Idaho's water district statutes. This is an independent 
basis for finding that tbe Director's creation ofWD170 violates the Idaho APA. 
Consequently, the decision to create WDl 70 should be reversed. However, if this Court 
affirms creation ofWDl 70, it should exclude Thompson Creek from the water district. The 
primary basis for creating WD170 is the agreement which Thompson Creek did not sign. As a 
non-party, Thompson Creek cannot be bound by the agreement, especially its provision requiring 
creation of WD 170. 
B. Course And Disposition Of Proceedings Below 
This action is a challenge to the Director's order creating WD 170. The Director of the 
Department held a hearing in Challis, Idaho, on November 9, 2005, and issued the Final Order 
Creating Water District No. 170 on March 6, 2006. (R, pp. 126-38.) Thompson Creek filed a 
Petition for Reconsideration of the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 on March 17, 
2006. · (R., pp. 168-95.) In response, the Director issued an Amended Final Order Creating 
Water District No. 170 on April 6, 2006. (R, pp. 197-238.) Thompson Creek then timely filed 
its petition for judicial review with this Court on May 1, 2006. 
C. Statement Of Facts 
1. Water Districts Generally 
This action challenges creation ofWDl 70 in Basins 71 and 72 of the Upper Salmon 
River Basin. The general purpose of a water district is to distribute water pursuant to Idaho's 
prior appropriation doctrine after water rights have been adjudicated. See I.C. § 42-602. 
Because of substantial costs and other adverse impacts, Thompson Creek believes the creation 
of a water district should be subject to careful scrutiny. 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF - 2 
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Forming a water district involves hiring a watermaster and assistants to oversee 
distribution of water within the district. LC.§§ 42-605(3), 42-610. It involves paying costs to 
perform the watermaster's duties, includingthe acquisition of property, data collection, water 
measurement, water delivery, and recordkeeping. LC. § 42-605A(3). In this particular case, 
water district formation involves the purchase, installation, maintenance, and repair oflockable 
headgates and measuring devices by water users. (R., p. 211.) 
The district water users must pay these costs. I.C. §§ 42-605A(3), 42-610. In fact, a 
water user's share of the district's expenses becomes a personal debt, and the water district may 
fik an action to collect such amounts. LC.§§ 42-612(4), 42-613, 42-616. Also, failure to pay 
the assessments can mean shut off of water deliveries. I.C. §§ 42-617, 42-618. 
WDl 70 contains the upper Sahnon River Basin known a.s administrative basins 71 
and 72. With the exception of a few water users within three small, pre-existing water districts 
in Basin 72, the vast majority of area water users were not subject to the costs or restrictions of a 
water district. 
Recognizing these burdens on water users, the Idaho Legislature granted the Director 
authority to create a water district only when it is "required in order to properly administer uses 
of the water resources." LC. § 42-604, '112 (emphasis added). So, the water district must be 
justified from a water resource management perspective to satisfy this mandatory standard. 
2. The Snake River Basin Adjudication And The Wild And Scenic Rivers 
Agreement 
This dispute arises in the context of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (the "SRBA"), 
which the state ofldaho began in 1987 to adjudicate the water rights within Idaho's Snake River 
basin. See 1985 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 18, § 1, as amended by 1985 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 118, 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF - 3 
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§ 1, and 1994 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 454, § 11. Generally speaking, the SRBA process consists 
of these sequential steps: 
(1) the filing of claims by those who claim to own water rights within the particular · 
basin; 
(2) the investigation of those claims by the Department; 
(3) the issuance by the Department of a "Director's Report" providing 
recommendations to the SRBA District Court in Twin Falls (the "SRBA Court") 
regarding how the water rights claimed should be decreed; 
(4) a judicial process for resolving any disputes over the Director's Report; and 
(5) the issuance of partial decrees for water rights within the basin. 
See generally LC.§§ 42-1409-42-1413. 
During the SRBA, the U.S. Forest Service ("Forest Service''), submitted claims to 
instream water rights in central Idaho, including the main stem of the Salmon River, claiming all 
of the Salmon River's unappropriated flows. See Exhibit A, Notice of Claim to a Water Right 
Reserved Under Federal Law (Amended) filed by United States of America at l, In Re SRBA, 
Civ. Case No. 39576, Ident. No. 75-13316 (5th Dist. Feb. 26, 1997); Exhibit B, Notice of Claim 
to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law (Amended) filed by United States of America 
at 1, In Re SRBA, Civil Case No. 39576, Ident. No. 77-11941 (5th Dist. Feb. 26, 1997); 
Exhibit C, United States' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at 2, In Re SRBA, Civ. Case 
No. 39576 (5th Dist. Jan. 15, 1998); Potlatch Corp. v. United States, 134 Idaho 912, 913, 
12 P.3d 1256, 1257 (Idaho 2000).2 The basis for these claims was the federal Wild & Scenic 
Rivers Act of 1968, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-1287. See Exhibit A at l; Exhibit Bat l; Potlatch, 134 
2 The Idaho Supreme Court's Potlatch opinion arose out of the same SRBA subcase that 
generated the "Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement." As Section lli.A.2.d of the Brief explains, 
and as the record in this case explicitly demonstrates, that Agreement was the Director's entire 
basis for creating WDl 70. Accordingly, Potlatch provides a helpful explanation of the legal 
background of the federal government's SRBA claims to instr earn flow water rights under the 
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act and, ultimately, of the creation of WDl 70. 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF - 4 
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Idaho at 912, 12 P.3d at 1256. The Forest Service claimed the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act grants 
the federal government instream water rights for "wild and scenic" rivers to preserve their 
scenic, recreational, fish and wildlife values. See Exhibit Cat 2; Potlatch, 134 Idaho at 914-16, 
12 P.3d at 1258-60; see also 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, 1284(c). These water rights are generally 
known as "federal reserved water rights." 
Importantly, Basin 72-the administrative basin in which Thompson Creek owns 
multiple water rights-is part of the upper portion of the main stern of the Salmon River and is 
upstream of the areas of the Forest Service instrearn water rights claims. Because of its location, 
Thompson Creek was concerned that if the Forest Service obtained instreamwaterrights, it 
would force shut off of water diversions by Thompson Creek and other Basin 72 water users 
during water shortage. Accordingly, Thompson Creek objected to the Forest Service claims. 
(R., p. 285); see Exhibit D, Standard Form l Objection filed by Thompson Creek Mining Co. 
at 2, In Re SRBA, Civ. Case No. 39576, Case No. 75-13316 (5th Dist. Oct. 11, 1995); Exhibit E, 
Standard Form 1 Objection filed by Thompson Creek Mining Co. at 2, In Re SRBA,. Civ. Case 
No. 39576, Case No. 77-11941 (5th Dist. Oct. 11, 1995); Potlatch, 134 Idaho at 913, 12 P.3d 
at 1257. Other water users and the state ofldaho also objected, and the dispute became 
consolidated subcase number 75-13316 before the SRBA Court. Potlatch, 134 Idaho 
at 912-13, 12 P.3d at 1256-57. 
On May 29, 1998, Thompson Creek and the Forest Service entered into a settlement that 
subordinated any instream water rights claimed to Thompson Creek water rights. 
(R., pp. 284-301.) The SRBA Court approved this stipulation in an order of June 16, 1998. 
(R., pp. 303-06.) Because the settlement only involved the Forest Service and Thompson Creek, 
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several objectors to the Wild & Scenic River Act claims remained, and litigation continued for 
several years. 
Finally, on August 20, 2004, the Forest Service and the remaining objectors, including 
the state of Idaho, entered into a Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation 
and Entry of Partial Decrees, purporting to resolve the dispute over the federal claims, and 
submitted it to the SRBA Coilrt for review and approval. (R., pp. 307-34.) This stipulation is 
known as the "\.Vild & Scenic Rivers Agreement" (the "W &SR Agreement" or "Agreement"). 
Because.Thompson Creek already had settled its dispute over the claims, it was not a 
party to the W&SR Agreement. In fact, on October 14, 2004; Thompson Creek filed a tiinely 
objection (and memorandum in support thereof) to the W&SR Agreement. (R, p. 376.) 
Thompson Creek objected to the Agreement on several bases, including that the Agreement 
"calls for the management and distribution of water by means contrary to Idaho law." See 
Exhibit F, Thompson Creek Mining Company's Objection to Proposed Settlement Agreement 
at 1, In Re SRBA, Case No. 39576, Consol. Subcase No. 75-13316 (5th Dist. Oct. 13, 2004). 
Thompson Creek primarily objected to Paragraph 2 of the Agreement. In that detailed 
provision, the state of Idaho agreed to perform extensive water right administration and 
enforcement duties. (R., pp. 309-13 .) In particular, Paragraph 2 of the Agreement provides fllat: 
IDWR will establish a water district for the Upper Salmon River Basin. The 
Upper Salmon Water District (the "USWD") shall initially consist of 
administrative basins 71 and 72, those basins for which Director's Reports 
have been filed for irrigation and other water rights. Within six months of the 
filing of Director's Reports for administrative basins 73, 74 and 75, the parties 
will file a joint petition with the SRBA Court, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 42-1417, for an order for interim administration of those basins and IDWR 
will incorporate those basins into the USWD. Existing water districts within 
the basins will be converted to subdistricts within the USWD as appropriate to 
facilitate management. 
(R., p. 310) (emphasis added). 
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The SRBA Court issued an order approving the W &SR Agreement on November 17, 
2004 (the "W &SR Order"). (R., pp. 376-80.) However, it was not a simple one-page order. In 
response to Thompson Creek's objections, the W &SR Order contained provisions restricting the 
application and enforcement of the Agreement. (R., pp. 377-78.) Critically important to the case 
before this Court, the W &SR Order contains the following restrictions: 
The [W &SR Agreement] is hereby approved, provided. that the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of the [ Agreement] ("paragraph 2") that address administration of 
water rights are covenants among the signatory parties only and shall not be 
binding on this Court or non-signatory parties with regard to administratfon of 
water rights by IDWR. 
(R., p. 377)( emphasis added). The Order goes on to provide that: 
'J:'he provisions of paragraph 2 [of the W&SR Agreement] shall not affect the 
rights of Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in 
and object to any ... proceeding for creation of a water district ... ; nor shall 
the provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such 
proceedings. 
(R., pp. 377-78) (emphasis added). 
3. The Director's Creation OfWD170 
The Department took the first legal step toward creating WD 170 when it filed a motion 
for ''interim administration" with the SRBA Court on May 13, 2005. (R., pp. 3-48.) Generally 
speaking, interim administration is an intermediate step that may be requested by the Department 
after water rights within a particular area have been adjudicated, but before creation of a water 
district. .See !.C. § 42-1417. It allows the Department to administer water rights much as a 
waterrnaster would do if a water district were already in place. See id. at§§ 42-607, 42-1417(1). 
However, as will be discussed more fully in this Brief, legal standards for interim administration 
are less stringent than those for the formation of a water district. And, interim administration 
does not actually provide a basis for creating a water district. The Department's request for 
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interim administration was unopposed, and the SRBA Court approved the motion for interim 
administration on September 29, 2005. (R., pp. 89-92.) 
During this period, the Department coordinated meetings of the WDl 70 Steering 
Committee, composed of Department representatives and local water users. This Committee 
convened on September 13, 2005; October 4, 2005; and December 14, 2005. (R., pp. 57, 93, 
122.) At these meetings, the Committee members ·generally discussed the purpose and 
background of creation ofWDl 70, general responsibilities and activities of a water district, the 
organization, governance, and financing of WDl 70, and other related issues. (R., pp. 57-6 l, 
93-98, 122-24.) 
On November 9, 2005, the Director conducted the statutorily required hearing regarding 
creation of WD 170. At the hearing, five individuals testified-· Mr. Jack Challis (Tr., p. 3, L. 34 
- p. 6, L. l 04) and Mr. Jerry Hawkins (Tr., p. 6, L. l 06 - p. 7, L. 131) from Basin 72; Mr. Blair 
Kauer (Tr., p. 7, L. 133 -p. 8, L. 152) and Mr. James Whittaker(Tr., p. 8, L. 156-p. 10, L. 197) 
from Basin 74; and Ms. Katie Breckinridge (Tr., p. 10, L.201-p. 11, L. 222), who did not 
specify her basin of origin. Based on the hearing testimony and the rest of the administrative 
record, the Director issued the Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 on 
April 6, 2006 (the "WDl 70 Order"). 
II. 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Challenging an administrative order under the Idaho AP A is generally a two-step process. 
See, e.g., Barron v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 135 Idaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 219,222 (Idaho 
2001). First, the petitioner must demonstrate the agency violated a standard in Idaho Code 
Section 67-5279(3). Id. More specifically, as in this case, the petitioner must demonstrate that 
the agency's actions were: 
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(1) In violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(2) In excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(3) Made upon unlawful procedure; 
(4) Not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(5) Arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
LC. § 67-5279(3). 
Second, the petitioner must demonstrate that substantial rights .of the petitioner have been 
prejudiced by the agency action. LC.§ 67-5279(4); see Barron, 135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d 
at 222. 
Given this legal context and the factual background previously described, the issues to be 
decidi':d on appeal are: 
(1) Whether the Director's failure to record and provide a transcript of the entire 
hearing regarding the creation ofWDl 70 violates Due Process principles and. 
Sections 67-5242(2)(d) and 67-5279(3)(a), (b), and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
(2) Whether the Director was biased in favor of creating WD 170, in violation of Due 
Process principles and Section 67-5279(3)(a) and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
(3) Whether the Director's representations to the public that he was required to create 
WDl 70 pursuant to a previous agreement violates Due Process principles and 
Section 67-5279(3)(a) and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
(4) Whether the agency record contains substantial evidence that WDl 70 is "required 
in order to properly administer uses of the water resource," as required by 
Sections 42-604 and 67-5279(3)(d) of the Idaho Code; 
(5) Whether the organizational attributes ascribed to WDl 70 by the Director violate 
Idaho's water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code and, 
accordingly, Section 67-5279(3)(a) and (b) of the Idaho Code; 
(6) Whether the procedure employed by the Director in creating WD 170 was 
arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion pursuant to Section 67-5279(3)(e) 
of the Idaho Code; 
(7) Whether substantial rights of Thompson Creek have been prejudiced by the 
Director's creation ofWDl 70 pursuant to Section 67-5279(4) of the Idaho Code; 
and 
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(8) Whether Thompson Creek should be excluded from WD 170 based upon contract 
principles. 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Director's Creation Of WDl 70 Violates Mnltiple Standards Of The Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act 
1. The Director's Failure To Transcribe The Entire Hearing Violates Idaho 
Statutory Requirements And Due Process Principles 
Pursuant to the Idaho AP A, an agency action is in error if it is "in violation 
of ... statutory provisions," or if it is "made upon unlawful procedure." LC. § 67-5279(3)(a), 
( c ). Idaho statute specifically requires the entire ad.rni11istrative hearing to be recorded by that 
agency. I.C. § 67-5242(3)(d). The failure to do so is a violation of!daho statute and constitutes 
unlawful procedure and is, therefore, a violation of the Idaho AP A. 
In addition, pursuant to the Idaho AP A, an agency action is in error if it is "in violation of 
constitutional ... provisions." LC. § 67-5279(3)(a). Both the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions 
guarantee that no party shall be deprived of its property "without due process oflaw." U.S. 
CONST. amend. XIV,§ l; IDAHO CONST. art. I,§ 1.3. Under Idaho law, water rights are 
specifically entitled to Due Process protection, including during the Director's creation of a new 
water district Nettleton v. Higginson, 98 Idaho 87, 90, 94,558 P.2d 1048, 1051, 1055 
(Idaho 1977). 
Simply put, the Director did not record the entire hearing regarding the creation of 
WDI 70 and therefore violated the Idaho AP A and the Due Process clauses. The public notice 
provided by the Department regarding the WD 170 hearing plainly states that the hearing was to 
take place at "7:00 PM, November 9, 2005 at the Challis High School Cafeteria .... " (R, p. 99 
(emphasis added).) Indeed, the Director specifically stated at the hearing that, "[t]his meeting· 
began shortly after 7:00 p.m .... " .(Tr., p. 2, L. 8.) 
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Unfortunately for anyone who was unable to attend the hearing, the Director "went on the 
record at approximately 8:10 p.m." (Tr., p. 2, LL. 7-8.) Accordingly, based upon the Director's 
own testimony, there were at least 70 minutes of the hearing that went unrecorded and that are 
not a part of the hearing transcript. Moreover, the Director also stated that the meeting "was 
preceded by a period of questions and answers on related matters.'' (Tr., p. 2, LL. 8-9.) So, the 
partial hearing transcript undeniably proves there was testimony that was not recorded. This is a 
plain violation of Section 67-5242(3)(d) which unequivocally states that the Director "[s]hall 
cause the hearing to be recorded .... " 
Were this a situation in which the beginning of the hearing had been delayed until 8:10 
p.m., this would excuse the Director's failure to go on the record until that time. This was not 
the case, however. Both the public notice announcing the hearing and the Director's direct 
testimony establish that the hearing commenced at 7:00 p.m. Therefore, the proceedings 
between 7:00 p.m. and 8: 10 p.m. were required to be recorded and transcribed. They were not. 
The Director violated state law. 
In addition to being a violation of Section 67-5242(3)(d), this was also a violation of the 
Due Process clauses of the state and federal constitutions. Idaho case law has specifically stated 
that "a transcribable record (is] indispensable to meaningful judicial review," and that "the 
keeping of a transcribable record" is one of the procedu:ral requirements that collectively 
"comprise a common core of procedural due process requirements .... " Gay v. County 
Comm'rs of Bonneville County, 103 Idaho 626,629,651 P.2d 560,563 (Idaho App. 1982). 
While Gay was decided in the context of a zoning proceeding, the court's statements apply 
equally to state administrative proceedings, as both are subject to Due Process requirements. 
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2. The Director's Belief That Creation OfWD170 Was Required By A Previous 
Agreement Deprived Thompson Creek Of Its Due Process Rights 
Pursuant to the Idaho AP A, an agency action is in error if it is "in violation of ... 
constitutional provisions" or ifit is "made upon unlawful procedure." LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a), (c). 
Both the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions guarantee that no party shall be deprived of its property 
. "without due process of law." U.S. CONST. amend. XIV,§ l; IDAHO CONST. art. I,§ 13. Again, 
under Idaho law, water rights are entitled to Due Process protection. Nettleton, 98 Idaho at 90, 
558 P,2d .at.1051. 
When he created WDl 70, the Director believed that the W&SR Agreement required him 
to create WD 170, regardless of whether the administrative record demonstrated a legitimate need 
for it.:-_This violated Due Process requirements in two ways. First, fr rendered the Director a 
biased. decisioha1I1alcer. Second, it essentially deprived water users of the opportunity to provide 
meaningful input regarding the creation ofWDl 70. Because the Director's creation ofWDl 70 
violated Due Process requirements and was made upon unlawful procedure, it violated the Idaho 
APA 
a. The State Of Idaho Did Not Have Authority To Require The Director To 
Create A New Water District At The Time Of The W ~SR Agreement 
As Section Ill.A.2.d ofthis Brief demonstrates, the Director's primary justification for 
creating WDl 70 is the W &SR Agreement Paragraph 2 of that Agreement states the Department 
"will establish a water district for the Upper Salmon River Basin." (R., p. 310.) However, at the 
time it executed the W &SR Agreement, the state of Idaho did not have the authority to 
unilaterally create, or agree to create, WDl 70. Rather, at most, the state had authority to require 
the Director to initiate administrative proceedings to determine whether creating the new water 
district was in accordance with applicable Idaho statutes. 
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A state administrative agency such as the Department has only those powers that have 
been specifically granted by the Idaho Legislature. As the Idaho Supreme Court has stated in a 
case specifically addressing the powers of the Department, "[a]n administrative agency like the 
[Department] has only such powers as the statute or ordinance confers .... " Beker Indus. Inc. v. 
Georgetown Irrigation Dist., 101 Idaho 187, 191, 610 P.2d 546, 550 (Idaho 1980) (citations 
omitted). The Idaho Supreme Court has also stated that, "[ a ]n administrative agency is a 
creature of statute, limited to the power and authority granted it by the Legislature and may not 
exercise its sub-legislative powers to modify, alter, or enlarge the legislative act which it 
administers." Welch v. Del Monte Corp., 128 Idaho 513,514,915 P.2d 1371, 1372 (Idaho 
1996). 
By its express terms, Section 42-604 only allows the Director to create a new water 
district when he has determined, after notice and a hearing in compliance with statutory and Due 
Process requirements, that the new district is "required in order to properly administer uses of 
the water resource." LC. § 42-604, ,r,r 2, 3; see also Nettleton, 98 Idaho at 94, 558 P.2d at 1055 
( confirming that the combining of two separate water districts into one water district requires 
notice and a hearing). At the time of the W&SR Agreement, there had not yet been any notice or 
hearing on the matter. Accordingly, the Director could not have been required to actually create 
WD170 at that time, regardless of the wording ofthe W&SR Agreement. State law did not 
authorize him to do so at that point. 
b. Due Process Applies To The Creation Of A Water District 
The Director's creation of a new water district such as WDl 70 must satisfy Due Process 
requirements and protections. Both the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions prohibit the deprivation of 
property without due process of law. U.S. CONST. amend. XN, § 1; IDAHO CONST. art. I, § 13. 
These Due Process requirements apply both to courts and to administrative agencies such as the 
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Department. See, e.g., Davisco Foods Intern., Inc. v. Gooding County, 141 Idaho 784, 791, 118 
P .3d -116, 123 (Idaho 2005) ( citations omitted). And, the Idaho Supreme Court has specifically 
stated that "individual water rights are real property rights which must be afforded the protection 
of due process oflaw before they may be taken by the state." Nettleton, 98 Idaho at 90, 558 P .2d 
at 1051 (citing IDAHO CONST. art. 15 § 4). 
In fact, Section 42-604-the statute that governs the creation of water districts-itself 
demonstrates that water rights are to be afforded Due Process protections, and that the creation of 
a water district is the type of action that has the potential to result in Due Process violations. 
Genera1ly speaking, Due Process requires notice and an opportunity to present one's case. See, 
e.g., Idaho State Bar v. Everard, 142 Idaho 109, 114, 124 P.3d 985,990 (Idaho 2005). This is 
precisely what Section 42-604 requires. LC. § 42-604, ,r 3. In other words, Section 42-604 is the 
Idaho Legislature's codification of Due Process requirements to protect water right owners when 
a water district is being formed. 
The water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code demonstrate why 
water district formation should be subject to Due Process requirements. As Section LC.I of this 
Brief has already explained, water right administration in WDl 70 could-in fact, will likely-
result in onerous new costs to water users and restrictions upon· free exercise of these property 
rights which did not previously exist. And, the Idaho Code does not provide a mechanism for 
water users within a water district to "opt-out," as it does for other water distribution entities 
such as irrigation districts. See I.C. § 43-1101. Accordingly, in view of these substantial 
impacts upon their property interests, Thompson Creek and the other water users affected by the 
Director's decision to create WD 170 are entitled to the Due Process protections guaranteed by 
the United States and Idaho Constitutions. 
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c. Due Process Requires An Unbiased Decision-Maker 
As the Idaho Supreme Court has recognized, "[t]he Due Process Clause entitles a person 
to an impartial and disinterested tribunal." Eacret v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780, 784, 86 
P.3d 494, 498 (Idaho 2004) (citing Marshall v. Jerrica, Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 242 {1980)). An 
administrative agency violates these Due Process requirements if it "is 'not capable of judging a 
particular controversy fairly on the basis of its own circumstances."' Eacret, 139 Idaho at 785, 
86 P.3d at 499 {quoting Hortonville Joint Sch. Dist. No. l v. Hortonville Educ. Ass 'n, 426 U.S. 
482,493 (1941)). More specifically, the agency action is invalid ifprehearing statements by the 
decision-maker demonstrate that (i) the decision-maker "has made up his or her mind regarding 
the facts and will not listen to the evidence with an open mind,'' {ii) the .decision-maker "will not 
· appJy·the existing law," or {iii) the decision-maker has already made up his or her mind 
regarding the outcome of the hearing." Eacret, 139 Idaho at 785-786, 86 P.3d at 499-500. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has illustrated the operation of these principles in its Eacret 
opinion. In Eacret, landowners on Lake Pend Oreille applied to Bonner County for a variance 
from setback requirements in order to build a boathouse. Eacret, 139 Idaho at 782, 86 P.3d 
at 496. Ultimately, after an appeal from a denial by the Planning and Zoning Commission, the 
Board of.County Commissioners approved the variance. Id. Prior to the hearing before the 
Board, however, one of the Board members indicated his belief that variances for boathouses 
such as the one contemplated by the application should be approved by stating, among other 
things, that "we need to grant these variances." 139 Idaho at 785, 786, 86 P.3d at 499, 500. 
Based upon these statements, together with some ex parte.communications between the 
same Board member and the applicants, the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the district court's 
finding of improper bias because it appeared that the Board member had already made up his 
mind on the variance application prior to the hearing. 139 Idaho at 786, 86 P.3d at 500. In doing 
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so, the court specifically rioted that there are two purposes of these Due Process requirements: 
(1) to reduce the chance of an unfair decision, and (2) to reduce the appearance of impropriety. 
139 Idaho at 784, 86 P.3d at 498. 
The Idaho Supreme Court came to a similar conclusion in the case of Floyd v. Bd. of 
Comm 'rs of Bonneville County, 137 ldaho 718, 52 P.3d 863 (Idaho 2002). The Idaho Supreme 
Court held that public statements about the matter made by one of the commissioners "definitely 
indicated his predetermination onthe [issue]" and that this "actual bias ... rendered his 
participation in the due process hearing constitutionally unacceptable." 137 Idaho at 725, 
·. 52 P.3d at 870. Ultimately, however, the court found (his due process vioiation to be harmiess 
error, because the vote among the board was unanimous, and there was no indication of bias 
among the other board members. 137 Idaho at 726, 52 P.3d at 871. 
The Eacret and Floyd cases demonstrate that having a biased decision maker necessarily 
violates Due Process. While in Floyd the bias was ultimately found to be harmless error, that 
reasoning does not apply in the case currently before this Court. Rather, the decision to create 
WDl 70 was that of one. person: the Director. His vote was not the "swing" vote, it was the only 
vote. Accordingly, any biased decision on the part of the Director is necessarily a Due Process 
violation that cannot be upheld under a harmless error analysis. 
d. The Director Was A Biased Decision-Maker Because lie Believed The 
W &SR Agreement Required Him To Create WDl 70 
With respect to the dispute currently before this Court, the administrative record 
demonstrates that the Director and other Department personnel believed the W &SR Agreement 
required them to create WDl 70. Regardless of whether the Director was acting in good faith 
throughout the administrative proceedings, his belief that he was required to create WD 170 
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demonstrates that the Director "ha[ d) already made up his ... mind regarding the outcome of the 
hearing," which under Eacret, invalidates his action. 139 Idaho at 185-786, 86 P3d at 499-500. 
The administrative record is replete with statements made by Department personnel 
demonstrating their belief that the W &SR Agreement required the Director to form WD 170. For 
· example, the agenda for the first WDI 70 Steering Committee meeting distributed by Department 
personnel refers to the "Wild and Scenic River Agreement" and the "[r]equirements of Water 
District pursuant to [that] agreement." (R., p. 57.) Similarly, the minutes from that meeting 
describe a presentation by Department personnel about the "Wild and Scenic River Agreement" 
and hoW it "includes a provision for creation of a water district in the Upper Salmon Basin." 
(R., p. 59) (emphasis added). Indeed, the hard copy of the slides that accompanied that 
presentation is even more explicit. It specifically states that, "IDWR must establish [the] Upper 
Salmon Water District." (R., p. 243.) Additional slides presented by the Department's current 
Director David Tuthill at an October 24, 2005 public information meeting regarding the creation 
ofWDl 70 also state that, pursuant to the W&SR Agreement, "IDWR must establish [the) Upper 
. Salmon Water District." (R., p. 266 (emphasis added).) 
Public testimony confirms these representations by the Department. Written testimony 
submitted to the Director by Mr. Jack Challis states that Director Tuthill and Department 
employee Tim Luke presented slides at the October 24 meeting "outlining the necessity for an 
Upper Salmon Water District Watermaster to oversee this new district." (R., p. 118) ( emphasis 
added). According to Mr. Challis, those slides described the new water district as an 
"obligation[] to which [ the Department] must comply in order to meet conditions of the Wild & 
Scenic Rivers Agreement . ... " Id. (emphasis added). Based on these representations, the 
Director and the Department cannot reasonably deny their belief that they were required to 
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. create WD 170 by the W &SR Agreement. They also cannot deny that these representations had 
convinced affected water users that creation ofWDl 70 was required. 
There are other examples in the administrative record demonstrating the Director's belief 
that the W&SR Agreement required him to create WD170. Finding of Fact 4 in the WD170 
Order describes the two Salmon River water rights that the Forest Service obtained in the SRBA 
· pursuant to the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act. (R., p. 198,) If the Director was not relying upon the 
W &SR Agreement when he created WD 170, then there would be no need for this reference to 
appear in the WD 170 Order. This information is otherwise irrelevant to whether a new water 
district is required in Basins 71 and 72-areas that do notactually encompass the two Forest 
Service Salmon River water rights, which are located farther downstream. 
In addition; the Director asserts in Conclusion of Law 16 of the WDI 70 Order that 
"[j]ustification for creation of the proposed district ... is provided in the Department's 
Notice .... " (R., p. 206.) However, this begs the question: If the purpose of the hearing is to 
create a record upon which the decision is to be made, how can the notice of that proceeding-
which necessarily predates the hearing-provide any basis Whatsoever for creating the new 
district? Under Section 42-604, the purpose of the hearing is to determine if there is justification 
for the creation of a new water district. 
Similarly, the Notice speaks of the creation of the new water district as an inevitability by 
its detailed description of the structure of the "proposed" water district. (R., p. 100.) This 
directly contradicts the Notice's statement that the hearing "will create a record upon which the 
Director will rely to determine whether formation of a water district is appropriate, and if so, 
how the district should be formed." (R., p. 99.) This last statement is disingenuous because, as 
the remainder of the Notice makes clear, the Director had already determined what the structure 
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of the water district would be prior to the hearing on which the decision is supposed to be based. 
(R., p. 100.) 
These examples demonstrate that the Director had already decided to create WD 170 prior 
to the hearing on the matter. This rendered him a biased decision-maker under Eacret because 
he "[h]ad already made up his ... mind regarding the outcome of the hearing." 139 Idaho 
at 785-786, 86 P.3d at 499-500. Under Eacret, this is a Due Process violation. 
There is another reason this predetermination that WD 170 would be formed violated Due 
· Process. This premature determination materially and improperly prejudiced the subsequent 
' administrative proceedings, because the water user pubiic did not have any incentive to provide 
input to the Department during the administrative process. As the public testimony 
demonstrates, to the members of the public and the affected water users, creation of the new 
water district was already an inevitability based on the Department's statements, and the hearing 
and solicitation of feedback was simply a meaningless formality. 
A good example of this chilling effect appears in the hearing transcript itself. Dnring his 
testimony at the hearing, Mr. Jack Challis testified that, "the majority realize, like it or not, the 
now finalized Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement has made this proposed new district 
mandatory." (Tr., p. 4, LL. 62-64 (emphasis added).) According to his testimony, Mr. Challis is 
not only a water right owner, but also the secretary-treasurer for two water districts and both a 
former and current watermaster. (Tr., p. 3, LL. 34-38.) His experience provided Mr. Challis 
with a level of sophistication in Idaho water law above most water right owners. If Mr. Challis 
was under the impression that WDI 70is indeed "mandatory," how many other non-testifying 
water right owners were operating under the same erroneous assumption? How many would 
have testified or commented on the need for the new water district had they known it was not in 
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fact mandatory? Unfortunately, we will never know, because the Department consistently 
asserted that the creation ofWDl 70 was "mandatory," as Mr. Challis stated. (Tr., p. 4, L. 64.) 
A similar example appears in a letter submitted to the Director by Mr. James Hawkins on 
behalf of one of the existing water districts within Basin 72. (R., p. 120.) In that letter, 
Mr. Hawkins states that, "[i]t is our understanding of the agreement reached between IDWR and 
the FS that there needs to be a 'super' watermaster to gather the records, etc. in the Salmon River 
Basin." Id. (R., p. 120.) 
In surmnary, the Director's belief that he was required to create WD 170 prejudiced the 
administrative proceedings for two reasons. First, it biased the Director as the decision maker in 
favor of creating WDl 70, which is a violation of constitutional Due Process protections. In 
addition, it effectively deprived Thompson Creek, the other affected water users, and the general 
public of the ability to provide meaningful feedback to the Director. For these reasons, the 
Director's creation ofWDl 70 violated constitutional Due Process rights and was based upon 
unlawful procedure and, accordingly, violated the standards of the Idaho APA contained in 
Sections 67-5279(3)(a) and 67-5279(3)(c) of the Idaho Code. 
3. The Administrative Record Does Not Contain Substantial Evidence That 
WDl 70 Is "Required In Order To Properly Administer Uses Of The Water 
Resource" 
Pursuantto the Idaho AP A, an agency action is in error if it is "not sµpported by 
substantial evidence on the record as a whole." LC. § 67-5279(3)(d). Under Idaho law, a water 
district may be created only when it is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water 
resource." I.C. § 42-604 'ff 2. Accordingly, this Court must find substantial evidence in the 
record that WD 170 was in fact "required in order to properly administer uses of the water 
resource" in order to uphold the Director's decision. 
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However, the administrative record contains virtually no such evidence. Rather, the 
primary bases relied upon by the Director are either not relevant to the determination required by 
Section 42-604 or were conclusory statements unsupported by record evidence. As such, the 
Director's decision is not "supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole" and, 
therefore, is in.error under the Idaho APA. LC.§ 67-5279(3)(d). 
a. The Director Improperly Relied Upon Several Item~ In Creating WDl 70 
The Director justified creating WDl 70 by relying upon several items not relevant to the 
mandatory standard in Section 42-604. Similarly, the Director relied upon factual statements not 
· supported by the administrative recor& Acconiingiy, before discussing the evidence in the 
record that is relevant to the determination required bySection 42-604, it is important to discuss 
the items that should not have been considered in that detenrtination. 
i. The Director Improperly Relied Upon The W &SR Agreement 
Section III.A.2.d of this Brief has established the Director believed the W &SR 
Agreement required him to create WDI 70. Importantly, the provision in the W &SR Agreement 
"requiring" the Department to create WDl 70 is not relevant to whether the new water district is 
"required'' pursuant to Section 42-604, 412. The Director did not have the authority to create 
,WDJ 70 prior to completing the statutorily required administrative process. And, the fact that the 
. state of Idaho "agreed" to create the new water district in the W &SR Agreement is not the type 
of"requirement" contemplated by Section 42-604. In order to create a new water district, the 
Director must demonstrate that it is "required" for the proper administration of the water 
resource, not that it is required pursuant to an agreement executed prior to the required 
administrative process. See I.C. § 42-604, 412. Accordingly, this Court should not consider the 
provision of the W&SR Agreement "requiring" the Department to create WDI 70 in its analysis 
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of whether substantial evidence on the record supports the Director's formation of the new water 
district. 
In addition to this statutory argument, the terms of the W &SR Agreement itself 
incorporate the statutory standard for creating new water districts contained in Section 42-604, 
,i 2. Again, Thompson Creek is not a party to that Agreement and is accordingly not bound to · 
any of its provisions. (R., pp. 307-34.) Even so, a review of that Agreement reveals several 
provisions demonstrating that the Agreement is nof relevant to whether the creation of WD 170 is 
legal and appropriate. First, Paragraph 2 of the Agreement specifically states that the· 
Department "will establish water districts as necessaryto assist[the Department] in the 
administration of water rights." (R; p. 309) (emphasis added). The phrase "as necessary'' in this 
· provision explicitly incorporates the Section42-604 standard. 
In addition, Paragraph 9(b) of the Agreement specifically states that, "nothing in this 
. Stipulation ... shall be construed or interpreted ... to limit or affect the authority of ... the State 
provided by statute or regulation." (R., p. 323) ( emphasis added). Moreover, Paragraph 10 of 
the Agreement provides that, "nothing in this Stipulation ... shall be ... used as evidence ... in· 
any appellate proceedings concerning the SRBA, or in any other proceeding, other than. those 
seeking approval of the [W &SR Order], for interpretation, enforcement or administration of this 
Stipulation orthe Partial Decrees .... ". (R., pp. 323-24.) This wording was specifically 
confirmed by the SRBA Court in the W &SR Order. (R., p. 378.) 
In other words, the W &SR Agreement contains specific provisions restricting its use in 
subsequent proceedings. These provisions conclusively preserve the applicability of 
Section 42-604 and its statement that a new water district must be "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." Accordingly, the W&SR Agreement's "requirement" 
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that the Director create WD 170 simply is not relevant to this Court's review of the legality of the 
creation of the new water district. 
Significantly, the Director could not properly rely upon the W &SR Agreement in 
creating WDl 70 because the SRBA Court's W&SR Order approving the Agreement specifically 
prohibits the Director from relying on the water administration provisions in Paragraph 2 of the 
Agreement in determining whether a new water district is "required" pursuant to Section 42-604. 
In its order approving the W &SR Agreement, the SRBA Court specifically states that: 
The [W &SR Agreement] is hereby approved, provided, that the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of the [Agreement] ("paragraph 2") that address administration of 
water rights are covenants among the signatory parties only and shall not be 
binding on this Court or non-signatory parties with regard to administration of 
water rights by IDWR. 
(R., p. 377) (emphasis added). That Order goes on to provide that:. 
The provisions of paragraph 2 [ of the W &SR Agreement] shall not affect the 
rights of Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in 
and object to any ... proceeding for creation of a water district. .. ; nor shall 
the provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such 
proceedings. 
(R., pp. 377-78) (emphasis added). 
This language explicitly establishes that the W &SR Agreement may not provide a basis 
for fanning a new water district, and that the creation of WD 170 must still be "required" 
pursuant to Section 42-604, ,i 2. Notably, the Director specifically refutes this unambiguous 
. language in Conclusion of Law 18 of the WD 170 Order, which asserts that the W &SR Order, 
"does not ... place limits on how theDirector shall create a water district in the Upper Salmon 
River Basin." (R., p. 207.) This erroneous interpretation of the Order's explicit restriction 
demonstrates the Director's bias and the improper basis of his decision to create WD 170. And, 
as this Brief has already demonstrated, the Director did in fact rely upon the W &SR Agreement 
to justify creating WD 170. 
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ii. The Director Improperly Relied Upon The Previous Adjudication Of 
Water Rights 
When he created WDl 70, the Director incorrectly believed the previous adjudication of 
water rights within Basins 71 and 72 justified the creation of a water district in those areas. 
However, the previous adjudication of water rights is simply a prerequisite to--not a justification 
for-water district formation. 
Conclusion of Law 20 of the WDl 70 Order states that, "Idaho Code§ 42-604 authorizes 
the Director to create a water district for streams or water supplies for which a court having 
jurisdiction thereof has adjudicated the priorities of appropriation." (R., p. 207.) This statement 
implies that, by itself, the adjudication of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 is a sufficient basis for 
the Director to create a new water district. However, this is not the correct construction of the 
water district statutes. 
While adjudication of water rights may be a required prerequisite to creation of a water 
district under Section 42-604, it does not provide the Director with the authority to create a new 
water district. Rather, the creation ofWDl 70 must still be "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." LC.§ 42-604, ,r 2 (emphasis added). Adjudication of 
water rights alone is not sufficient to justify creation of a water district. 
More is needed. Otherwise, the language of Section 42-604 serves no purpose. Under 
the Director's interpretation, adjudication of water rights automatically justifies creation of a 
water district. If the Legislature had intended such a process, the statutes would so provide. 
They do not. Instead, the Legislature established a standard that must be satisfied to create a 
water district: it must be "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." 
Id. ( emphasis added). 
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iii. The Director Improperly Relied Upon Interim Administration 
A similar analysis applies to the Director's reliance upon interim administration to justify 
creating WDl 70. Interim administration allows the Department to distribute water and protect 
senior water rights in a particular basin after water rights have been adjudicated, but before the 
Director has determined whether a water district is required. See generally LC. § 42-1417. As 
its name implies, it is an "interim" measure and is subject to a relaxed standard compared to the 
formation of a water district. A water district must be "required." LC. § 42-604, ,i 2. Interim 
administration need only be "reasonably necessary." Id. at§ 42-1417(2)(c). 
Conciusion of Law 23 ofihe W ul70 Order states that, '-'Idaho Code§ 42-1417[] cieariy 
authorizes the Director to create a water district after the entry of the district court's order for . 
interim administration .... " (R., p. 207.) This incorrectly implies that interim administration 
alone is sufficient to form a water district. If a water district is to be formed after interim 
administration is approved, the district still must be "required" pursuant to Section 42-604. The 
interim administration statute states that, "[ a ]fter entry of the district court's order for interim 
administration, the director may form a water district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho 
Code." LC. § 42-1417(4) (emphasis added). This provision specifically incorporates the . 
"required" standard of Section 42°604. Section 42-1417( 4)'s statement that the Director may 
form a water district, "[ a ]fter entry of the district court's order for interim administration," does 
not provide the Director with independent authority to form a water district as the Director 
implies. Instead, Section 42-1417 simply describes the sequence of events that may occur. 
Similarly, the Director cannot rely upon interim administration as a basis for creation of 
WDl 70, because interim administration was a direct result of the water resource administration 
provisions of Paragraph 2 of the W&SR Agreement. As Section IILA.3.a.i ofthis Brief has 
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already explained, the Director is prohibited from relying upon those provisions in forming a 
new water district. 
iv. The Director Improperly Relied Upon Matters Outside The 
Administrative Record 
In creating WD 170, the Director may not rely upon his own conclusory statements of 
fact, unsupported by the administrative record. The Idaho AP A specifically provides that, 
"[f)indings of fact must be based exclusively on the evidence in the record of the contested case 
and on matters officially noticed in that proceeding." LC. § 67-5248(2) (emphasis added). And, 
the Idaho Supreme Court has specifically stated that, "[ a]ny findings made by [ an administrative 
agency] based on matters outside the record must be reversed as unsupported by substantial, 
competent evidence or as arbitrary and capricious." Laurino v. Bd. of Prof'! Discipline of Idaho 
State Bd. of Med., 137 Idaho 596,601, 51 P.3d 410,415 (Idaho 2002); see also Sanders Orchard 
v. Gem County, 137 Idaho 695, 702, 52 P.3d 840, 847 (Idaho 2002). The WDI 70 Order 
demonstrates the Director relied heavily upon factual statements unsupported by the 
administrative record. 
To be clear, the Department may rely upon its water resource expertise in administrative 
proceedings. Administrative agencies are expressly permitted by Idaho law to take official 
notice of matters that are within their area of expertise. However, to take notice of such matters, 
an agency is required to notify the parties to the proceeding of the facts or material to be noticed, 
before or during the hearing, and prior to any order based on the noticed facts. 
I.C. §§ 67-5249(2)(c); 67-5251(4). Here, the Director never provided any such notice in this 
proceeding. Accordingly, the Director may not rely upon factual statements in the WDl 70 Order 
not contained in the administrative record. 
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The Idaho Supreme Court's opinion in Sanders illustrates these principles. In Sanders, a 
developer appealed a zoning decision that conditioned approval of a subdivision upon providing 
central water and sewer services. 137 Idaho at 697, 52 P.3d at 842. The local Board based this 
condition on a finding that "[t]he proposed subdivision is in an area of increasing residential 
development ... and it is projected that development of central sewer system and water lines will 
be extended to that area in the reasonably near future." 137 Idaho at 702, 52 P.3d at 847. 
However, the Court determined, "{t]here was nothing submitted in writing to the Board 
indicating:that central sewer and water lines will be extended to that area in the reasonably near 
- future, or ever." Id. Simiiariy, "no oraitestimony was presented on that issue at the hearing 
before the Board ..... " Id. Accordingly, the Idaho Supreme Court held that, "[t]his finding is 
not supported by substantial evidence." Id. This is despite the fact that observing development 
patterns would likely be within the Board's expertise. 
Here, the Director did not officially notice any factual matters prior to or during the 
hearing. Accordingly, the Director may not rely upon factual matters discussed in the WDl 70 
Order unsupported by substantial evidence in the administrative record. An administrative 
agency:-
may not use its expertise as a substitute for evidence in the record, since the 
requirement for administrative decisions based on substantial evidence and 
reasoned findings-which provide the basis for effective judicial review-
wouldbecome meaningless if material facts known to or relied upon the 
agency did not appear in the record. · 
- Laurino, 137 Idaho at 602, 51 P.3d at 416 (footnotes omitted). 
Importantly, the WD 170 Order is full of examples of the Director's reliance upon factual 
matters not contained in the administrative record. For example, Conclusion of Law 7 in the 
WD 170 Order states that the Director specifically relied upon "historic records of the water 
districts in Basins 72, 73, 74, and 75 on file at the Department" in concluding that "some or 
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many of the statutory requirements are not being satisfied [in the Upper Salmon River Basin]." 
(R., p. 204.) However, the Director never officially noticed such records pursuant to Section 
67-5251 of the Idaho Code, nor did he even attempt to explain or summarize such ''historic 
records." And there is nothing in the administrative record regarding such "historic records" or 
supporting the contention that statutory requirements are not being satisfied. 
The same Conclusion of Law lists conduct that purportedly justifies creation of the water 
district. It states: 
For example, surface water diversions in some of the existing districts lack 
adequate measuring devices and controlling headgates, are not measured or 
recorded on a regular basis, or are not moritored or regulated during portions 
of the irrigation season. Additionally, some of the existing water districts do 
not maintain adequate measurement records, annual watermaster reports are 
not always complete or timely submitted, and some existing water districts 
have been inactive for many years. None of the existing water districts 
enforce limitations of sUiface water rights outside of the irrigation season for 
the rights, and none of the existing water districts regulate water rights 
diverting from ground water. 
(R., p. 204.) The Director made similar statements regarding the effectiveness of the existing 
water districts within Basin 72 in Finding of Fact 12 of the WDl 70 Order. (R., p. 199.) 
Yet, the Director did not officially notice this evidence, and there is no other factual basis 
in the record to support these assertions. Similarly, Conclusion of Law 8 in the WD170 Order 
states that, "the administration of surface water rights in the existing water districts in Basin 72 is 
often inconsistent." (R., p. 204.) Again, there is no factual support for this assertion in the 
administrative record. These conclusory, unsupported statements may not provide the Director 
with a basis for creating the water district. 
In response to Thompson Creek's concern regarding reliance upon the water 
administration provisions in the W&SR Agreement, Conclusion of Law 25 in the WDl 70 Order 
states, "the Department either created or is in the process of creating water districts in other areas 
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ofldaho that have the same or similar features established by the Final Order Creating Water 
District No. 170." (R, p. 208.) Again, there is no factual support for these assertions in the 
administrative record, and the Department did not provide official notice of them. The 
Department's reliance upon creation of water districts in other parts of the state, as precedent for 
forming WD 170, required it to disclose that information in the administrative record in a 
procedurally proper manner to afford Thompson Creek and other affected water users the 
. constitutionally protected Due Process rights to rebut evidence in a fair, objective hearing. Such 
an opportunity did not occur. Again, because these factual statements are not supported in the 
administrative record, they cannot provide a basis for the creation of WD 170. 
b. The Remainder Of The Record Must Contain Substantial Evidence That A 
New Water District Is "Required In Order To Properly Administer Uses Of 
The Water Resource" 
The applicable standard, Section 42-604, unambiguously states that creation of a water 
district must be "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." 
LC. § 42-604, 'I! 12 ( emphasis added). However, the WDl 70 Order specifically states that, "[t]he 
Director proposes creation of a water district in Basins 71 and 72 for efficient administration of 
surface and ground water rights." (R., p. 207.) This is an inaccurate characterization of the 
applicable statutory standard. Simply promoting "efficient administration" does not satisfy the 
statutory mandate of Section 42-604. 
The statute's use of the term "required" is deliberate. The Idaho Legislature determined 
that creation of water districts would result in the imposition of significant costs on water users. 
It used the term "required" to ensure these costs would not be imposed unless they were 
absolutely necessary. 
It is not sufficient that creation of a water district may make the administration of water 
rights more efficient. Had the Legislature intended a less exacting standard to govern the 
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creation of water districts or to give the Director more discretion in this determination, it would 
have done so. See, e.g., LC. §§ 42-237a ("the director of the department of water resources in 
his sole discretion, is empowered .... ", 42-247 ("[t]he director of the department may also in his 
discretion give notice .... "); see also I.C. §§ 42-351(3), 42-502, 42-1701A(2), 42-2013. Rather, 
as Section 42-604 unambiguously states, a new water district must be "required." 
Significantly, the Department is not entitled to any deference on the interpretation of 
Section 42--604 under the Idaho cases addressing judicial deference to an agency's interpretation 
of statutes it administers. Those cases hold an agency's interpretation of statutes is entitled to 
deference only when the statute is ambiguous. See, e.g., Matter of Pennit No. 36-7200 in Name 
of Idaho Dep't of Parks and Recreation, 121 Idaho 819,824,828 P.2d 848, 853 (Idaho 1992). 
Section 42-604 is unambiguous in its statement that the creation of a new water district must be 
"required." Any interpretation of that statute involving a standard that is anything short of an 
absolute necessity for a new water district contradicts the unambiguously expressed intent of the 
Idaho Legislature and is accordingly not entitled to any judicial deference.3 
c. The Remainder Of The Administrative Record Does Not Contain Substantial 
Evidence That WD170 Is Required 
Under Section 67-5279(3)(d), the Director's decision must be supported by "substantial 
and competent evidence." Chisholm v. Idaho Dep 't of Water Res., 142 Idaho 159, 125 P.3d 515, 
518 (Idaho 2005). This evidence must be "relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might 
accept to support a conclusion." 142 Idaho at 159, 125 P.3d at 520 (citation omitted). This 
evidence need not constitute a preponderance of the evidence, but it must be "more than a mere 
scintilla." Id. ( citation omitted). 
3 Additionally, the Director has the authority to adopt administrative rules and regulations 
interpreting statutory enactments. LC.§§ 42-603, 42-1805(8). He has neglected to utilize that 
authority here. 
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The record in this case simply does not contain "substantial and competent evidence" that 
a water district is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." And, the 
hearing transcript provides virtually no support for the contention that a new water district is 
"required" for this purpose. 
To the contrary, most testimony at the hearing was against the creation ofWD170. Of 
· the five witnesses testifying at the November 9, 2005 hearing, four of them specifically 
expressed their belief that the new water district is unnecessary. (Tr., p. 4, LL. 61-62) ("many in 
this proposed district would question any actual needs for such actually exists" (testimony of 
Mr. Jack Challis)); (Tr., p. 6, L. 113 -p. 7, L. 114) ("we feel that there is no need for the upper 
basin watermaster" (testimony of Mr. Jerry Hawkins)); (Tr., p. 8, LL. 138-39) ("[i]tjust isn't 
necessary to have another watermaster mastering something that isn't necessary'' (testimony of 
Mr. Blair Kauer)); (Tr., p. 9, L. 173 -p. 10, L. 185) ("in essence I can't see why we probably 
need anybody that we don't presently have in the system already .... I think we're way over 
emphasizing the need down the road for this fellow that's going to be requiring a lot of money to 
police us in essence" (testimony of Mr. James Whittaker)). And, the testimony of the fifth 
witness at the hearing did not specifically address the need for WDl 70. (Tr., p. 10, L. 201 -
p. 11, L. 222). 
Moreover, the remainder of the administrative record contains no reliable evidence that 
WDl 70 is "required" in accordance with Section 42-604. Rather, the "need" for WDI 70 is 
based almost exclusively on the W&SR Agreement, adjudication, interim administration, and 
unsupported factual assertions-none of which are appropriate bases for the creation of WD 170, 
as this Brief has already explained. 
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Thompson Creek specifically raised concerns regarding the lack of evidence in the record 
in its previous Petition for Reconsideration of Final Order Creating Water District No. 170. 
(R., pp. 168-82.) The Director's response to those concerns appears in Conclusions of 
Law 14-16 of the WDl 70 Order and illustrates the Director's errors on this issue. (R., p. 206.) 
First, in order to refute Thompson Creek's claim that the administrative record does not support 
the creation ofWDl 70, the Director attempts to describe the applicable legal standard and assert 
that the administrative record contains evidence that satisfies that standard. Id. Unfortunately, 
the WDI 70 Order describes the wrong legal standard. According to the Director, "[j]ustification 
for creation of the proposed district 'to efficiently administer water rights and protect senior 
water rights' is provided in [various documents contained in the administrative record]." Id. 
( emphasis added). Again, the proper standard is not that the new water district will "efficiently 
administer water rights." Rather, the new water district must be "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." LC.§ 42-604, 'lf 2 (emphasis added). 
In addition-and more telling-is the fact that, in response to this specific concern raised 
by Thompson Creek, the Director does not describe, summarize, or explain any actual evidence 
of the need for WD 170. Instead, he simply lists a number of documents that he claims support 
the creation ofWDl 70. (R., p. 206). If those documents contain factual evidence supporting the 
creation of WD 170, the Director should have described that evidence in the WD 170 Order to 
respond to Thompson Creek's concern. It is not sufficient to simply claim that certain 
documents support the Director's decision. The findings of fact and the decision must be based 
exclusively upon substantial evidence contained in the record. LC. §§ 67-5248(2), 
67-5279(3)(d). Here, the Director simply did not even come close to satisfying these 
requirements. 
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Significantly, the Department did not establish a legal need for WDl 70 due to a lack of 
enforcement authority without a new water district. To the contrary, the Department already has 
authority to enforce water rights in Basins 71 and 72 under Idaho law. The Idaho Legislature 
conferred general water right enforcement authority upon the Department. See, e.g., LC. 
§§ 42-170 l B (granting the Director authority to pursue civil enforcement of violations of state 
water laws), 42-1805(9) (granting the Director authority to seek injunctive relief against those 
violating state water laws). Accordingly, a water district is not the only means for the 
Department to ensure water is distributed in accordance with Idaho law; there are other legal 
avenues available. 
In summary, the Director may not rely upon the W &SR Agreement, the previous 
adjudication of water rights, interim administration, or unsupported, extra-record factual 
statements to justify the creation ofWDl 70. None of these are relevant or appropriate bases for 
the creation of a new water district, and the remainder of the administrative record contains 
virtually no evidence that WD 170 is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water 
resource." Accordingly, the decision to create WD 170 is "not supported by substantial evidence 
on the record as a whole" and is, therefore, in error. See LC. § 67-5279(3)(d). 
4. The Structure And Other Attributes Of WDI 70 Do Not Comply With Idaho 
Statutes Governiug Water Districts 
Pursuant to the Idaho AP A, the Director's creation ofWD 170 is in error if his actions are 
"in violation of ... statutory provisions" or "in excess of the statutory authority of the 
[Director]." LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a), (b) (emphasis added). The Director only has those authorities 
that have been specifically granted to him by the Idaho Legislature. See, e.g., Welch, 128 Idaho 
at 514,915 P.2d at 1372; Simpson v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 134 Idaho 209,212,998 P.2d 1122, 
1125 (Idaho 2000). Accordingly, the creation of a water district must comply with the water 
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district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code. And, because the Department has not 
promulgated any regulations implementing or interpreting the water district statutes, it is bound 
by the plain meaning of those statutes. 
The Director lacked authority under Idaho's water district statutes for many of the 
requirements and attributes ofWDl 70 that are contained in the WDl 70 Order. Accordingly, the 
Director's creation of WD 170 was "in violation of ... statutory provisions" and "in excess of the 
statutory authority" and, therefore, in error. 
a. There Is No Statutory Authority For The Creation Of "Sub-Districh" 
The WD 170 Order converts three pre-existing water districts in Basin 72 into "sub-
districts" oJWDl 70. (R., p. 210.) The WDl 70 Order requires these "sub-districts" to continue 
to meet anaually to elect their own watermasters, adopt their own budgets, select their own 
advisory committees, and distribute surface water rights within their boundaries. (R., p. 210.) In 
short, these "sub-districts" are to continue operating as water districts, as they had in the past. 
However, the water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 simply do not contain any 
provisions allowing forthe creation of"sub-districts." Rather, the Director may only "create" a 
new water district, "revise the boundaries of' an existing water district, "abolish" au existing 
water district," or "combine two (2) or more water districts" into one water district. 
LC. § 42-604, '\12. Nowhere in this language is there any authorization for "sub-districts." 
Presumably, the Director relies upon the authority in Section 42-604 to "combine" two or 
more water districts as the basis for "sub-districts." However, by its plain language, that 
provision simply allows the Director to convert two or niore pre-existing water districts into one 
water district. It does not provide any authority for the two-tiered "sub-district" structure created 
by the Director, in which there are multiple mini-water districts within a larger "umbrella" water 
district. 
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And, there are a number of problems with this two-tiered structure that illustrate why 
Idaho's water district statutes do not provide for "sub-districts." First, these "sub-districts" are 
still subject to the authority ofWDI 70 and its watermaster, as the WDI 70 Order does not 
abrogate the authority of WD 170 over water users within those three pre-existing water districts. 
This essentially creates a two-tiered authority structure in which the water users within the 
"sub-districts" are required to continue to spend the time and money required to operate entities 
that are ultimately subject to the authority ofWDI 70. 
·And, because of this structure, affected water users within these "sub-districts" are 
subject to assessments froni both the "sub-districts" and from WD 170. Conclusion of Law 3 l(f) 
in the WDI 70 Order specifically states that, "sub-districts may collect assessments to pay the 
pro-rata expenses of the Upper Salmon Water District. ... " (R., p. 210.) Similarly, Conclusion· 
of Law 9 of the WDI 70 Order specifies that, "each sub-district may be subject to future 
assessments for costs associated with oversight of that sub-district," and goes on to enumerate a 
number of different items that qualify as "oversight costs." (R., pp. 204-05.) 
Simply put, the water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code contain no 
authority for this two-tiered, "sub-district" structure. And, they certainly do not contain authority 
for assessments by any entity other than a water district. While Section 42-604 provides for 
combining multiple water districts into one water district, this is different than the two-tiered 
authority structure involved with the Director's "sub-district" arrangement. 
By creating these "sub-districts" without authority to do so, the Director's actions were 
"in violation of ... statutory provisions" and were "in excess of the statutory authority of the 
[Department]" and were, accordingly, in violation of the Idaho APA. See LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a), 
(b) (emphasis added). 
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b. The WDl 70 Order Improperly Restricts The Discretion Of Water Users To 
Select An Advisory Committee In Violation Of The Statutes Governing 
Water Districts 
Conclusion of Law 31( c) of the WD 170 Order provides that, "[t]he water right holders 
[ within WDl 70] may select a Water District Advisory Committee that includes, but need not be 
limited to, representation from advisory committees of existing water districts.". (R., p. 209) 
( emphasis added). The implication of this provision is that the advisory committee must contain 
at least some representation from existing water districts. Similarly, the WDl 70 Order's second 
order pr<Wision states that "sub-districts shall continue to meet annually to elect a water master, 
adopt a budget, and select an advisory committee.'; (R., p. 210.) The implication of this 
provision is that water users must elect an advisory committee at its annual meeting. 
)J;:iwever, the Director does not have the statutory authority to restrict tlle discretion of 
the water users in this manner. Idaho Code Section 42-605( 6) provides water users with the 
exclusive authority to decide whether to establish an advisory committee and, if they do so, to 
select the members of the advisory committee. Accordingly, the Director's elimination of the 
discretion of the water users is "in violation of ... statutory provisions" and "in excess of the 
statutory authority of the [Department]" and, accordingly, in violation of the Idaho AP A. See 
LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a), (b) (emphasis added). 
c. Provisions In The WDl 70 Order Addressing The Selection And Funding Of 
A Watermaster Violate The Statutes Governing Water Districts 
The WDI 70 Order provides that "[t]he water right holders [within WDl 70] may elect to 
have the district contract with the Department to provide watermaster services," and that, under 
this arrangement, "the watermaster will be a direct employee of the Department." (R., p. 209.) 
In addition, if the water users elect to contract with the department for watermaster services, "the 
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Department will waive the requirement ofcompensation for providing watermaster services 
during 2006 and 2007 .... " (R., p. 210.) 
The water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code contain no authority 
for this arrangement. Section 42-605(3) provides that,"[ a]t the meeting of the water users of a 
district there shall be elected a watermaster," not that water users may elect to contract with the 
Department for those services. And, there is certainly no provision requiring the watermaster in 
such an arrangement to be a direct employee of the Department, as is required by the WDl 70 
Order. 
IF.short, these provisions are "in violation of ... statutory provisions" and "in excess of 
the statutory authority of the [Department]" and are, accordingly, in violation of the Idaho AP A. 
See LC.§ 67-5279(3)(a), (b) (emphasis added). 
5. The Director's Decision To Create WDl 70 Was Arbitrary And Capricious, 
Given All Of These Circumstances 
Pursuant to the Idaho AP A, an agency action is in error if it is "arbitrary, capricious, or an 
abuse ofdiscretiou." LC.§ 67-5279(3)(e). Generally speaking, a decision is "arbitrary" ifit is 
made "in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented" or "without adequate determining 
pr.nciples." American Lung Ass 'n of Idaho/Nevada v. State, Dept. of Agriculture, 142 Idaho 
544,547, 130 P.3d 1082, 1085 (Idaho 2006). Similarly, a decision is "capricious" ifit is made 
without a "rational basis." American Lung, 142 Idaho at 547, 130 P.3d at 1085. And, a decision 
is generally an abuse of discretion if the decisionmaker (1) did not correctly perceive the issue as 
one of discretion; (2) did not act within the boundaries of such discretion and consistent with 
applicable legal standards; or (3) did not reach its decision by an exercise of reason. See, e.g., 
Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 768, 86 P.3d 475,482 
(Idaho 2004). 
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This Brief has explained in detail how the Director's decision to create WDl 70 violated 
Due Process principles and statutory procedural requirements, was not based upon substantial 
evidence in the record, and did not comport with statutory requirements governing water 
districts. Individually, each of these items by itself constitutes error under the Idaho AP A. 
Taken together, they demonstrate a total disregard for the purposes and principles of Due 
Process, the Idaho AP A, and the water district statutes. In short, the Director was going to, create 
WD 170 no matter what the administrative record showed regarding the actual need for a new 
water district under Section 42-604, ,r 2. 
The decision to create WD 170 was, therefore, made "in disregard of the facts and 
circumstances presented" and "without adequate determining principles." It was also made 
without a "rational basis" and without "an exercise of reason." In other words, the decision to 
create WD 170 was "arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion" and was, therefore, in error 
pursuant to the Idaho APA. See I.C. § 67-5279(3)(e). 
6. Substantial Rights Of Thompson Ci-eek Have Been Prejudiced 
Section 67-5279(4) provides that, "agency action shall be affirmed unless substantial 
rights of the appellant have been prejudiced." As this Brief has already explained; the creation of 
WD 170 will result in the imposition of substantial costs on Thompson Creek and the potential 
for restrictions upon the use of water rights owned by Thompson Creek. Additionally, the Due 
Process rights of Thompson Creek have been violated in numerous instances during this agency 
process. Accordingly, substantial rights of Thompson Creek have been prejudiced.by the 
Director's creation ofWDl 70. 
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B. Thompson Creek Is Not Subject To WD170 Because It Was Not A Party To The 
W &SR Agreement 
Section III.A.3 of this Brief has explained the total lack of evidence in the administrative 
record demonstrating that WD 170 is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water 
resource," as required by Sections 42-604 and 67-5279(3)(d) of the Idaho Code. In addition, this 
Brief demonstrates that the Director's sole basis for creating WD 170 is the W &SR Agreement. 
Under these circumstances, even if this Court upholds the Director's creation ofWDl 70, it 
should m:t subject Thompson Creek to the costs and other requirements of the water district. 
Again, Thompson Creek was not a party to the W &SR Agreement. (R., pp. 307-34.) In 
fact, in re.~ponse to an objection filed by Thompson Creek, the SRBA Court's order approving 
the Agreement specifically provides that, "the provisions of paragraph 2 of the [W &SR 
Agreement] ... that address administration of water rights are covenants among the signatory 
parties only and shall not be binding on this Court or non-signatory parties with regard to 
administration of water rights by IDWR." (R., p. 377 (emphasis added).) Paragraph 2 of the 
Agreement is the provision that "requires" the Director to create WDl 70. (R., pp. 309-10.) 
According to the Idaho Supreme Court, "[a] stipulation is a contract and its enforceability 
is determined by contract principles." Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 611, 
l 14·P.3d 974, 981 (Idaho 2005) (citation omitted). It is of course a central tenet of contract law 
that a non-party is not bound to a contract. Accordingly, because Thompson Creek was not a 
party to the W &SR Agreement, it is not bound to that Agreement and is not subject to any of the 
water administration provisions that are a result of that Agreement, including WDl 70. Because 
the W &SR Agreement provides the only arguable basis for creating WD 170, Thompson Creek 
must therefore be excluded from the water district if this Court affirms the creation of the district 
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by the Director. This result is dictated both by ordinary contract principles and the specific 
language of the judicial order approving the Agreement. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
In summary, the Director's decision to create WDl 70 violates Thompson Creek's 
constitutional Due Process rights, is not based upon substantial evidence in the record, and does 
not comply with Idaho's water district statutes. As such, the Director's decision to create 
WD 170 vi!!l.ates multiple provisions of the Idaho AP A. Therefore, this Court should reverse the 
Director's,Jecision to create WDl 70. However, if this Court affirms the creation of WDl 70, 
then it should order that Thompson Creek be specifically excluded from this district. 
' -ft-.. ' 
Dated this±_ day of June, 2007. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _il::;i-ay of June, 2007, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PETITIONER'S BRIEF to be served by the method indicated below, 
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Phillip J. Rassier 
Garrick L. Baxter 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
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Reed Larsen 
COOPER& LARSEN 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRJC1 OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
lN RE THE GENERAL 
ADJUDICATION OF RJGITTS 
TO THE USE OF WATER 
FROM THE SNAKE RJVER 
BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
Civil Case No. 39576 
!dent. No. 75-13316 
Date Received 
------~ Receipt No. ________ _ 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RJGHT 
RESERVED UN.DER FEDERAL LAW 
I. Name of Claimant: UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA on behalf oftl,e U.S.D.A. Forest Secvice 
Address: 550 W. fort Street, llox 33 
Boise, ID 83724 
2. Date of Priority: July 23, 1980 . 
. >. Source of Water Supply: 11,e Sabnon River and all of its tributaries upstream of Long Tom Bar. 
4. a. Location of.Point of Diversion: None. 
b. Description of Diversion Wodcs: lnstream Flow .. 
c. If lnstream Flow; Ending Point of Jnstream Flow Is: Long Tom Bar located in lhe 
SE!/4SEl/4, section 31, T. 25 N., R. 5 E., Boise Meridian. 
d. If instream flows, beginning point of claimed instrcam now is: 
for the entire reach of the designated river? as identified~ ~e·~ild and scenic rivers act as amended 
5. Total Quantity Claimed: The entire unappropriated flow as.of the <lat~ of designation, specifically, 
July 23, 1980. 
6. Total Consumptive Use Claimed for Present and future Uses ls: Non consumptive. 
7. Present and Future: 
The water is reserved for u'"Jc purposes set fordi in the \Vild and ~er,k Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C. sec. 1271, ct seq. 
(P.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 907) (October 2, 1968), and in the Central Idaho Wilderness Act, (P.L. 96-312, 94 Stat. 
948) (July 23, 1980). 
8. Anach the Legal Description of lhc Reservalion, and Maps Showing, for Each Consumptive Use lhe 
Existing and Proposed Place of Use and Existing Points of Diversion: See map sheets bound separately. 
9. Remarks: Original Reservation created by Presidential Proclamation (34 Stat_ 3250) dated November 
5, 1906; Sabnon River designated as part of lhe Wild and Scenic Rivers System by an Act of Congress dated 
July 23, 1980 (Pub. L 96-312, 94 StaL 952). 
10. Describe Any Olher Water Rights Used at the Sarne Place and for lhe Same Purposes as Described above: 
None. 
11. Counties within boundaries of reservation: 
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See enclosed map with reservation documents_ 
Reference Information: 
National Forest: 
State Basin: 
Sabnon-0,allis National Forest 
75 
Notice is hereby given that the United States Department of Justice will represent the Department of 
Agriculture, Forest Service, in all matters pertaining to the Snake River Basin Adjudication_ All notices 
required by law to be mailed by the Director to the Claimant should be mailed 10 the individuals at the address 
below: 
Bruce Bernard 
U_S. Depa~ent of Justice 
Environment and Narural Resources Division 
550 W. Fort Street, Box 33 
Boise, ID 83724 
This form is an a-nachmenl to a letter forwarding the claims of the U.S. Department of Agriculture7 Forest 
Service. The signature and affumalion ·on s~h -letter constitutes the signature of the ·authorized agent 
representing the United States of America required for each such _claim. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL 
ADJUDICATION Of RIGHTS 
TO THE USE OF WATER 
FROM 111£ SNAKE RIVER 
BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
Civil Case No_ 39576 
!dent. No. 77-11941 
Date Received 
-------Receipt No ________ _ 
I. Name of Claimant: 
Address: 
2. Date of Priority: 
NOTICE Of CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
RESERVED UNDER FEDERAL LAW 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on behalf of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
-550 W. Fort Street, Box 33 
Boise, ID 83724 
July23, 1980. 
l Source of Water Supply: The Salmon River and all of its tributaries upstream of Long Tom Bar. 
4. a. Location of Point of Diversion: None. 
b. Description of Diversion Works: lnstream Flow. 
c. If Instream Flow, Ending Point of Instream Flow ls: Long Tom Bar located in the 
SEl/~SEl/4, section 31, T. 25N., R. 5 E, Boise Meridiax). 
d. If in,stream Dows, beginning point of claimed instream 0ow is: 
F0r the entire reach of the designated river~ as identified in the wild and scenic rivers act as amended. 
5, Total Quantity Claimed: ll1e entire unappropriated flow as of the date of designation, specifically. 
Jui} 23. 1980. 
6. Total Consumptive Use Claimed for Present and Future Uses Is: Non consumptive. 
7. Present and Future: 
The water is reserved for the purposes set forth in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, I 6 U.S.C. sec. 1271, et seq. 
(P.L. 90-542, 82 Stal 907) (October 2, 1%8), and in the Central Idaho Wilderness Act, (P.L. 96-312, 94 Stat. 
948) {July 23, 1980). 
8. Attach the Legal Description of the Reservation, and Maps Showing, for Each-Consumptive Use the 
Existmgand Proposed Place of Use and Existing Points of Diversion: See m31, sheets bound separately. 
9. Remarks: Original Reservation created by Presidential Proclamation {34 Stal 3250) dated November 
5, 1906; Salmon River designated as part of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System by an Act of Congress dated 
July 23, 1980 (Pub. L 96-312, 94 Stat. 952). 
l 0. Describe Any Other Water Rights Used at the Same Place and for the Same Purposes as Described above: 
None. 
11. Counties within boundaries of reservation: 
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See enclosed map with reservation documents_ 
Reference lnformatlon: 
National Forest: 
State Basin: 
Sabnon-Challis National Forest 
Sahnon-Challis National Forest 
Payette National Forest 
Nez Perce National Forest 
77 
Notice is hereby given that the United States Department of Justice will represent the Department of 
Agriculture. Forest Service, in all matters pertaining to the Snake River B.isin Adjudication. All notices 
required by law to be mailed by the Director to the Claimant should be mailed to the individuals a~ the address 
below: 
Bruce Bernard 
U.S. Department ofJustice 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
550 W. fort Street, Box 33 
Boise, ID 83 724 
This form is an auadu:ncn! to a leuer forwarding the claims of tl1e U.S. Dcpaxlment of Agriculture, forest 
Servic~. The signature and atrlfITlation on such lenCr consti.tutes tbe signature of the authorized agent 
representing the United States of America required for each such dairn. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BRUCE D. BERNARD 
DAVID W. GEHLERT 
Attorneys, General Litigation Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
999 18th Street, Suite 945 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303} 312-7319 
RANDALL J. BRAMER 
Special Assistant United States Attorney 
Office of the General Counsel 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Counsel for the United States of America 
JI-In .l U IC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE: SRBA 
CASE NO. 39576 
) Consolidated Case No. 75-13316 
) 
) United States' Motion for 
) Partial Summary Judgment on 
) Its Claims to Federal Reserved 
) Water Rights for Wild and 
) Scenic Rivers 
_______________ ) 
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY 
This is the United States' motion for partial summary 
judgment on its claims to federal reserved water rights for Wild 
and Scenic Rivers. 
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MOTION 
The United States moves this Court, pursuant to Rule 56 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for entry of a partial 
summary judgment order ruling. that the United States has an 
entitlement to federal reserved water rights in the National 
Forests under the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act for the following 
claims: 75-13316, 77-11941, 77-13844, 78-10668, 78-11961, 81-
10472, 81-10513, and 81-10625, all of which are consolidated in 
subcase 75·-13316 by order of this court. 
For the Mainstem of the Salmon River (Subcase numbers 
75-13316 and 77-11941) and the Rapid River (Subcase numbers 78-
11961 and 78-10668), the United States respectfully seeks an 
order that it is entitled to federal reserved water rights in the 
amount of all unappropriated flows. Alternatively, the United 
Stat.es asks that this Court's order reco.gnize the United States' 
entitlement to federal reserved water rights to protect the 
outstanding fish, wildlife, scenic and recreational values 
identified by Congress on the Main Salmon and the outstanding 
fish, wildlife and scenic values identified by Congress on the 
Rapid River. Determination of the quantity of water necessary to 
protect those values would be reserved for trial. 
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For the Middle Fork of the Salmon River (Subcase number 
77-13844) and the Clearwater system (Subcase numbers 81-10625, 
81-10513 and 81-10472), the United States asks only that this 
Court's order recognize the United States' entitlement to federal 
reserved water rights to protect the rivers' outstanding fish, 
wildlife, scenic.and recreational values. Again, the quantity of 
water necessary to preserve those values would be reserved for 
trial. 
The grounds for this motion are set forth fully in the 
United States' Memorandum in Support of Its Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Its Claims to Federal Reserved Water Rights 
for Wild and Scenic Rivers, which accompanies this motion. 
WHEREFORE, the United States respectfully requests this 
Court to grant its motion for partial summary judgment:. 
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Dated this 15th day of January, 1998. 
Res. pe. ct fully submi.tted, / 
. · ... /4 
-;£,,,z f) &••P'f_ 
B UCE )). BERNARD 
DAVID W. GEHLERT 
General Litigation Section 
Environment & Natural 
Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
999 18th Street, Suite 945 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 312-7319 
RANDALL J. BRAMER 
Special A.U.S.A. 
Office of the General Counsel . 
United States Dept. of 
Agriculture 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15ili day of January, 
1998, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing UNITED 
STATES' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON ITS CLAIMS TO 
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS FOR WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS by 
depositing a copy thereof in U.S. mail, postage prepaid, or 
Federal Express, as indicated, upon the. following: 
All parties indicated on the attached Certificate of 
Service for Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Claims. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS ACT CLAIMS 
Chief, Natural Resource Div. 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
700 West Jefferson, Room 210 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
via Federal Express 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural 
Resources Division 
. 550 West Fort Street, MSC 033. 
Boise, ID 83724 
IDWR Document Depository 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
J_osephine P. Beeman 
Dana Hofstetter 
Beeman & Hofstetter 
608 West Franklin St. 
Boise, ID 83702-5509 
Scott L: Campbell 
Jeffery J. Ventrella 
Elam & Burke 
Key Financial Center, 1o<h Fl 
702 West Idaho 
Boise, ID 83701 
via Federal Express 
Murray D. Feldman 
J. Frederick Mack 
Holland & Hart 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701 
Jeffrey C. Fereday 
Givens, Pursley & Huntley 
P. 0. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
F. Alan Fletcher 
Ronald I. Schindler 
Root & Schindler 
410 17th St.,.Suite 840 
Denver, CO 80202 
W. Kent Fletcher 
Parsons, Smith, Stone 
& Fletcher 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, ID 83318 
Roger D. Ling 
Ling, Nielsen & Robinson 
P.O. Box 396 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Don A. Olowinski 
Richard B. Burleigh 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 
Herbert W. Rettig 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 729 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Ray W. Rigby 
Jerry R. Rigby 
Rigby, Thatcher, Andrus, 
Rigby, Kam & Moeller 
P.O. Box 250 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
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John A. Rosholt 
James C. Tucker 
Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303"1906 
John T. Schroeder 
Schroeder & Lezamiz 
P.O. Box 267 
Boise, ID 83701 
John K. Simpson 
Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83706-2139 
Terry T. Uhling 
J.R. Simplot Company 
P.O. Box 27 
Boise, ID 83707 
Gary A. DeMott 
c/o 9185 Colleen 
B_oise, ID 83709 
Claude Storer 
Harrison Canal & Irrigation 
11245 N. 75 E. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-5538 
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JAN 16 1998 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
} 
) 
) 
} 
} 
) 
______________ ) 
Consolidated Subcase No.: 75-13316 
ORDER GRANTING UNITED STATES' 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT ON ITS CLAIMS TO 
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS 
FOR WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS 
The United States' motion for partial summary judgment on 
its claims to federal reserved water rights for the Idaho Wild 
and Scenic Rivers is hereby GRANTED and the Court ORDERS as 
foll01'!S: 
L All unappropriated water of the Mainstem of the Salmon 
River, as described in Pub. L. 96-312, 94 Stat. 948, is 
reserved for the United States with a July 23, 1980, 
priority date. 
2. All unappropriated water of the Rapid River, as 
described in Pub. L. 94-199, 89 Sta.t. 1117, is reserved 
for the United States with a December 31, 1975, 
priority date. 
3. The United States is entitled to a federal reserved 
water right to protect the outstanding fish, scenic and 
recreational values of the Middle Fork of the Salmon 
River, as described in Pub. L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, 
with an October 2, 1968, priority date. 
4. The United States is entitled to a federal reserved 
water right to protect the outstanding fish, scenic and 
recreational values of the Middle Fork of the 
Clearwater River, the Lochsa River and the Selway 
River, as described in Pub .. L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, 
with an October. 2, 1968, priority da.te. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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DATED 
-~----------------~----' 1998. 
DANIEL C. HURLBUTT, JR. 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF1ll JUDICIAL DISTRICT<JFl'lfE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TUE COUNTY OF TWJN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 35976 
) 
) 
) 
) 
.) 
) 
) 
Case No. :;z .>--/3 3/ (., 
(la,crt - riBht numl>«) 
STANDARD FORM 1 
OBJECTION 
This form must be used to file an objection to any water right recommended in the 
Director's Report. · You may object to one water right per objection fotm. To object to more 
than one. wat.cr right, you must file a separate objection fonn for each. The water right number 
you are objecting to must be indicated above in the blank space following "Case No." Forms 
may be obtained from the Idaho Department of Water Resourecs (IDWR), or you may copy or 
reproduce this blank form, as long as it is identical to the court's fotm. You ttlUSt file your 
objection by the deadline shown in the notice that IDWR mailed to you. The objection must be 
received by the court on or before the deadline specified. Insttuctions fur mailing this. objection 
are found at Page 6, and must be strictly followed. 
Ally party physically filing 25 (twenty-five) or more objections must make an 
appointment with the Clede of the SRBA Court no later than 14 days before the filing deadline 
kl file their pleadings. 
By filing an objection form, you arc certifying that the objection is well~ in 
fact; is warranted by existing law or a good-fuith argument fur the extalsion, modificauon or 
reveml of existing law; and that it is not filed fur any improper purpose, such as to harass, 
. cause unnecessaxy delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation. 
S.F. l 
R.ovi&od 5/1/95 
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IL STATEMENT OF THE OBJECTION 
Please check each ''box" which states your objection to the t..v>i!IAilt:l!dmrion in !he 
Director's RcporL 
l. o NIUl!le lUld Addraa: l object to the name and/or address of the owner of the wllk::I" 
right. 
2. l!il Soarce: I object to the source of waler. 
3. Qundty: I object to: 
o a. the total quantity of war.a U!ICd in cubic feet per second; or 
a b. the total quantity of war.a stored in acre-feet _per year; or 
-1111 c. the total quantity of water reserved for each and every pw:pose. inclnding all pic,c:nt 
and future uses. 
4. mi · Priority ID&¢€: l object to the priority date. 
5 • . .n 
6. 1111 
7. 1111 
8. illll 
Polntll or Dlvenkm: I object to the legal description of the poinl(s) of divmion. 
wcream Flow: I object to the legal description of the beginning and ending poin111 of 
the instream flow. 
Pl!rpolle(s} of Use: I object to the pw:pose(a) of use. 
Period or Year. I object to the period of year when ~-is used or ill ncx:eaaary for 
the purpose stated. · 
9. l'hlee @f U11e: [ object 10: 
ui a. !he legmi ~ of the plaoo of wie; or 
a b. the numba: of~ acl'CII. wid1m each forty (40) am:: subdivi_aiao. 
a b. this water right oot being reoouuoended 
12. fill ~im o{ ~tin:- I object to the legal description of 1he ~ 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
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13. O 
REASONS SUPPORTING EACH. OOX CHECKED 
VOil !llllll1llli!B'llll3te the ~s) by iiiilmbt..r fur,adl box chcclccrl. You mav we additiooal 
~ if_ necnsa':· 
ik:: 1:P fr,nent A 
. ' . . . 
CHANGES TO THE DmECTOR'S REPORT 
Specifically <iescribe how you "-ant th: Directors Renon 10 b:: cilan!?CC You mav us: 
wdioonal pages ii necessar:, 
The-Dm:cwr·s Repon snouid b: re.,;seci 10 r,:move tn: ciaimeci wate: ngh: Altemanveh. 
. . ·,. 
me mimed water right should b= suoordmated to the existing wat~ nghts of the ob1ecnng 
Note 'Dou snouio anacn c'oo1:s oi oo.:-u::::~r.::.. w::::- :.-:..:::-:--- ·~·c::- or::::::no: l\io:=- on ca:::-
docmnent tr.c ·oox numc:·· n suuuo:-: 
::: Cneci; n=:= ii vou a:: suom11:1::: oo::ur::=~--
S.F. : 
~ 511'~- . 
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VEIDFICATION (Must be Completed) 
State of z=Id=aho-"---,---------
County of ecA,,,da"'-----------
T-'-!!imo=th,,,_,_y...,J"-. .;;Ca=,lle,:an,,,an=... ____ ,--_______ ..,, duly sworn,. upon oadi, deposes and says: 
(N ..... .,_ llllag obj~ 
That I am the party/claimant filing diis objection ( as listed on Page 2, Section 2, 
"Party/Claimant Objecting") as defined by LC. § 42-1401A(l) and (7), and diat I have read this 
objection, know its contents and diat the statements are true to die best of my knowledge and belief. 
Signature· of person filing objection 
:Subscnlied and sworn to before me on:. __ ~\..:,o,:_·_'1..::··c..·_0.;..' "'.:.:.~--------------
Notruy Public for _..c~c..'t>=-cA'---r<--'c'-, ___ _ 
Residing at: __ .,~>"--''''-'s'-'t"'.,,'--------
My Commission expires: \ -\. · , ~-c , 
S.F. i 
Revised 5/1/95 Pages 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail the objection, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the Comt. FAX 
("dings will not be accepted by the Clerk of the Court. Yon must also send a copy to all the 
parties listed below in the Certificate of Mailing. 
CERTIFICATE. OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on October l l 199.L I muled the original and 
copies of this objection, including all attachments, to the following persons, by mailing the original 
and/or copies, postage pn,'paid and addressed as follows: · 
1. · Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
r•. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
2. One copy to the owner of the water right at the fullowing address: 
Name: United States of America, USDA Forest Service · 
Address: 324 25th Street 
Ogden, Utah 84401-2394 
3. One copy to: 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the· Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
P.O. Box 44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
4. One copy to: 
S.F. 1 
United States Depanment of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resource Division 
550 West Fort Street, Box 033 
Boise, Idaho 83734 
Revised S/1/95 
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ATI'ACHMENT A 
United States Forest Service Notice or Claim 
The. aforementioned objecting party (hereinafter Objector) has objected by marlcing boxes 
2, 3a, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9a, l la, and 12 for the following reasons: 
L The Objector generally denies all allegations made in the Notice of Claim filed 
by United States of America· USDA Forest Service, (hereinafter USFS) unless specifically 
admitted. 
2. The Objector is without sufficient information and knowledge to form a belief as 
to the .lruth of the claimed factual basis for the instream flow claim in the USFS's Notice of 
· Claim .md, therefore, objects to the USFS's instream flow claim 
39 The ~ocuments cited by the USFS in its_ t-.Iotjce of Claim ~-id in !'PvSponse to 
discovtry requests do not constitute a valid legal basis for the water right as claimed by the 
USFS. ·r1te rollowing legal documents, cited by the USFS (as applicable to specific instream 
flow claims), provide insufficient support for the claimed instream flows: l) the Organic 
' Administration Act of June 4, 1897 (16 U.S.C. 475); 2) the Multiple Use-Sustained Yeild Act 
of June 12, 1960, 16 U.S.C. 528-531; and 3) the creation of the Sawtooth and Hell's Canyon 
National Recreation Areas by Congress. In short, the USFS lacks the proper legal authorization 
tor the instteam flows requested in its Notice of Claim. 
4. The Objector reserves the right to amend the reasons supporting this objection and 
the right to amend all further pleadings, following additional discovery, based on Judge Hurlbutt's 
statements at the May 3, 1995 Status Conference. ("What we are !lying to do here is ferret out 
where the <'.Ontests realty are as best we can. And then we're going to have to refine it after that 
with additional discovery, amendment to the pleadings." May 3, 1995. Status Conference 
Transcript, p. 40, lines 9-13.) 
ATI' ACHMENT A 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
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1995 OCT ! l P"' ff. , , JI 'i-~ I 0 
DiSfRlCT r.riup,. ~or:i 1 f\aJJu f •' .;v \.' .:).n,..;,.-4 
.. ,n ALLS ca. lDAHo 
-FILED ___ _ 
-IN nm DISTRICT COURT OF nm F1F'IH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR nm COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InRe SRBA 
Case No. 35976 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 99{,.-/ / crl/ I 
• 
INSTRUCTIONS 
STANDARD FORM 1 
OBJECTION 
This form must be used to file an objection to any water right recommended in the 
Du:ector's Report. Yon may object to one water right per objection fonn. To object to more 
than one water right, you must file a separate objection fonn for each.. The water right number 
you are objecting to must be indicated above in the blank space following "Case No." Forms 
may b9 obtained fium_the Idaho Department of Water Resouroes (IDWR), or you may copy or -
repn>duce this blanlc form, as long as it is identical to the court's fonn. You must file your 
objection by the deadline shown in the notice that IDWR maili:d to you. The objection lllUllt be 
ncelved by tile court oo or befoo: the deadline specified. lnsuuctions for mailing this objection 
are found at Page 6, and _must be sttictly followed. 
Any parzy physically filing 25 (twenty-five) or more objections must make an 
- appointment with the Clerk of the SRBA Court no later than 14 days before the filing deadline 
to file their pleadings. 
By filing an objection fomi, you are certifying that the objection is wel~ded in 
fuct; is warranted by existing law or a good-faith argument fur the extension, modification or 
-reversal of existing law; and that it is not filed fur any improper pmpose, such as to harass, 
cause llilllecessaty delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation. 
8.F. 1 
Ravise<i -Sll/95 
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JI. GENERAL INFORMATION 
Please fill in the following information: 
l. Party/Claimant objecting: 
) 
Name: Thompson Creek Mining Company 
Address: P.O. Box 62 
Clayton, Idaho 83227 
Phone: Work: (208) 838-2200 Home: (208) 838-2200 
Briefly descnoe your interest in this water right 
Thompson Creek Mining Company owns water rights which could not be exercised if this 
w~aer right is aooroved !IS claimed. . . 
If ilm objection b filed by an attorney: 
Attorney Name: Scott L. Campbell and Timothy J. Callanan 
Attorney Address: =-P.,._,O'-'-.-=Bo=x_,1=53"'9'------------------
Boise Idaho 83701 
Auorney Phone No.: (208) 343-5454 · · 
If filed by an attorney, notice of pending court proceedings will be sent ID the attorney 
only. 
2. Owner. of the water right. You must identify the ow,ier exactly . as it appears in the 
DiJ·ecror's Report: 
Name: Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation 
Address: 31 West Bridge Street, P.O. Box 637 
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221 
s.F. 1 
~ 5/1195 (over) 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF u 
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U. STATEMENT OF 11m OBJECTION 
Please check: each "box" which swcs· your objection to the recm1111rlYfarioo in the 
. Director's Report. . 
l. o Name ud Addreu: l object to the name and/or address of the owner of lhc waler 
right. 
2. Iii! Sonrc:.e: I object to the source of water. 
· 3. Qn.unty: I object to: 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
D a. · the total C!u.antity of water used in cubic feet per second; or 
a b. the total quantity of water stored in acre-feet per year; or 
llll c. the total quantity of water reserved for each and every purpose, including all preaent 
:!II 
0 
ll!l 
t!,I 
llll 
and future uses. 
Priority Date: I object to the priority date. 
· Pointll of Dlvenion: l object to the legal description of the poinl(s) of divemioo. 
matteam Flow: I object to the legal description of the beginning and ending points of 
the instrcam flow. 
l'urpolle(a) of Use: [ object to the purpose(s} of we. 
Period of Year: !object to the period ofyear when water is.used or is nccea111ry for 
the purpose ·stated_ · · 
9. l!'blce of U111e: I object to: 
!!ll a. the legal ~ of the plaai ofuae; oc 
a. · b. the n~ of irrigated aacs widlin each forty (40) acre subdivision. 
l l. Water Right Recomm~ I object to: 
ffii! a. this 'lll/1lllCr right being 100•110..-.-ded u all; or 
a b .. this water right not being reo,. .. m,wed. 
12. ll!l D~n of Raa-vauon:. I object to the legal description of the rescrvatioo. 
SJ'. I 
~ 
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13. D 
REASONS Sm"PORTING EACH BQX CHECKED 
You_. l!We !he ~s(s). by mimber fur eadl box checlced. You may use llldditicmal 
NC11 if_ nea:«$l!lf:' 
Sf: fie li,m,mt A 
CHANGES TO mE Dm!:CTOR•s REPORT 
Speci~1.ly describe how you war.t tn:: Directors Reoon m b:: cnan!!ed You mav us: 
MdiilO!lil pages ii necessar:, 
The Dm:w>(s Repon should b::. rcv1s::d to r.:tn0\':: th:: cia1med wat::r righ: Ahemanveh. 
the mmi,ed · wat:cr. right should. b:c subon:imated to th:: existing wate:c nghts of the obiecnng 
l'iott )ou snouia anacn coo1::s oi oo::u:::::n:, wc.::c s:::,:--- ·.-c:;· oo:::::no, !',o,:: on ca::, 
.doculD::nt u:c"oox numo::·· I! suooor:· 
~ CilecK n=~: ii you a:-: suom1m::..: oo:um:::. :·:::~:..:, ~::: ::z.::-. oocum=n: rY tr..~ n!:: 
ami numo::r oi page"' l ou ma:- c~= aoomoc.~. 02;:~, :· n:::::=:ssar. 
s.r. : 
liit"""""1 Sil.'>"' 
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VERIFICATION (Must be Completed) 
State of Idaho 
County of ~A=da=----------
... T.::.imo::.:;· "'th,.,_y'-=-J.:....Cal==lan=an,,_ ______ ....;_ _ _,, duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
(N.- of - llllag objedlae) 
That I am the p~/claimant filing this objection ( a1f listed on . Page 2, Section 2, 
"Party/Claimant Objecting") as defined by LC. § 42cl40!A(l) and (7), and that I have read this 
objection, know its contents and that the statements are true t,o the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Signature of person filing objection 
Subscnl>ed and sworn to before me on:~ __ \:..;()::..,_'-"-\._. '..:.·t ..;.·••·-------------
Notuy Public for ? ·_,;, ,, , .. 
Residing at: '--'"""· ··sc.'.•.;.;i • .. c..:1-c... ... _____ _ 
My Commission ~ires: \ ·· , . - :,x,., \ 
SJ'. I 
~SJl/95 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail the objection, including all attachments, to the. Clede of the Coun. FAX 
filings will not be accepted by the Clerk of the Court. You mustalso send a copy to all the 
parties listed below in the Certificate of Mailing. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on October I J 1992._, I mailed the original and 
copies of this objection, inclt1ding all attachments, to the following persons, by IIllllling the original 
and/or copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
l. Original to: 
Clede of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue Ncrth 
P. O; Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
2. One copy to the owner of the water right at the following address: 
Name: United States of America, USDA Forest Service · 
Address: 324 25th Street 
Ogden; Utah 84401-2394 
3. One copy to: 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho · 
r:o. Box 44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
4. One copy to: 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resource Division 
550 West Fort Street, Box 033 
Boise, Idaho 83 734 
S.F. l 
R"""""1511/95 
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ATIA..CIIMENT A 
United States Forest Service Notice of Claim 
The aforementioned objecting party (hereinafter Objector) has objected by marlcing 
boxes 2, 3a, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9a, Ha, and 12 for the following reasons: 
l. The Objector generally denies all allegations made in the Notice of Claim filed by 
United States of America USDA Forest Service, (hereinafter USFS) unless specifically 
admitted. 
2. The Objector is without sufficient infonnation and knowledge to form a belief as .to 
the truth oflhe claimed factual basis for the instteam flow claim in the USFS's Notice of 
Claim and, therefore, objects to the USFS's instteam flow claim. 
3. The documents cited by the USFS in its Notice of Claim and in response to discovery 
request; do not constitute a valid legal basis for lhe water right as claimed by the USFS. The 
foiiowing iegal documents, cited by the USFS (as applicabie to specific insiream flow 
claims), provide insufficient :;uppmt for the claimed instrean:i flows: I) the Organic 
Administration Act of June 4, 1897 (16 U.S.C. 475); 2) the Multiple Use-Sustained Yeild Act 
of June 12, 1960, 16 U.S.C, 528-531; 3) the creation of the Sawtooth and Hell's Canyon 
National Recreation Areas by Congress. Jn short,. the USFS lacks the proper legal 
authorization for the instream flows requested in its Notice· of Claim. · 
4. The Objector reserves the right to amend the reasons supporting this objection and the 
right to amend all further pleadings, following additional discovery, based on Judge Hudbutt's 
statements at the May 3, 1995 Status Conference. ("What we are trying to do here is ferret 
out where the contests really are as best we can. And then we're going to have to refine it 
after that with additional discovery, amendment to the pleadings." May 3, 1995 Status 
Conference Transcript,J}. 40, lines 9-13.) 
PRTTTTONF.R'S BRIEF 
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Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
DANIEL V. STEENSON (ISB #4332) 
S. BRYCE FARRIS (ISB #5636) 
RJNGERT CLARK CHARTERED 
455 S. Third Street, P.O. Box 2773 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773 
Telephone: (208) 342--4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
zmq OCT I IJ flJI fl: 50. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF Tiffi FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 11ffi COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING 
COMPANY'S OBJECTION TO 
PROPOSED SETfLEMENT AGREEMENT 
COMES NOW, Thompson Creek Mining Company, by and through undersign~d 
counsel of record, and files this objection to the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving 
Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees filed by the United States and the objectors State ofldaho, 
Dewey Mining Company, et aL, City of Challis, et al, Big Bend Irrigation District, et al., Idaho . 
Power Company, A&B Irrigation District, et al., and Thomas R Stuart III, et aL 
Thompson Creek objects to the proposed stipulation on the grounds that it: calls for 
the management and distribution of water by means contrary to Idaho law; creates a judicial review 
process seemingly available only to parties to the proposed stipulation, contrary to Idaho law; and 
incmporates Thompson Creek Mining Company's 1998 stipulation by reference, potentially subjecting t (Jt[P°)]r to reexamination and alteration; and for the additional reasons set forth in the 
TI!OMPSON CREEK TuUNlNG COMPANY'S OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SETILE!.mNT AGREEMENT- I 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
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\ 
supporting memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith. 
-t½ . 
DATEP this /3 day of October, 2004. 
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED 
~ 
Daniel V. Steenson 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-,J,. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this fl__ day of October, 2004, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing THOMPSON CREEKMININGCOMl'ANY'SOBJECilON TO PROPOSED 
SETTLEJ\iENT AGREEMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Albert P. Barker 
John K, Simpson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP 
205 N. 10th Street, Suite 520 
P.O:Box 2139 
Boise, ID. 83701 
Fax: 344-6034 
Travis Thompson . 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson 
233 2nd Street North, Suite D 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Fax: 208.735.2444 
Josephine P. Beeman· 
Be,:.man & Associates PC 
409 West Jefferson s1reet 
Bo;se, ID 83702 
Fax: 331-0954 
United States Department ofJustice 
Environment & Natural Resources 
MSC033 
550 West Fort Street 
Boise, ID 83724 
Jeffrey C. Fereday 
Givens Pursley LLC 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Fax: 388-1300 
JamesC. Tucker 
Legal Department 
Idaho Power Company 
POBox70 
Boise, ID 83707 
Fax: '.388-6936 
(><) U.S. Mail; Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. ~,foil Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) 1'acsimile 
(><) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Miu1 
( ) Facsimile 
{><) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( } Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
moMPSON CllKllK MINING COMPANY'S OBJECTION 1"0 PROPOS)ll) SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT-3 
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RogerD. Ling 
Ling Robinson & Walker 
P0Box396 
Rupert, ID 83350-0396 
Fax: 208-436--6804 
Michael Mirande 
Miller Bateman LLP 
1426 Alaskan Way, Suite 301 
Seattle, WA 98101-2016 
Fax: 206-903-8079 
Chief: Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State nfldaho 
P~O~JJo,r.44449 
Boise,. ID 83711-4449 
Lawrence ("Laird") Lucas 
Advrn:ates for the West 
P.O. Box 1612 
Boise,JD 83701~1612 
Fax: 342--8286 · 
Merlyn W. Clark 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Director 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax:: 327-7866 
Jerry R Rigby 
RayW.Rlgby 
Rigby Thatcher Andrus Rigby Kam 
& Moeller Chtd. 
P.O. Box 250. 
Rexburg, ID 83440-0250 
.Fax: 108-356-0768 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail · 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Ovellllgbt Mail 
( ) Facsimile . 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
{ ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(><) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
() Facsimile · 
(x) U.S.Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
~~~t?1 -
Daniel V. Steenson 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY'SOBJEcrION TO PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT-4 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
PHILLIP J. RASSIER (ISBA 1750) 
Deputy Attorney General 
GARRICK L. BAXTER (ISBA 6301) 
Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Fax: (208) 287-6700 
r ;1,0 ·1 ;.·{(· : , , ,, -:::i-1• 1.-· 1;:) , 11-. ... ~ i ._,-._:01 V 
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!Ol\H() 
RUTH BRUNKER 
2001 JUL -2 PM 2: 31 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER. 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2006-'66 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME TO FILE 
RESPONDENT IDWR'S BRIEF 
TO: THE DISTRICT COURT AND ALL PARTIES OR THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
COMES NOW the respondent, Idaho Department of Water Resources, by and through its 
undersigned counsel of record, pursuant to Rule 84( o) and 84(r) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and Rule 34( e) of the Idaho Appellate Rules, and moves this court for an extension of 
time until July 31, 2007 for filing of its response brief in this appeal. 
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This motion is based upon the affidavit of counsel filed herewith .. 
DA TED This '2,9ii.. day ofJune, 2007. 
PHILLIPJ. SSIER 
Deputy Attorney General 
Department of Water Resources 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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AFFIDAVIT OF 
PHILLIP J. RASSIER 
I, PHILLIP J. RASSIER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and say: 
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1. That I am a deputy attorney general and represent the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources in the above matter. 
2. That the response brief of the Department of Water Resources is due July 3, 2007. 
3. That the Department has not previously requested an extension of time in this 
matter. 
4. That due to other urgent intervening matters related to water administration on the 
Eastern Snake Plain requiring counsel's attention, counsel will not be able to complete the 
Department's response brief by the due date. 
5. That I believe an extension of twenty-eight (28) days, to and including July 31, 
2007, is a reasonable and necessary extension. 
6. That I have communicated this request to counsel for the Petitioner and counsel 
, has represented that Petitioner has no objection to the granting of the requested extension of 
time. 
7. I am reasonably assured that IDWR's Response Brief will be timely filed on or 
before July 31, 2007, should this request be granted . 
. -M., 
DATED This29 day of June 2007 
PHILLIP J. RASSIER 
Deputy Attorney General 
Department of Water Resources 
SUBSCRIBED ~RN To before me this ~'f- day of June, 2007. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AFf) FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREA TING THE 
UPfER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DI~TRICTNO. 170) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THb
1 
MPSON CREEK MlNING COMP ANY, ;. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Petitioner, 
vs .. 
ID,µIO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
., 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
TO FILE RESPONDENT 
IDWR'S BRIEF 
The Court having reviewed the Motion;for Extension of Time to File Respondents' Brief 
l 
' . filed by the respondent Idaho Department of ,water Resources in this action, and good cause 
appbring therefor, 
IT IS ORDERED that the time for filing the respondents' brief in this action shall be 
extended for a period of twenty-eight (28) days from July 2, 2007, within which to file its response 
' l
brief. 
Datedtbis 9 day of . J ~ ,2007. ) 
HonorableBrent 
District Court Judge 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This case is a proceeding for judicial review of a final agency action initiated by 
Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek"). The case challenges 
Respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources' ("IDWR", "Department" or "Director") 
order creating Water District No. 170 ("WDl 70"). IDWR created WD.170 for the purpose of 
administering decreed rights to the use of water in IDWR's Administrative Basins 71 and 72 
located in the upper portions of the Salmon River Basin. Thompson Creek contends that IDWR 
erred in numerous respects in creating WDl 70, asserting that, "the administrative record contains 
virtually no evidence of an actual need for the water district." 
B. Course of Proceedings and Statement of Facts 
Idaho statutes contained in chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, require the Director ofIDWR 
to divide the state into water districts for the purpose of performing the governmental function of 
distributing water among appropriators under the laws of the State of Idaho. The requirement to 
create water districts extends to all water sources for which the priorities of appropriation have 
been adjudicated by court decree. LC. § 42-604. During the pendency of a water rights 
adjudication, the district court having jurisdiction over the proceeding may authorize interim 
administration of the water rights by the Director pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, 
prior to entry ofa final decree. LC.§ 42-1417. The Director is authorized to form a water 
district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, after entry of an order for interim 
administration by the district court. Id. 
BRIEFFORRESPONDENTIDAHODEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES 
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On May 16, 2005, the State of Idaho ("State") filed a motion with the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA") District Court requesting an order authorizing the interim administration 
of water rights by the Director in IDWR's Administrative Basins 71 and 72 pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-1417. R. pp. 3-5. The SRBA District Court entered its Order Granting State of 
Idaho's Motion For Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 & 72 on 
September 29, 2005. R. pp. 89-92. · 
FoJJowing court authorization, the Director on October 7, 2005, issued a Notice of Public 
Iriformation Meeting and Hearing In the Matter of the Proposed Creation of a Water District in 
the Upper Salmon River Basin Area in Administrative Basins 71 & 72. R. pp. 99-101. The 
notice described the water district proposed to be established, the reasons therefor, the time and 
place for a public information meeting and a public hearing to be held in Challis, Idaho on 
October 24, 2005, and November 9, 2005, respectively. Id. The notice was mailed to each 
holder of a water right in Administrative Basins 71 and 72, which comprise the boundaries of the 
proposed water district. Tr. p. 2, L. 19-23, R. p. 198, ,r 7. In addition, the notice was published 
for two weeks in two newspapers of general circulation within the area of the proposed water 
district. R. pp. 108-111. 
The Director conducted the hearing in Challis, Idaho on November 9, 2005, as scheduled. 
Prior to commencing the hearing, the Director spent approximately 60 minutes in a question and 
answer period describing factors he considered in proposing to establish the Upper Salmon 
Water District and answering questions about the establishment of the district and how it was 
envisioned to function. Tr. p. 2, L. 7-9, R. p. 199,.,r 13-14. 
Following the November 9, 2005 hearing, the Director issued the Final Order Creating 
Water District No. 170 on March 6, 2006. R. pp. 126-167. Thompson Creek filed a Petition/or 
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Reconsideration of Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 on March 17, 2006. R. pp. 
168° 195. In response to the Petition for Reconsideration, the Director issued an Amended Final · 
Order Creating Water District No. 170 on April 6, 2006. R. pp. 197-238. Thompson Creek 
filed a timely petition for judicial review with this Court on May 5, 2006. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Petitioner Thompson Creek raises the following eight issues on-appeal: 
I. Whether the Director's failure to record and provide a transcript of the entire hearing 
regarding the creation ofWD170 violates due process principles and Idaho Code§§ 
67-5242(2)(d) and 67-5279(3)(a), (b) and (c). 
2. Whether the Director was biased in favor of creating WDI 70, in violation of due 
process principles and Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3)(a) and (c). 
3. Whether the Director's representations to the public that he was required to create 
WD 170 pursuant to a previous agreement violates due process principles and Idaho 
Code§ 67-5279(3)(a) and (c). 
4. Whether the agency record contains substantial evidence that WDI 70 is "required in 
order to properly administer uses of the water resource," as required by Idaho Code 
§§ 42-604 and 67-5279(3)(d). 
5. Whether the organizational attributes ascribed to WD 170 by the Director violate 
Idaho's water district statutes in title 42, chapter 6, Idaho Code, ana accordingly 
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3)(a) and (b). 
6. Whether the procedure employed by the Director in creating WDl 70 was arbitrary, 
capricious, or arr abuse of discretion pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3)(e). 
7. Whether substantial rights of Thompson Creek have been prejudiced by the 
Director's creation of WDl 70 pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4). 
8. Whether Thompson Creek should be excluded from WD170 based upon contract 
principles. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision ofIDWR is governed by the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act ("IDAPA"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code. LC.§ 42-1701A(4). Under 
ID APA, the court reviews arr appeal from arr agency decision based upon the record created 
before the agency. LC. § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 527, 529 
(1992). The court shall affirm the agency decision unless the court finds that the agency's 
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: ( a) in violation of constitutional or statutory 
provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; ( c) made upon unlawful 
procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, 
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capricious, or an abuse of discretion. J.C. § 67-5279(3); Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414, 417, 
18 P.3d 219,222 (2001). The party challenging the agency decision must show that the agency 
erred in a manner specified in J.C. § 67- 5279(3), and that a substantial right of the petitioner has 
been prejudiced. J.C.§ 67-5279(4); Barron, 135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222. 
ARGUMENT 
A. THE DIRECTOR ACTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ms STATUTORY 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN CREATING WATER DISTRICT 
NO.170. 
In creating WDI 70, the Director acted in accordance with his statutory duties and 
responsibilities as prescribed by the Idaho Legislature under LC.§ 42-604 and LC.§ 42-1417. 
Section 42-604, which governs the creation of water districts provides in pertinent part as 
follows: 
The director of the department of water resources shall divide the state 
into water districts in such manner that each public stream and tributaries, or 
independent source of water supply, shall constitute a water district: ... provided, 
that this section shall not apply to streams or water supplies whose priorities of 
appropriation have not been adjudicated by the courts having jurisdiction thereof. 
The director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water 
district or combine two (2) or more water districts by entry of an order if such 
action is required in .order to properly administer uses of the water resource. 
Copies of the order shall be sent by regular mail to all holders of rights to the 
waters affected by the order. The director's order is subject to judicial review as 
provided in section 42-1701A, Idaho Code. 
Before entering an order creating, modifying, or abolishing a district, the 
director shall, by regular mail, send notice of the proposed action to each water 
user in the district or proposed district. The notice shall describe the proposed 
action to be taken, the reasons therefore, the time and place of a hearing to be held 
concerning the proposed action, and provide a time period within which written 
comment on the action will be accepted. . ... 
Each water district created hereunder shall be considered an 
instrumentality of the state of Idaho for the purpose of performing the essential 
govermhental function of distribution of water among appropriators under the 
laws of the state ofldaho. 
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LC.§ 42-604 (emphasis added). 
A linchpin of Thompson Creek's argument in challenging the creation of WD1·70 is that 
the Director failed to satisfy a statutory requirement ofI.C. § 42-604. Petitioner's Br. at I, 3, 13, 
20s22, 24-25, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 39.. Thompson Creek argues throughout its brief that "the 
Idaho Legislature granted the Director authority to create a water district only when it is 
'required in order to properly administer uses of the water resources.'" Petitioner's Br. at 3 
(emphasis in original). In formulating this argument Thompson Creek quotes selectively from 
the first sentence in the second paragraph of section 42-604. The full sentence, never quoted by 
Thompson Creek, reads: "The director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water 
district or combine two (2) or more water districts by entry of an order if such action is required 
in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." LC. § 42-604. 
The plain meaning and purpose of this statutory language is to authorize the Director to 
. carry out a broad range of actions in the Director's discretion as determined necessary to 
properly administer rights to the use of water. Despite the contrary implication of Thompson 
Creek's argument, nothing in the second paragraph of section 42-604 demonstrates that the 
Legislature intended to relieve the Director of the mandatory duty spelled out in the first 
paragraph of the statute stating: "The director ... shall divide the state into water districts in such 
manner that each public stream and tributaries, or independent source of water supply, shall 
constitute a water district: . . . provided, that this section shall not apply to streams or water 
supplies whose priorities of appropriation have not been adjudicated by the courts having 
jurisdiction thereof" LC. § 42-604 ( emphasis added). 
A fundamental precept of statutory construction is that a statute must be read as a whole 
in order to give effect to the legislative purpose in enacting the statute. Garza v. State, 139 Idaho 
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533, 82 PJd 445 (2003). A court in construing a statute should examine the reasonableness of 
the interpretations offered, consider the policy or intent behind the statute, and reach a 
conclusion based on construing the full text of an applicable statute or related sections together. 
State v. Seamons, 126 Idaho 809, 892 P.2d 484 (1995). The words of a statute must be given 
their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning, and the statute must be construed as a whole without 
separating one provision from another. State ex rel. Wasden v. Daicel Chemical Indus., Ltd., 141 
Idaho 102, 106 PJd 428 (2005). The interpretation of I.C. § 42-604 urged upon the court by 
Thompson Creek fails to comport with these fundamental principles of statutory construction. 
Not only does Thompson Creek's interpretation of section 42-604 contradict other 
portions of that statute, but it also is inconsistent with the general legislative direction on how the 
Director is to carry out his responsibility to supervise the distribution of water from adjudicated 
water sources. I.C. § 42-602 states: "The director ... shall have direction and control of the 
distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district to the canals, ditches, 
pumps and other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of water within water districts 
created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall be accomplished by watermasters as 
provided in this chapter and supervised by the director." It is evident from a reading of chapter 
6, title 42, Idaho Code, that the legislatively-approved regime for administering water rights in 
Idaho following a court adjudication of the rights is through the structure of a water district 
operating under the supervision of the Director of the Department of Water Resources. 
Thompson Creek's brief contains extensive argument in support of its position that the 
Director failed to establish to a sufficient degree of factual certainty, and that the record fails to 
support, a factual determination that the creation of WD 170 was "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resources." Thompson Creek goes so far as to assert that any 
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Department interpretation of LC. § 42-604 "involving a standard that is anything short of an 
absolute necessity for a new water district" is insufficient and not entitled to any judicial · 
deference, Petitioner's Br. at 30. Thompson Creek's argument mischaracterizes the legal 
standard under LC. § 42-604 for the creation of a water district and should be rejected by this 
Court. 
Section 42-604, Idaho Code, sets forth in. clear and unambiguous terms that the Director 
shall divide the state into water districts such that each public stream and tributaries, or 
independent source of water supply, whose priorities of appropriation have been adjudicated, 
shall constitute a water district. The Idaho Legislature has already made a determination by 
statute that when these preconditions are satisfied, the Director shall create a water district. The 
Director has no authority to override this legislative determination and conclude that no water 
district of any form is required "to properly administer uses of the water resource." What the 
Director does have under the statute is the discretion to determine how the water district used for 
the administration of the adjudicated rights will be structured. That· is, whether a new district 
will be created, whether the boundaries of an existing district will be revised, whether an existing 
. . 
district will be abolished, or whether two or more water districts will be combined as "required 
in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." I.C. § 42-604; see e.g. Nettleton v. 
Higginson, 98 Idaho 87, 558 P.2d 1048 (1977) (holding action by director to combine two water 
districts into one requires notice and hearing). Thompson Creek's argument that the Director 
cannot rely upon the adjudication of water rights as the basis for the creation of a water district 
under LC. § 42-604 (Petitioner's Br. at 24) is contrary to the plain reading of the statute and 
should be rejected. See State v. Dickerson, 142 Idaho 514, 129 P.3d 1263 (2006) (plain meaning 
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of statute will prevail unless clearly expressed legislative intent is contrary or unless plain 
meaning leads to absurd results). 
1. The Director Properly Relied Upon The SRBA District Court's 
Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights. 
As discussed above, LC. § 42-604 provides that the Director has a duty to establish a 
water district only after a court having jurisdiction thereof has adjudicated the rights to the use of 
water from a public water source. The requirement that the rights first be adjudicated before 
creation of a water district is modified by the provisions of LC. § 42-1417. This statute 
authorizes the district court having jurisdiction over a general water rights adjudication to enter 
an order permitting the distribution of water pursuant to chapter, title 42, Idaho Code, prior to the 
entry of a final decree. LC. § 42-1417 provides as follows: 
(1) The district court may permit the distribution of water pursuant to 
chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code: 
(a) in accordance with the director's report or as modified by the court's 
order; 
(b) in accordance with applicable partial decree(s) for water rights 
acquired under state law; 
(c) in accordance with applicable partial decree(s) for water rights 
established under federal law. 
(2) The district court may enter the order only: 
(a) upon a motion by a party; 
(b) after notice by the moving party by mail to the director and each 
claimant of water from the water system or portion thereof that could 
reasonably be determined to be adversely affected by entry of the order; 
and 
( c) upon a determination by the court, after hearing, that the interim 
administration of water rights in accordance with the report, or as the 
report is modified by the court's order; and in accordance with any partial 
decree( s ), is reasonably necessary to protect senior water rights. 
(3) Immediately upon entry of the court's order of interim administration 
of water rights, the clerk of the district court shall mail a certified copy of the 
order to the director, and the director shall irmnediately give notice of the order to 
the watermaster of the water districts affected by the order. 
( 4) After entry of the district court's order for interim administration, the 
director may form a water district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42. Idaho Code. 
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LC.§ 42-1417 (emphasis added} 
On September 29, 2005, the SRBA District Court, acting pursuant to LC: § 4201417 and 
in response to a motion filed by the State of Idaho, issued an order authorizing ihe interim 
administration of water rights by the Director in Basins 71 and 72 pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, 
Idaho Code, and in accordance with the Director's Reports and the Partial Decrees that 
supercede the Director's Reports. Order Granting State of Idaho's Motion for Order of Interim 
Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 & 72. R. pp. 89-92. The SRBA Court's order was 
based upon the following combined findings of fact and conclusions of law: 
1. The State ofidaho has complied with the notice and service requirements 
ofidaho Code§ 42-14l7(2)(b) by serving of the State's Motion and related 
documents on those claimants in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 reasonably determined 
to be adversely affected by the entry of the requested Order. Interim 
administration in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the Director's 
Reports and the Partial Decrees for water rights is reasonably necessary to 
efficiently administer water rights and to protect senior water rights. The 
establishment of water districts for Basins 71 and 72 will provide the 
watermasters with the ability to administer water rights in accordance with the 
prior appropriation doctrine.as established by Idaho law. 
2. The creation of water districts will provide for a mechanism for 
administration, regulation, and enforcement of water rights, including ground and 
surface water rights. 
3. Interim administration in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the 
Director's Reports and the Partial Decrees for water rights will facilitate the 
• implementation of conjunctive administration of all water rights diverting from 
hydraulically connected water sources. 
Id. R. pp. 90-91 ( emphasis in original). 
Following entry of the SRBA Court order, the Director issued a notice on October 7, 
2005, proposing to establish a water district in the Upper Salmon River Basin within Basins 71 
and 72. R. pp. 99-101. This was followed by the holding of a public information meeting on 
October 24, 2005, and a public hearing on November 9, 2005, in Challis, Idaho in accordance 
with the notice. 
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Thompson Creek argues that the Director improperly relied upon the SRBA Court's order 
authorizing interim administration to justify creating WDl70. Petitioner's Br. at 25. Thompson 
Creek construes interim administration as approved by the SRBA Court to be an "interim" water 
administrative measure which "allows the Department to distribute water and protect senior 
water rights in a particular basin after water rights have been adjudicated, but before the Director 
has determined whether a water district is required." Id. Thompson Creek further argues that 
interim administration because it is an "interim" measure is subject only to the "reasonably 
necessary'! standard ofI.C. 42-1417(2)(c), whereas creation of a water district is subject to the 
"required" standard ofI.C. § 42-604. Id. 
Thompson Creek's analysis is in error is several respects. First, the SRBA Court's 
approval of interim administration is "interim" only in the sense that the court is authorizing 
admjnistration of water rights pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, before the entry of a 
final decree by the court. Second, the interim administration of water rights that is authorized by 
the court's order requires the creation of a water district in order for "the distribution of water 
pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code," to occur and is, therefore, not some lesser level of 
water administration. Third, Thompson Creek's argument that the SRBA Court's approval of 
interim administration based upon a determination that it is "reasonably necessary to efficiently 
administer water rights and to protect senior water rights" provides an insufficient basis for the 
Director to create a water district is misplaced as has been previously addressed in this brief. 
2. The Director Did Not Place Improper Reliance Upon the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Agreement in Creating Water District 170. 
Thompson Creek includes several arguments in its brief that challenge the creation of 
WD 170 based on the premise that the Director improperly understood or applied the provisions 
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement approved by the SRBA District Court. Petitioner's Br. 
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at 3-7, 12-13, 16-18, and 21-23. The Wild.and Scenic Rivers Agreement (W&SR Agreement") 
is shorthand for the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of 
Partial Decrees, entered into by the United States, the State of Idaho, and several other Objectors 
appearing before the SRBA District Court in Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316 involving 
federal reserved water right claims by the United States under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 
R. pp. 3070334. The Director and IDWR are not parties to the SRBA and were not parties to the .. 
W&SR Agreement. See LC. § 42-1401B. On November 17, 2004, the SRBA District Court 
· entered an amended order approving the W &SR Agreement. Amended Order Approving 
Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees, R. pp. 3 76-380. 
Thompson Creek maintains at page 7 of Petitioner's Brief that critical to its challenge to 
the creation ofWDl 70 in this case is the following language from paragraph 2 of the SRBA 
Court's amended order approving the W &SR Agreement: · 
2. The Stipulation is hereby approved, provided, that the provisions 
of paragraph 2 of the Stipulation ("paragraph 2") that address administration of 
water rights are covenants among the signatory parties only and shall not be 
binding on this Court or non-signatory parties with regard to administration of 
water rights by IDWR. . ... The provisions of paragraph 2 shall not affect the 
rights of Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in and 
object to any motion for interim administration, proceeding for creation of a water 
district, or other administrative action or other judicial proceeding affecting their 
water rights or their use, diversion, or measurement of water; nor shall the 
provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such proceedings. 
Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees, R. pp. 3 77-378. 
The effect of the above language from the SRBA Court's order approving the W &SR 
Agreement is that paragraph 2 of that agreement is not binding upon anyone other than the 
signatory parties to the agreement. That means that the provisions of paragraph 2 of the W&SR 
Agreement bind neither Thompson Creek nor IDWR. That being the case, it is perplexing that 
Thompson Creek views the W&SR Agreement as critical to the Director's creation ofWDl 70. 
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Despite the clear language in the order of the SRBA District Court, Thompson Creek insists that 
the Director improperly believed himself bound by the provisions of the W&SR Agreement to 
create WD 170, thus depriving Thompson Creek of due process under the law because the 
Director was a biased decision maker. Petitioner's Br. at 12, 16-17. Although thls argument is 
without merit, it must also be deemed waived by failure to seek the Director's disqualification to 
serve as presiding officer in thls matter pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act. See 
LC. § 67-5252 (Presiding officer- Disqualification). 
Paragraph 2 of the W &SR Agreement reads as follows: 
(2) Withln six months after issuance of the Partial Decrees confirming 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water rights, the parties will file a 
joint petition with the SRBA Court, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1417, for an 
order for interim administration of administrative basins 71 and 72 and IDWR 
will establish a water district for the Upper Salmon River Basin. The Upper 
Salmon Water District (the "USWD") shall initially consist of administrative 
basins 71 and 72, those basins for whlch Director's Reports have. been filed for 
irrigation and other water rights. Withln six months of the filing of Director's 
Reports for administrative basins 73, 74 and 75, the parties will ·file a joint 
petition with the SRBA Court, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1417, for an order for 
interim administration of those basins and IDWR will incorporate thos.e basins 
into the USWD. Existing water districts within the basins will be converted to 
subdistricts withlil the USWD as appropriate to facilitate management. Other 
subdistricts will be formed as deemed necessary to accomplish the purposes of the 
USWD. Creation of the USWD shall involve full participation by water users in 
the area in accordance with state law, and the existing water districts will have an 
important role. The resulting organization will be fully under the supervision of 
IDWR. 
Wild &Scenic River Agreement, R. p. 310. 
Thompson Creek's argument with respect to paragraph 2 of the W &SR Agreement is 
really just an extension of its argument that the Director is prohlbited from establishlng a water 
district pursuant to LC. § 42-604 unless the Director has first satisfied Thompson Creek's 
suggested legal standard that the district is "required," that is, that its creation is an "absolute 
necessity." Petitioner's Br. at 30. Thompson Creek argues first that the State in signing the 
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W&SR Agreement did not have authority to require the Director to create WDI 70. Petitioner's 
Br. at 12. Although IDWR concurs with that assessment, the issue is moot because the SRBA 
Court held that the W &SR Agreement was binding only upon the signatory parties and IDWR 
was not a signatory party and was not represented by a signatory party. 
Thompson Creek next argues that even.though the State had no authority to bind the 
Director through its execution of the W &SR Agreement, and even though the SRBA Court 
entered an order stating the agreement was binding only on signatory parties, the Director 
nevertheless believed himself bound by the agreement and acted to create WDI 70 based upon 
that belief rather than complying with the requirements of LC. § 42-604. 
A review of the Amended Final Order indicates otherwise. Conclusions of Law 19 and 
20 of the Director's order provide: 
19. Thompson Creek further argues that the Director has no legally 
supportable basis for creation of the proposed water.district because he cannot 
rely upon the provisions of the SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement 
between the United States and the State of Idaho to justify creation of the district, 
and because the SRBA District Court's Order dated November 18, 2004, provided 
that the provisions in the Wild and Scenic Rivers agreement relative to water 
rights administration shall not "affect the disposition or review of such 
proceedings." · 
20. The Director relies on the authority provided by Idaho Code·§42-
604 for creation of the proposed water district. Idaho Code § 42-604 authorizes 
the Director to create a water district for streams or water supplies for which a 
court having jurisdiction thereof has adjudicated the priorities of appropriation. 
As stated in Finding 3, all of the water rights claimed in Basins 71 and 72 have 
been reported or partially decreed in the SRBA as required under Idaho Code 
§ 42-1417. The Director proposes creation of a water district in Basins 71 and 72 
for efficient administration of surface and ground water rights. 
Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170, R. p. 207 ( emphasis added). 
As Thompson Creek asserts, the record in this case contains numerous references to the 
W&SR Agreement. This does not mean, however, that the Director improperly relied upon the 
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W&SR Agreement in.creating WDl70. The W&SR Agreement is relevant and of interest to this .. 
proceeding to· the extent that it gave rise to the State as a party to the SRBA having filed a 
motion for interim administration with the SRBA Court pursuant to LC. § 42-1417. Once the 
SRBA Court granted the motion for interim administration, the SRBA Court order and the 
provisions ofLC. §42-604 provided the only authority necessary or relevant to the creation of 
WD170. 
3. .· The Director Properly Concluded That Creation of Water District No, 170 
Was Required in Order to Properly Administer Uses of the Water 
Resource. 
The provisions of LC. § 42-604 place.a mandatory duty upon the Director to form a 
water district to properly administer the uses of water from public streams or other independent 
sources of water supply, pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, where a court has 
adjudicated the subject water rights. In addition, LC.§ 42-1417 provides that a district court 
having jurisdiction over a general water rights adjudication may issue an order for interim 
administration authorizing the Director to form a water district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, 
Idaho Code, to administerthe subject water rights in accordance with the director's report or 
· applicable partial decrees. prior to the entry of a final decree by the court. I.C. §, 4201417(4) 
provides, "After entry of the district court's order for interim administration, the director may 
form a water district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code." 
In this case, the SRBA Court entered its Order Granting State of Idaho's Motion for 
Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 & 72 on September 29, 2005. R. 
pp. 89-92. The court order states: "The Court authorizes the distribution of water pursuant to 
chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code in accordance with the Director's Reports and the Partial Decrees 
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that supercede the Director's Reports in IDWR Basins 71 and 72." Id. at 91. In support of this 
order, the SRBA Court made the following finding and conclusion: 
... Interim administration in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the 
Director's Reports and the Partial Decrees for water rights is reasonably 
necessary to efficiently administer water rights and to protect senior water rights. 
The establishment of water districts for Basins 71 and 72 will provide the 
watermasters with the ability to administer.water rights in accordance with the 
prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. 
Id. at 90. 
The SRBA Court's Order of Interim Administration authorized but did not mandate that 
the Director create WDl 70. The issue before this Court thus is whether the Director in creating 
WD 170 following entry of the Order of Interim Administration properly exercised his authority 
under LC.§§ 42-604and42-1417. 
The Amended Final Order of the Director contains the following Conclusion of Law No. 
8 explaining the basis for the Director's determination that creation ofWDl 70 was appropriate 
and "required" within the meaning ofl.C. § 42-604 in order to properly administer rights to the 
use of water within Administrative Basins 71 and 72: 
8. Given that: (1) there are no water districts in Basin 71; (2) the 
administration of surface water rights in the existing water districts in Basin 72 is 
often inconsistent; (3) none of the existing water districts in Basin 72 administer 
surface water rights outside o[the irrigation season for those rights or during the 
irrigation season when the surface water sources are not in regulation; and ( 4) 
none of the existing water districts in Basin 72 regulate diversions from ground 
water; the Director concludes that there should be one water district created that 
encompasses all of the water rights within the Upper Salmon River Basin, and 
that the existing surface water districts in Basin 72 should be designated as sub-
districts, in order to provide consistent and effective administration of water rights 
from both surface water sources and ground water sources year-round throughout 
the Upper Salmon River Basin. 
R. p. 204. 
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Supportive ofConclusionofLawNo. 8 is the Affidavit of Timothy J. Luke, Section. 
Manager for the Water Distribution Section of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Luke 
Affidavi''), submitted in support oftheState'sMotionfor Order of Interim Administration before 
the SRBA Court and made a part of the record in this proceeding. Paragraph No. 9 of the Luke 
Affidavit states as follows: 
The specific reasons for .creation or enlargement of water districts in Basin 71 and 
72 are: 
• Existing water districts in these basins are limited to surface water sources 
and do not include ground water sources. Additionally, some surface 
water sources in these basins may not be included in any water district. 
• All of the water rights claimed in Basins 71 and 72 have been reported or 
partially decreed in the SRBA as required under LC. § 42-1417. 
• Some areas of the basins are in either water measurement districts or 
existing water districts, or no district at all. Certain rights and sources 
(primarily ground water) within water districts have not been subject to 
administration or regulation by the water district, and measurement 
districts are limited to measurement and reporting only, not regulation or 
enforcement of rights. 
• The establishment of water districts will provide watermasters with the 
ability to administer water rights in accordance with the prior 
appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. 
• The establishment of water districts will provide watermasters the means 
to protect senior water rights. · 
Luke Affidavit, R. p. 15. 
The reasons for creation ofWDI70 set forth in the Luke Affidavitprovide a sufficient 
basis for the Director to have determined that the proper administration of rights to the use of 
water within Administrative Basin 71 and 72 required the creation of WD 170 pursuant to the 
Director's authority under LC. § 42-604. Neither Idaho statutory or case law support Thompson 
Creek's position that the Director must satisfy a higher legal standard equivalent to a 
determination of"absolute necessity" before he is authorized to create a water district when 
authorized by a court order of interim administration entered pursuant to LC. § 42-1417 
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B. THE DIRECTOR'S ACTIONS IN CREATING WATER DISTRICT 
NO. 170 COMPLY WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE IDAHO 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT. 
I. Due Process Was Provided to the Water Users in the Creation of Water 
District No. 71. 
Thompson Creek correctly argues that due process applies to the creation of a water 
district. Due process was provided to Thompson Creek and the other affected water right holders 
in the creation ofWDl70. That due process began with the service of the State's Motion for 
Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72 and Notice of Hearing; 
Brief in Support, of Motion/or Order of Interim Administration,' and the Affidavit of Timothy .J. 
Luke Dated May 13, 2005, upon each claimant before the SRBA in Administrative Basins 71 and 
72. R. p. 17-48. Further due process was provided through the hearing on the State's Motion for 
Interim Administration held before the SRBA Court on September 20, 2005. R. p. 89. 
Additional due process was provided through the Director's Notice of Public Information 
Meeting and Hearing regarding the proposed creation ofWD170. R. pp. 99-101. This was 
followed by the holding of a public information meeting and a public hearing in Challis, Idaho, 
on October 24, 2005, and November 9, 2005, respectively. Following the November 9, 2005 
, , hearing, the Director issued the Final Order Creating Water District No.170 on March 6,2006. 
R. pp. 126-167. Following the filing and consideration of Thompson Creek's Petition for 
Reconsideration, the Director issued an Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 
on April 6, 2006. R. pp. 197-238. 
2. The Department was not Required to Record the Question and Answer 
Session with the Director that Occurred Prior to the Commencement of the 
Formal Hearing. 
Thompson Creek asserts that the Director violated the Idaho Administrative Procedure 
Act ("IDAPA")because he conducted an informal question and answer session with water users 
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prior to going on the record for the November 9, 2005 hearing on the creation ofWDI 70. 
Petitioner's Br. at 10-11. Specifically, Thompson Creek argues that the Director's action 
violated LC.§ 67-5242(3)(d), which requires that, "At the hearing, the presiding officer ... 
[s]hall cause the hearing to be recorded .... " 
Thompson Creek's argument is without merit. First, if Thompson Creek had an issue 
with the adequacy of the hearing transcript for purposes of this appeal it was required to raise 
that issue before the Department but did not do so. It did not raise the issue in its post-hearing 
Written Comments of November 18, 2005. R. pp. 269-275. Nor did it raise the issue in its 
Petition for Reconsideration. R. pp. 168-183. Finally, it did not raise the issue in its Objection 
to Administrative Record at the time of settlement of the transcript under I.R.C.P. 84(j). R. pp. 
276-282. Rule 84(j) provides, "Any party may object to the transcript and record within fourteen 
(14) days from the date of mailing of the notice of the parties that the transcript and record has 
been lodged with the agency. Upon failure of the parties to file an objection within that time 
period, the transcript and record shall be deemed settled." Thompson Creek did not file an 
objection to the hearing transcript in this matter, although it did file a timely objection to the 
adequacy of the agency record, which was addressed by the Department. Thompson Creek 
therefore has waived any objection it may have to the adequacy of the hearing transcript in this 
proceeding. Generally, issues not raised below but raised for the first time on appeal will not be 
considered or reviewed on appeal. Mountainview Landowners Co-op. Ass'n, Inc. v. Cool, 142 
Idaho 861,866 136 P.3d 332,337 (2006). 
Even if Thompson Creek had not previously waived its objection to the transcript, its 
argument is without merit. No statutory provision ofIDAPA precluded the Director from 
conducting an informal question and answer session with the water users prior to going on the 
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record for the noticed hearing which was for the purpose of providing persons attending the 
hearing "an opportunity to provide oral testimony regarding the creation of the proposed 
district." R. pp. 99-100. LC. 67°5242( d) only requires that the "hearing" be recorded. It does 
not require that an informal question and answer session occurring prior to the hearing to explain 
the proceeding must be recorded. Idaho Code § 67-5249 defines the agency record to include: 
"( e) the record prepared by the presiding officer under the provisions of section 67-5242, Idaho 
Code, together with any transcript of all or part of that record." Thus, even the ID APA appears 
to recognize that in some circumstances a transcript of"all" proceedings is not required. 
3. The Director's Actions in Creating Water District No. 170 did not Result 
from lmproper Bias or a Belief that the W &SR Agreement Required Him 
to Create the District. 
Thompson Creek, beginning at page 15 of Petitioner's Brief; cites Idaho Supreme Court 
authority that "[t]he Due Process Clause entitles a person to an impartial and disinterested 
tribunal." Eacret v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780, 784, 86 P.3d 494, 498 (2004). Specifically, 
· Thompson Creek sets out the following standard from Eacret: 
[T]he agency action is invalid if prehearing statements by the decision-maker 
demonstrate that (i) the decision-maker 'has made up his or her mind regarding 
the facts and will not listen to the evidence with an open mind,' (ii) the decision-
maker 'will not apply the existing law,' or (iii) the decision-maker 'has already• · · 
made up his or her mind regarding the outcome of the hearing.' 
Petitioner's Br. at 15. 
The Eacret standard is appropriate for most administrative contested case proceedings. 
However, it cannot be totally applicable in those circumstances where an agency head has a 
statutory obligation to act in a certain mannet such as is presented by LC. § 42-604 when the 
rights to the use of water from a public source have been adjudicated. In the present case, the 
Notice of Public Information Meeting and Hearing stated that, "Information and testimony 
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presented at the hearing on November 9, 2005, will create a record upon which the Director will 
rely to detennine whether formation of a water district is appropriate, and if so, how the district 
should be formed." R. p. 99. The Notice also stated that, "The Director proposes to create a 
permanent water district for all of Administrative Basins 71 and 72 as shown on the attached 
map." Id. This does not translate into improper bias by the Director, however. It simply means 
that the Director was complying with the requirement in LC. § 42-604 that, "Before entering an 
order creating, modifying, or abolishing a district, the director shall, by regular mail, send notice 
of the proposed action to each water user in the district or proposed district." 
. As has been discussed previously in this brief, under Argument A.2, the Director was not 
improperly biased in this case by a belief that the W &SR Agreement required him to create 
WDI 70. The Amended Final Order specifically concludes that the Director relied on the 
authority provided by Idaho Code § 42-604 to create the water district and that he did so for the 
"efficient administration of surface and ground water rights." R. p. 207 (Conclusion 20). While 
Thompson Creek may disagree that the efficient administration of water rights is a sufficient 
basis to require the creation of a water district under J.C. § 42-604, it is wrong in that position. 
4. The Director Did Not Improperly Rely Upon Matters Outside the 
Administrative Record. 
Thompson Creek argues that the Director's reliance upon Department knowledge and 
experience regarding the state of water rights administration in Basin 71 and 72 without 
introducing supporting factual information into the record violated the IDAPA requirement of 
J.C.§ 67-5248(2) that "[f]indings of fact must be based exclusively on the evidence in the record 
of the contested case and on matter officially noticed in that proceeding." Petitioner's Br. at 26. 
In making this argument, Thompson Creek ignores the presence in the record of the Affidavit of 
Timothy J. Luke submitted in support of the State's Motion for Order of Interim Administration 
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before the SRBA Court which was made a part of the record in this proceeding and which was 
served upon all water right holders in Basins 71 and 72. In addition, Thompson Creek's 
arguments regarding the inadequacy of the record are based in large part upon its mistaken view 
that the record must support a determination that creation of the water district is an "absolute 
necessity." As stated previously in this brief, that is an incorrect standard for the creation of a 
water district under LC. § 42a6Q4. Also, it must be recognized that the agency proceeding for the 
creation of a water district is not a typical contested case proceeding. The. Director in this 
instance is not adjudicating contested factual and legal issues between competing parties but is 
instead carrying out his statutory duty to create a water district to perform the "essential 
governmental function of distribution of water among appropriators under the laws of the state of 
Idaho." LC. § 42-604. 
5. The Director's Actions in Creating WDl 70 Were Not Arbitrary and 
Capricious. 
Thompson Creek argues that the Director's decision to create WD 170 was "arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion" and thus was in violation of LC. § 67-5279(3)(e). 
Petitioner's Br. at 37-38. Thompson Creek asserts the Director's decision was arbitrary and 
· capricious because it "violated Due Process principles and statutory procedural requirements, · 
was not based upon substantial evidence in the record, and did not comport with statutory 
requirements governing water districts." Id. at 38. Thompson Creek concludes, "the Director 
was going to create WD 170 no matter what the administrative record showed regarding the 
actual need for a new water district under Section 42-604, ,r 2." Id. Thompson Creek's 
"arbitrary and capricious" argument is yet another facet of its underlying argument that the use 
of the term "required" in section 42-604 means that the Director had to demonstrate through 
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factual evidence that the creation of WD 170 was an "absolute necessity." This is not a correct 
reading of the statute. 
The Idaho Supreme Court found an agency decision not arbitrary and capricious where 
the decision was based on substantial evidence in the record and the findings, conclusions and 
decision are. sufficiently detailed to demonstrate that the agency considered the applicable 
stand.ards and reached a reasoned decision ... Brett v. Eleventh Street Dockowner's. Association, 41 
Idaho 517, .523, 112 P.3d 805,811, (2005). In this case, substantial evidence including the Luke 
Affidavit (specific reasons for creation or enlargementof water districts in Basins 71 and 72) and 
the Order of Interim Administration (interim administration reasonably necessary to efficiently 
administer water rights and to protect senior water rights) provide a sufficient basis for the 
Director to determine that creation of WD 170 was required to properly administer uses of the 
water resource. "Substantial evidence" which supports an agency's factual determination is 
"relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion." Pearl v. Bd. Of 
Professional Discipline of Idaho State Bd Of Medicine, 137 Idaho 107, 112, 44 P.2d 1162, 1167 
(2002). 
Furthermore, the Director's findings, conclusions and decision are sufficiently detailed to 
demonstrate that the Department considered the applicable standards and reached a reasoned 
decision. Brett at 41 Idaho 523, 112 P.3d 811. 
6. Substantial Rights of Thompson Creek Have Not Been Prejudiced by the 
Creation ofWDl 70. 
The standard of review for judicial appeals of administrative decisions provides that 
notwithstanding shortcomings in the decision, an "agency action shall be affirmed unless 
substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced." I.C. § 67-5279(4). For example, 
defective notices for a county board of commissioners' public meetings on a proposed 
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subdivision did not prejudice the substantial rights of an opponent of the subdivision, in violation 
of due process, given that the opponent had notice of the meetings, attended the meetings with 
· counsel, and had opportunity to speak against the subdivision application. Cowan v. Board of 
Com'rs of Fremont County, 143 Idaho 501, 148 P.3d 1247 (2006). 
In the present case, it cannot be said that the substantial rights of Thompson Creek are 
prejudiced by the .creation of WI) 170. The purpose of a. water district is to "perform the essential 
governmental function of distribution of water among appropriators under the laws of the state of . · · 
Idaho.'' LC.§ 42-604. The Director has acted in conformance with the provisions of LC. §§42-
604 and 42-1417, and IDAPAin creating WD170. Thompson Creek cannot reasonably argue 
that its water rights obtained under state law are not subject to regulation in accordance with state 
law. Thompson Creek has participated fully during each stage of the proceedings for the 
creation ofWDI 70. Thompson Creek's substantial rights have not been prejudiced by the 
creation ofWDl 70. 
C. THE DIRECTOR ACTED WITlllN ms DISCRETIONARY AUTHORITY 
IN ESTABLISHING THE STRUCTURE AND ATTRIBUTES OF WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170. 
1. The Use of Sub-Districts is Within the.Discretion of the Director. 
The Director is authorized by statute to "create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a 
water district or combine two (2) or more water district by entry of an order if such action is 
required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." LC.§ 42-604. In addition, 
the Director has statutory responsibility for direction and control over the distribution of water 
within water districts to be accomplished through watermasters supervised by the Director. I.C. 
§ 42-602. 
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In creating WDl 70, the Director determined in his discretion as authorized by section 42-
604that existing Water District No. 72-B (Garden-Creekandtributaries), Water District No. 72• 
C (Challis Creek and tributaries), and Water District No. 72-F (Morgan Creek and tributaries), 
would be designated as sub-districts within Water District No. 170. R. p. 210. Thompson Creek 
argues·-that there is no.statutory authority for the creation of"sub-districts" and that the action is 
accordingly a violation ofIDAPA as a violation.of a.statutory provision. Petitioner's Br .. at 34-. 
35. · 
· · The Amended Final Order describes the designation of sub-districts within WDl 70 as 
follows: 
Existing water districts in Basin 72, which now will be sub-districts within 
the Upper Salmon Water District, will each continue to function as water districts 
and continue to elect their own watermasters, who will serve as deputy 
watermasters under the watermaster for the Upper Salmon Water District, and 
adopt their own budgets for purposes of measuring, recording, reporting, and 
regulating surface water diversions within their districts. A sub-district that 
adequately measures, records, reports, and controls diversions should not be 
subject to future assessments to fund the watermaster for the Upper Salmon Water 
District for purposes of measuring, recording, reporting, and regulating surface 
water diversions within that sub-district. However, each sub-district may be 
subject to future assessments for costs associated with oversight of that sub-
district. Oversight costs may include, but may not be limited to, teclmical 
assistance, enforcement assistance, training of deputy watermasters, collection 
and quality controlreview of diversion data, periodic field checks of diversions; 
periodic or miscellaneous field calibration measurements of measuring devices, 
review of annual sub-district and budget reports, coordinating distribution of 
water to the Wild and Scenic River minimum instream flow water rights for the 
Salmon River as necessary, and general coordination with federal, state, and local 
agencies regarding water district operations, water use, and water right 
administration issues. 
R. p. 204-205 Amended Final Order, Conclusion of Law No. 9. 
The Director recognized that the designation of existing water districts in Basin 72 as 
"sub-districts" in Water District No. 170 was within the discretionary authority of the Director 
under Idaho Code § 42-604. R. p. 208. Further, the Director noted that any objection to this 
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-structure on statutory grounds was without merit because sub-districts are still "water districts" 
under LC.§ 42-604. 
The Court should recognize that in exercising his statutory responsibility for the creation 
of water districts, the oversight of water district operations, and the supervision of waterrnasters, 
the Director has the discretion under LC. § 42-604 to combine water districts through the use of· 
sub-districts in order to "properly administer uses of the water resource." Substantial rights of 
Thompson Creek are not prejudiced by the Director's designation of sub-districts. 
2. Direction on the Selection of Advisory Committee Members is Proper. 
A water district advisory committee serves to advise the Director and the waterrnaster in 
matters pertaining to the distribution of water within the district. By statute, the water users at 
the annual meeting "may choose an advisory committee to be composed of members selected as 
may be determined at the meeting .... " LC. § 42-605(6). In providing for the organizational 
features of WD 170, the Director concluded that, "The water right holders may select a Water 
District Advisory Committee that includes, but need not be limited to, representation from 
advisory committees of existing water districts." R. p. 209, Conclusion 31 .c. ( emphasis added). 
The obvious purpose of this direction is to help ensure that the committee represents water users 
from all areas of the district. 
Thompson Creek argues that the direction provided by the Director is an "elimination of 
the discretion of the water users and is 'in violation of ... statutory provisions' and 'in excess of 
the statutory authority of the [Department]' and, accordingly, in violation of the Idaho AP A." 
Petitioner's Br. at 36. Thompson Creek's arguments rest upon inappropriate implications 
stemniing from their reading of the WD 170 Order. The order uses the term "may" not "shall.'' 
Thompson Creek's arguments are without merit and should be rejected by the Court. 
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3. Direction on the Selection and Funding of the Watermaster is Proper. 
Idaho statute provides that, "[ a]t the meeting of the water users of a district there shall be 
elected a watermaster for such water district ... who, upon appointment by the director of the 
department of water resources, shall be responsible for distribution of water within said water 
district .... " I.C. § 42-605(3). In providing for the organizational features of WD 170, the 
Director concluded that, "The w;tter right holders may elect to have the district contract with, the . 
Department to provide watermaster services. Under a district contract with the Department, the 
watermaster will be a direct employee of the Department." R. p. 209, Conclusion 31.a. In 
providing the water users with the option of electing an employee of the Department as 
watermaster, the Director provided WD 170 an option that is available to several of the larger 
water districts in the state and has been used by Upper Snake Water District No. 1 for some 30 
years. The governing statute should not be construed to limit the flexibility of the water users to 
elect an employee of the Department as watermaster. A reasoned reading of the statute does not 
require that result. Likewise, there is nothing in the statute that would prohibit the Department 
from waiving compensation for providing watermaster services through a Department employee 
during 2006 and 2007 while the district becomes established. Thompson Creek's arguments on 
this issue are without merit and should be rejected by the Court. 
D. THOMPSON CREEK'S WATER RIGHTS ARE SUBJECT TO 
ADMINISTRATION BY WATER DISTRICT NO. 170. 
As its last argument, Thompson Creek asserts that it should not be subject to WD 170 
because it was not a party to the W&SR Agreement. Petitioner's Br. at 39. As support for this 
argument, Thompson Creek repeats its incorrect assertion that the sole basis for creating WD 170 
was the W &SR Agreement. There is nothing in the W &SR Agreement or in the SRBA Court's 
Amended Order Approving the W &SR Agreement that suggests Thompson Creek or any other 
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i 
water right holder should be relieved of the state law requirement that its water rights be subject 
to·a water district fonned under LC: § 42-604 for the "essential governmental function of 
distribution of water among appropriators under the laws of the state ofidaho." Order paragraph 
2 of the SRBA Court's amended order approving the W &SR Agreement states: 
2. The Stipulation is hereby approved, provided, that the provisions 
of paragraph 2 of the Stipulation ("paragraph 2") that address administration of 
water rights are covenants among the signatory parties only and shall not be 
binding on this Court or non-signatory parties with regard to administration of 
water rights by IDWR. . ... The provisions of paragraph 2 shall not affect the 
rights of Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in and 
object to any motion for interim administration, proceeding for creation of a water 
district, or other administrative action or other judicial proceeding affecting their 
water rights or their use, diversion, or measurement of water; nor shall the 
provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such proceedings. 
Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees, R. pp. 377-378. 
The effect of the SRBA Court's order is that it protects the right of Thompson Creek and 
any other non-signatory party "to participate in and object to" any subsequent proceedings for 
authorization of interim administration, creation of a water district, or administration of their 
water rights. Id. This is much different than Thompson Creek's position that its water rights are 
not even subject to administration by the State through operation of the water district. 
The only portion of Paragraph 2 of the W &SR Agreement co!ltaining a commitment for ·· 
certain action by the parties thereto that is relevant to the creation of WD 170 is as follows: 
(2) Within six months after issuance of the Partial Decrees confirming 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water rights, the parties will file a 
joint petition with the SRBA Court, pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1417, for an 
order for interim administration of administrative basins 71 and 72 .... 
Wild &Scenic River Agreement, R. p. 310. The fact that Thompson Creek did not agree to join 
in the petition for an order for interim administration of Administration Basins 71 and 72 does 
not provide a basis to claim that its rights are not subject to administration by WD 170. The 
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Court should reject Thompson Creek's argument that its rights are not subject to administration 
through the water district: 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing; the Director acted in accordance with existing statutory authority 
in creating Water District No. 170 and his actions in issuing the Amended Final Order Creating 
Water District No. 170 were made upon lawful procedure; are supported by substantial evidence · 
on the record as a whole; and were not arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. IDWR 
respectfully urges this Court to affii:m the Directoes order creating Water District No. 170. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED thisjO~ay of July, 2007. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Deputy Attorney General 
. Idaho Department ofWatet Resources 
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Pursuant to Idaho Rule Df Civil Procedure 84(p) and Idaho Appellate Rules 34( c) 
and 35( c), Thompson Creek Mining Company hereby files this reply to the response brief filed 
by the Idaho Department of Water Resources and its Director. This relates to Thompson Creek's 
challenge to the Director's creation of Water District No. 170 ("WDI 70") in the Upper Salmon 
River Basin. Thompson Creek brings this challenge pursuant to the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act (the ''Idaho APA"). 
I. 
THE DIRECTOR MISREADS IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-604 
TO MANDATE THE CREATION OF WATER DISTRICTS 
In its initial brief, Thompson Creek argues that in order to legally create a water 
district, the Director must find, based upon the plain language of the second paragraph ofldaho 
Code Section 42-604, that a new water district is "required in order to properly administer uses 
of the water resource/' (Pet'r Br. at 29-30.) The Director's response to this argument is that he 
was mandated by paragraph I of Section 42-604 to create WD 170 and that he lacked any 
discretion to determine whether WD 170 was ."required in order to properly administer uses of the 
water resource" pursuant to paragraph 2. (Resp. Br., pp. 6-8.) By making this argument, the 
Director is attempting to read the requirement that a new water district be "required" for water 
administration purposes out of the statute. This would unnecessarily render several portions of 
Section 42-604 meaningless. 
This is an issue of the proper construction of Section 42-604. In this regard, it is 
important to note that this Court has free review overthe construction and interpretation of 
statutes, even when such statutes relate to an agency's area of expertise. See, e.g., Hayden Lake 
FireProt. Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 388,398, 111 P.3d 73, 83 (Idaho 2005). 
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A. Courts Should Not Construe Statutes To Render ·Provisions Superfluous 
In his response brief, the Director cites several cases that describe some general 
rules of judicial statutory construction. (Resp. Br., pp. 6-7.) Unfortunately, the Director fails to 
describe one of the most important rules of statutory construction; that the Court should not read 
.a statute in such a manner that it would render provisions of the statute "mere surplusage." 
Sweitzer v. Dean, 118 Idaho 568, 572, 798 P .2d 27, 31 (Idaho I 990). In other words, "when 
interpreting a statute, every effort should be made to give meaning to each word so as to not 
. r<,nder any word superfluous or without meaning." Barringer v. State, 111 Idaho 794, 803, 727 
P.2d 1222, 1231 (Idaho 1986) (citations omitted). This is a well-settled principle of statutory 
construction that has "eajoy[ ed] long standing acceptance" in the Idaho Supreme Court. Id 
Furthermore, "[i]t is also a general rule of statutory construction that the specific statute prevails, 
modifying the general statute." Maxwell v. Cumberland Life Ins. Co., 113 Idaho 808, 814, 784 
P.2d 392,398 (Idaho 1987). 
B. The Director's Reading Of Section 42-604 Would Render Many Of Its 
Provisions Superfluous 
Again, the Director argues that paragraph I of Section 42-604 required him to 
create WD170, regardless of whether the record demonstrates that it is "required" for water 
administration purposes pursuantto paragraph 2 of that statute. (Resp. Br., pp. 6-8.) Such an 
interpretation of Section 42-604 would unnecessarily render several of its provisions 
meaningless, as is more fully described below. 
1. The Authority To Create Water Districts Pursuant To Paragraph 2 
Would Be Superfluous 
First, if paragraph I of Section 42-604 indeed requires the Director to create water 
districts, then there would be no purpose to the portion of paragraph 2 that allows the Director to 
create water districts when doing so is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water 
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resource." Simply put, there would be no reason to provide the Director with discretion to create 
water districts in one provision, if he is mandated to create them by another provision. 
The Director attempts to address this inconsistency with the following 
explanation: 
The Idaho Legislature has already made a determination by statute that when 
these preconditions are satisfied, the Director shall create a water district ... 
What the Director does have under the statute is the discretion to determine 
how the water district used for the administration ofthe adjudicated rights will 
be structured. That is, whether a new district will be created, whether the 
bqundaries of an existing district will be revised, whether an existing district 
will be abolished, or whether two or more water districts will be combined as 
"required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." 
(Resp. Br., p. 8 (emphasis added).) 
The italicized portions of the above passage make no sense. The Director begins 
by stating that paragraph 1 requires him to create WDl70. He then attempts to avoid rendering 
paragraph 2 "mere surplusage" by stating that paragraph 2 provides the Director with "discretion 
to determine how the water district ... will be structured." Confusingly, however, he then 
includes the "creation" of the water district as one of the items for which the Director has 
discretion. 
This is a tortured construction of Section 42-604. Simply put, if paragraph 1 
mandates the creation of water districts, then the "creation" provision in paragraph 2 is 
meaningless. A more reasonable construction is that paragraph 2 provides more detail regarding 
the standards and procedures that apply any time a new water district is created, as this Reply 
will explain more fully below. 
2. The Authority To Abolish Water Districts Pursuant To Paragraph 2 
Would Be Superfluous 
Similarly, it is notable that paragraph 2 of Section 42-604 provides the Director 
with discretion to "abolish" water districts. Under the interpretation of Section 42-604 suggested 
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by the Director, if the Director did in fact abolish a water district, then this would run afoul of the 
claimed mandate in paragraph l to create water districts throughout the entire state of Idaho. 
The Director does not explain how to reconcile those two provisions, nor is there any logical or 
reasonable way to do so. 
3. The Procedural Requirements In Paragraphs 2 And 3 Would Be 
Superfluous 
. The Director's suggested interpretation of Section 42-604 gives rise to another 
irreconcilable statutory inconsistency. Paragraph 2 of that statute specifies that when the 
Director creates awater district, he must issue an order to that effect and provide affected water 
users with copies of that order. IDAHO CODE§ 42-604, ,r 2. It also specifies that his decision to 
create a water district is subject to judicial review pursuant to Section 42-1701A. Id. 
Under the Director's construction of 42-604, however, none of these requirements 
would apply to a water district created pursuant to the "mandate" of paragraph I. Again, the 
Director argues that the "required" standard of paragraph 2 does not apply to his creation of 
WD 170 because he was mandated by paragraph I to create the district. (Resp. Br., pp. 6-8.) If 
that is indeed the proper construction of 42-604, then the Director has failed to explain why any 
of the other requirements. irt paragraph 2 would apply to the creation of WD 170, since he 
essentially reads paragraphs I and 2 as separate bases for creating a water district. Paragraph I 
does not contain any references to any of the procedures required by paragraph 2. IDAHO 
CODE § 42-604, if I. 
The same argument can be made with respect to paragraph 3 of Section 42-604. 
Similar to paragraph 2, paragraph 3 describes the notice and hearing requirements that apply 
when the Director creates, modifies, or abolishes a water district. IDAHO CODE§ 42-604, ,r 3. As 
such, it is essentially an extension of paragraph 2. If paragraph I indeed mandates the creation 
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of water districts separately from paragraph 2, then it is necessarily separate from paragraph 3 as 
well. Under this construction, none of the procedural requirements of paragraph 3 would apply, 
either. 
However, here the Director followed all of the procedures described by 
paragraphs 2and 3: he issued a notice of the proceeding (R., pp. 99sl01), he accepted written 
testimony, (R., pp. 117-19; 120-21, 269-75), he held a hearing, (Tr., pp. 1-13), he issued two 
orders, (R., pp. 126-40, 197-212), he served those orders upon affected water users, (R., pp. 
141-67, 213-38), and he acquiesced to judicial•review of that order by his participation in this 
proceeding. 1 
If the Director truly believes that paragraph 1 mandates the creation of water 
districts and that he has created WD 170 pursuant to that mandate, rather than the discretionary 
provision of paragraph 2, then there was no rational basis for going through all of these 
procedures. Again, the Director asserts that the "required" standard of paragraph 2 is 
! inapplicable to his creation ofWDl 70. (Resp. Br., pp. 6-8.) If that is the case, then he has failed 
to explain why any of the other procedures in paragraphs 2 and 3-procedures which he. 
specifically followed-would apply to that action, 
C. Paragraph 1 Only Addresses The Establishment Of Water District 
Boundaries; Paragraph 2 Provides The Authority To Actually Create Water 
Districts 
It is noteworthy that the Director relies upon multiple Idaho cases which state that 
the Court should construe a statute "as a whole," rather than "separating one provision from 
another." (Resp. Br., pp. 6-7.) However, the Director's construction of 42-604 violates this 
principle. Again, the Director argues that paragraph 1 mandates the creation of water districts 
1 Despite having taken these actions, the Director also committed a variety of procedural errors, 
as Thompson Creek explains in its initial brief. (Pet'r Br., pp. 10-38.) 
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and that the "required" standard in paragraph 2 does not apply to the creation ofWDI 70. 
(R., pp. 6-8.) The necessary implication of such a construction is that paragraph I and 
paragraph 2 are essentially separate provisions. In other words, it is the Director who is 
"separating one provision from another," not Thompson Creek. 
In order to truly read 42-604 "as a whole," this Court should read paragraph 2 as 
. describing the spycific standards and procedures that apply to the creation of any water district. 
A critical distinction between paragraphs I and 2 that the Director does not address is this: 
paragraph I, by its specific terms, only requires the Director to" ... divide the state into water 
districts in such manner that each public stream and tributaries, or independent source of water 
supply, shall constitute a water district. ... " IDAHO CODE§ 42-604, ,r I (emphasis added). The 
term "create" does not appear anywhere in paragraph I. Id. That term does not appear in the 
text of Section 42-604 until paragraph 2, which states that "[t]he director may create ... a water 
district ... if such action is required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." 
IDAHO CODE § 42-604, ,r 2 ... 
In other words, paragraph I does not mandate the creation of water districts, as 
the Director maintains (Resp. Br., p. 8), because it simply contains no references to actually 
creating water districts. What it does do is mandate that the Director "divide the state into water 
districts," i.e., to establish the boundaries of potential future water districts based upon the 
hydrogeology of the various basins and sub-basins within the state, i, e.; "each public stream and 
tributaries, or independent source of water supply .... " IDAHO CODE§ 42-604, ,r I. This 
construction of Section 42-604 is supported by the remainder of paragraph 1, which provides 
additional detail regarding how the Director should establish those boundaries. IDAHO CODE 
§ 42-604, ,r I. See Gillihan v. Gump, 140 Idaho 264, 267, 92 P.3d 5 I 4, 5 I 7 (Idaho 2004) 
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(holding that a subsequent provision in a statute modifies a previous provision, to the extent that 
the two provisions are inconsistent). 
Simply put, this is the only construction of Section 42-604 that does not 
"separat[ e] one provision from another" and that does not does render portions of the statute 
"meaningless" or "mere surplusage." To the contrary, this construction considers Section 42°604 
"as a whole" and leaves all ofitslanguage intact. It is, therefore,the preferred constructionof 
that statute pursuant to the statutory construction judicial opinions cited by the Director and 
Thompson Creek. 
Finally, the Director takes issue with Thompson Creek's statement that the 
"required" standard in Section 42-604 means that the Director must show that a new water 
district is an "absolute necessity" for water administration purposes in order to justify the 
creation of a new water district. (Resp. Br., pp. 13, 17, 22-23.) It is noteworthy, however, that 
the Director has not enacted regulations interpreting 42-604, nor has he even suggested an 
alternative definition of the "required" standard in his response brief. Instead, he clings to the 
argument that paragraph I of Section 42-604 mandates the creation of WD 170, a construction 
which belies the plain language and structure of that statute. 
II. 
THE EVIDENCE RELIED UPON BY THE DEPARTMENT 
IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT THE CREATION OF WD170 
In its Brief, Thompson Creek argues that there is not "substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole" supporting the Director's creation ofWDI 70, as required by the Idaho APA 
in Section 67-5279(3)(e) .. (Pet'r Br., pp. 20-33.) When that provision is read in conjunction with 
Section 42-604, Thompson Creek believes that "substantial evidence'' must demonstrate. that 
WD 170 is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." IDAHO CODE 
§§ 42-604, 67-5279(3)(e)). 
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The Director's response to this straightforward interpretation of the two statutes is 
two-fold. First, the Director argues that the "required" standard of Section 42-604 does not 
apply. (Resp. Br., pp. 5-9.) Thompson Creek has already addressed that argumentin the 
preceding section of this Reply. 
The Director'i, second argument is that there is "substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole" supporting the creation of WDl 70. (Resp. Br., pp. 15-17.) To support his 
position, the Director relies upon three items: (1) the SRBA Court's order granting interim 
administration, (2) Conclusion of Law 8 in the WDl 70 Order, (3) and a previous affidavit of 
Department employee Tim Luke. (Resp. Br., pp. 15-17.) As this section of the Reply explains, 
however, the evidence relied upon by the Director consists of factual statements that are either 
not relevant or not supported by evidence in the record. 
A. Interim Administration Is Not Evidence That A Water District Is 
"Required" 
As Thompson Creek explains in its initial brief, the fact that interim 
administration had been established in Basins 71 and 72 is not evidence that a water district is 
"required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource," as required by Section 
. 42-604. (Pet'r Br., 25-26.) The interim administration statute specifically states that, "[a]fter 
entry of the district court's order for interim administration, the director /!1fil' form a water district 
pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code." IDAHO CODE§ 42-1417(4) (emphasis added). 
First, it is critical that the statute states that the director "may"-not "must"-
form a water district after water rights have been adjudicated. Second, as Thompson Creek 
explained in its initial brief, Section 42-1417 specifically incorporates Section 42-604 and its 
"required" standard because it states that "the director may form a water district pursuant to 
chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code." IDAHO CODE § 42-1417(4)( emphasis added). 
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Certainly, interim administration is relevant to the creation of a water district to 
the extent that it simply establishes that a water district "may" be created after interim 
administration; Interim administration does not constitute. evidence that a water district is 
actually "required" for water administration purposes. Accordingly, the Director's reliance upon 
the order for interim administration is misplaced. 
B. The WDI 70 Order Provisions Relied Upon By The Department Are Either 
Not Relevant Or Are Based On Evidence That Is Not ln The Record 
To support his argument that the creation of WD 170 is supported by substantial 
evidence on the record, the Director also relies upon Conclusion of Law 8 from the WD 170 
Order. (Resp. Br., p. 16.) That Conclusion states: 
8. Given that: (1) there are no water districts in Basin 71; (2) the 
administration of surface water rights in the existing water districts in 
Basin 72 is often inconsistent; (3) none of the existing water districts in 
Basin 72 administer surface water rights outside of the irrigation season for 
those rights or during the irrigation season when the surface water sources are 
not in regulation; and ( 4) none of the existing water districts in Basin 72 
regulate diversions from ground water; the Director concludes that there 
should be one water district created that encompasses all of the water rights 
within the Upper Salmon River Basin, and that the existing surface water 
districts in Basin 72 should be designated .as subdistricts, in order to provide 
consistent and effective administration of water rights from both surface water 
sources and ground water sources year-round throughout the Upper Salmon 
River Basin .. 
(R., p. 204; Resp. Br., p. 16.) 
The factual statements in Conclusion of Law 8 are conclusory statements of fact 
that are not supported by actual fact evidence in the record. The only one of those statements 
that, if proved, would potentially support the conclusion that WD 170 is "required" for water 
administration purposes is number 2, which states that, "the administration of surface water 
rights in the existing water districts in Basin 72 is often inconsistent." (R., p. 204.) 
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However, by its terms, this statement only describes conditions within the three 
small, pre-existing water districts in Basin 72. That conclusion does not describe conditions in 
the majority of the areas that lie within Basin 72, and it does not even purport to describe 
conditions within Basin 71. This statement that the Director relies upon logically suggests that 
the existing water districts need to be improved, not that an entirely new-.andmuch larger-
water district should be created. 
In addition, as Thompson Creek has explained, such a factt1al statement needs to 
either be supported by substantial evidence in the record, or it needs to be officially noticed by 
the Director pursuant to therequirements of Sections 67-5249(2)( c) and 67-5251( 4) of the Idaho 
Code. (Pet'r. Br., pp. 26-27.) The Director has not demonstrated that either of these is the case. 
In response to Thompson Creek's argument on this issue, the Director argues that, "it must be 
recognized that the agency proceeding for the creation of a water district is not a typical 
contested case proceeding. The Director. . .is not adjudicating contested factual and legal issues 
between competing parties .... " (Resp. Br., p. 22.) There is no support in the Idaho AP A for 
the proposition that the Director is somehow relieved of his duties to make decisions based upon 
"substantial evidence in the record," simply because the nature of the proceeding is as a public 
hearing, rather than a contested case between competing parties. 
The remaining three factual statements in Conclusion of Law 8 do not provide 
evidence that WD 170 is "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." 
As the Idaho Supreme Court has stated, "[ s ]ubstantial and competent evidence is relevant 
evidence that a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion." Curtis v. M H King 
Co., 142 Idaho 383,385, 128 P.3d 920,922 (Idaho 2005) (citations omitted). The statements 
relied upon by the Director simply establish that there currently are no water districts in Basin 71 
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and that the water districts in 72 do not administer groundwater rights and do not operate year-
round; While these statements may be true, they do not establish an actual need for a water 
district, because they do not establish that senior water rights are being injured by junior water 
rights. Accordingly, those statements are not "relevant evidence" supporting the conclusion that 
·a water district is required. More evidence than this is needed to demonstrate that WD 170 is 
"required in order to properly administer.uses of the water resource." 
C. The Luke Affidavit Does Not Establish That WDl 70 Is "Required" 
The Director also relies. upon the following language from the affidavit of 
Department employee Timothy J. Luke to support his argument that the creation of WD 170 is 
supported by substantial evidence on the record: 
The specific reasons for creation or enlargement of water districts in Basin 71 
and 72 are.: 
• Existing water districts in these basins are limited to surface water sources and 
do not include ground water sources. Additionally, some surface water 
sources in these basins may not be included in any water district. 
• All of the water rights claimed in Basins 71 and 72 have been reported or 
partially decreed in the SRBA as required under J.C.§ 42-1417. 
• Some areas of the basins are in either water measurement districts or existing 
water districts, or no district at all. Certain rights and sources (primarily 
ground water) within water districts have not been subject to administration or 
regulation by the water district, and measurement districts are limited to 
measurement and reporting only, not regulation or enforcement ofrights. 
• The establishment of water districts will provide watermasters with the ability 
to administer water rights in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine 
as established by Idaho law. 
• The establishment of water districts will provide watermasters the means to 
protect senior water rights. 
(Resp. Br., p. 17; R., p. 15.) 
Unfortunately for the Director, however, none of the quoted statements from the 
Luke Affidavit actually demonstrate a need for the creation of WD 170. In other words, as with 
Conclusion of Law 8, those statements do not demonstrate that senior water rights are 
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consistently being injured such that a water district is necessary to protect those rights. Again, 
this is not "relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might accept to support [the] .conclusion" · 
that a water district is required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource. See 
Curtis, 142 Idaho at 3.85, 128 P.3d at 922. 
The purpose of the Luke Affidavit was to support the Department's 
commencement of interim.administration in Basins 71 and 72. (R., p.13.) As Thompson Cree].( 
explained' in its initial brief, the commencement of interim administration is subject to less 
stringent legal standards than is the creation of a water district. (Pet'r Br., p. 25.) While the 
Luke Affidavit may have been sufficient to support interim administration, it simply does not 
provide any evidence that WD 170 is "required. in order to properly administer uses of the water 
resource," as Section 42-604 mandates. 
To the contrary, the quoted passage from the Luke Affidavit actually highlights 
the lack of evidence in the record. It references the fact that some areas within Basins 71 and 72 
are in "water measurementdistricts." (Resp. Br., p. 17; R., p. 15.) Generally speaking, the 
Director can create a water measurement district in order to measure, catalog, and document 
water supplies and diversions within the district. IDAHO CODE§§ 42-705, 42a706, 42-709. 
This begs the question: If the Department has the legal authority to measure water 
supplies and diversions, and given that some of the areas within Basins 71 and 72 are in fact 
within water measurement districts, then why is there no water measurement data in the record? 
Similarly, the record does not contain evidence of any requests from water users within 
Basins 71 and 72 for increased water right administration or any documentation of water delivery 
calls that have been initiated in those basins. This is the type of information that the Director · 
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could rely upon to demonstrate that creation of WD 170 is "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." However, no such evidence appears in the record. 
It is also noteworthy that in the WD 170 Order, the Director does not even bother 
to describe the "evidence" that is contained in the Luke Affidavit. At most, there are passing 
references to that affidavit in Finding of Fact I and Conclusion of Law 15. (R., pp. 197, 206.) 
. There is certainly no discussion of how that Affidavit supports the conclusion that WDI 70 is. 
"required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." Given that the Director is 
so heavily relying upon the Luke Affidavit in his response briefas factual support for the 
creation of WD 170, one would expect him to discuss it prominently in the order creating 
WD170. He did not. 
III. 
THE DEPARTMENT'S ARGUMENTS REJECTING THOMPSON CREEK'S CLAIM 
THAT THE DIRECTOR WAS A BIASED DECISION MAKER ARE MISPLACED 
In its initial brief, Thompson Creek argues that the Director was a biased decision 
maker because he believed the W &SR Agreement required him to create WD I 70, regardless of 
what the evidence in the record showed. (Pet'r Br., pp. 16-20.) This conclusion is based in part 
upon multiple statements contained in the administrative record in which Department personnel 
i · specifically stated.that the Department "must" establish WDl70 in order to "comply" with the ! 
W &SR Agreement. (Pet'r Br., p. 17.) Thompson Creek argues that, pursuant to Idaho case law 
guaranteeing an impartial decision maker, this decision maker bias is a Due Process violation. 
(Pet'r Br., pp. 13-20.) 
In his response brief, the Director attempts to refute Thompson Creek's decision 
maker bias argument with a number of counter-arguments, each of which is addressed below. 
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A. Thompson Creek Did Not Waive This Argument :tJy Not Attempting To 
Disqualify The Director Pursuant To Section 67-5252 
The Director argues that Thompson Creek has waived its decision maker bias 
argument by not attempting to disqualify the Director as the presiding officer of the hearing 
pursuant to Section 67-5252. (Resp. Br., p. 13.) That statute provides: 
67-5252. Presiding officer- Disqualification. -
(1) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, any party shall have 
the right to one (I) disqualification without cause of any person serving or 
designated to serve as presiding officer; and any party shall have a right to 
move to disqualify for bias, .prejudice, interest, substantial prior involvement 
in the matter other than as a presiding officer, status as an employee of the 
agency hearing the contested case, lack of professional knowledge in the 
subject matter of the contested case, or any other cause provided in this 
chapter or any cause for which a judge is or may be disqualified. 
(2) Any party may petition for the disqualification of a person serving or 
designated to serve as presiding officer: 
(a) within fourteen (14) days after receipt of notice indicating 
that the person will preside at the contested case; or 
(b) promptly upon discovering facts establishing grounds for 
disqualification, whichever is later. 
Any party may assert a blanket disqualification for cause of all employees of · 
the agency hearing the contested case, other than the agency head, without 
awaiting designation of a presiding officer. 
(3) A person whose disqualification for cause is requested shall determine in· 
writing whether to grant the petition, stating facts and reasons for the 
determination. 
(4) Where disqualification of the agency head or a member of the agency head 
would result in an inability to decide a contested case, the actions of the 
agency head shall be treated as a conflict of interest under the provisions of 
section 59-704, Idaho Code. 
(5) Where a decision is required to be rendered within fourteen (14) weeks of 
the date of a request for a hearing by state or federal statutes or rules and 
regulations, no party shall have the right to a disqualification without cause. 
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Section 67-5252 simply provides parties with the ability to disqualify presiding 
officers under certain circumstances.' It does not state that such an argument is forever "waived" 
if a party does not actually file a motion for disqualification. Although the Director does not 
specifically mention it, perhaps his argument is based upon Section 67-5252(2), which states that 
."[ a]ny party may petition for the disqualification of a person serving or designated to serve as 
presiding officer ... within fourteen (14) days after receipt of notice indicating that the person 
will preside at the contested case; or ... promptly upon discovering facts establishing grounds· 
for disqualification, whichever is later." 
That provision,does not bar Thompson Creek's decision·maker bias claim. 
Thompson Creek was not aware of the actual bias of the Director until it was able to review the 
administrative record in its entirety, well after the Director had issued the WD 170 Order. It 
would be unreasonable to require Thompson Creek to attempt to disqualify the Director before it 
was fully aware of the basis of its bias claim. The order creating WD170 had already been 
issued when Thompson Creek reviewed the administrative record in its entirety, after it had been 
lodged by Department personnel. It was at that time that Thompson Creek discovered the extent 
of the Director's reliance upon the W &SR Agreement, and it would have been pointless to 
attempt to disqualify the Director as the presiding officer after•the"fact. 
In addition, it is critical that Thompson Creek did argue to the Director in its 
Written Comments of November 18, 2005 and its Petition for Reconsideration of 
March 17, 2006 that the W&SR Agreement was an improper basis for forming WD170. 
(R., pp. 170-72, 271-73.) In fact, in response to this argument, the Director in the WDI 70 
specifically States that "Thompson Creek further argues thatthe Director has no legally 
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supportable basis for creation of the proposed water district because he cannot rely upon the 
provisions of the ... Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement .... " (R., p. 207 (emphasis added).) 
Even though Thompson Creek did not specifically label its argument as "decision 
maker bias" at that time, its assertion that the W&SR Agreement was an improper basis for 
·. i · . forming WD 170 sufficiently preserved the issue for appeal, because that is the basis of its "bias" 
' 
I 
I 
argument. Manookian v. Blaine County, 112 Idaho 697, 700, 73 5 P .2d 1008, 1011 (Idaho 1987) 
(refusing to bar a claim on appeal, even though it was not formally raised below, because it was 
''implicitly before" the lower tribunal). Accordingly, Thompson Creek did not "waive'' this 
argument by not attempting to disqualify the Director as the presiding officer of the hearing. 
B. The Department's Assertion That The Department Was Not A Party To The 
W &SR Agreement Is Disingenuous and False 
The Director also argues that he could not have thought that he was required by 
the W &SR Agreement to create WD 170 because he was not a party to that Agreement. (Resp. 
Br., pp. 11-14.) The Director goes so far as to characterize Thompson Creek's focus upon the 
W &SR Agreement as "perplexing," because the W &SR Order so clearly states that the 
Agreement is not binding upon anyone other than the "signatory parties." (Resp. Br., p. 12.) 
Again, the references in the record to Department personnel stating that the W &SR Agreement 
"requires" the creation ofWDl70 are well-documented and uncontroverted by the Director, so 
this position should not be so "perplexing" to the Director. 
The Director's argument that he could not have thought he was required by the 
W &SR Agreement to create WD 170 because the Agreement only bound "signatory parties" is 
also disingenuous and ineffective for another reason. The W&SRAgreement was executed by 
Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General for the state ofidaho, "for the State ofldaho, including the 
Idaho Water Resources Board." (R., p. 327.) The Attorney General is the attorney for all state 
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agencies, including the Department. IDAHO CODE § 67-140 I. By executing the W &SR 
Agreement on. behalf of the state· of Idaho, Wasden bound all of its agencies, including the 
Department. Caballero v. Wikse, 140 Idaho 329,332, 92 P.3d 1076,.1079 (Idaho2004) (stating 
the general rules that "[t]he relationship between an attorney and client is one of agency" and 
"[a]n agent may bind a.principal if the agent has actual authority") .. 
· In this.regard, it is confounding that the Directorspecifically.Ngues that, "IDWR 
was not a signatory party [to the W&SR Agreement] and was not represented bya signatory· 
party;" (R., p. 14 (emphasis added).) Given that the Agreement was signed by Idaho's Attorney 
General on behalf of the state ofldaho, this is an unbelievable statement that ignores the most 
basic, fundamental tenets of administrative law and the attorney-client and principal-agent 
relationships. 
It is also noteworthy that the Idaho Water Resources Board was specifically 
designated as a signatory to the W&SR Agreement. (R., p. 327.) Collectively, the Board, the 
Director, and the Department are responsible for.nearly all water resource planning, 
management, and administration within the state of Idaho. See IDAHO CONST. art. XV, § 7; 
IDAHO CODE §§ 42-1701, 42-1706, 42-1732, 42-1734. Speaking very generally, the Board is 
responsiblefor· high-level, long term water resource planning, while the Director and the 
Department are responsible for the day-to-day administration of water rights. Given their 
relationship to the Idaho Water Resource Board, the argument by the Director and the 
Department that they did not feel that they were bound by the W&SR Agreement is 
unpersuasive. 
The Director's argument is particularly weak in light of the multiple, specific 
references in the W&SR Agreement to "IDWR." For example, the W&SR Agreement states 
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that, "The State [ofidaho], through the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and 
local water districts created and supervised by IDWRpursuant to Idaho Code §§ 42-604, et self., · 
shall distribute water to the federal reserved water rights set forth in this Stipulation .... " 
(R., p. 309.) It also states that, "IDWR will establish water districts as necessary to assist IDWR 
in the administration of water rights. The parties agree that, regardless of whether a water 
district has been established for an area, IDWR will: A) collect and record diversion data; 
B) enforce the water rights in priority; and C) curtail unauthorized or excessive diversions as 
necessary." (R., p. 309.) And, the W&SR Agreement states simply that, "IDWR will establish a 
water district for the Upper Salmon River Basin." (R.,.p. 310,) 
To argue, in light of all of these specific references in the W&SR Agreement to 
I the IDWR, that the Director did not feel he was bound by that Agreement because he was not a 
"signatory party" implies that the Attorney General negotiated and executed that Agreement 
without the input or knowledge of the Director. This is unreasonable. 
In order to support his position that the Director did not feel that he was bound by 
the W &SR Agreement, the Director also relies upon language in Conclusion of Law 20 of the 
WD 170 Order, which states generally that "[t]he Director relies on the authority provided by 
i ! · Idaho Code§ 42-604 for creation of the proposed water district." (Resp. Br., p. 14.) That 
conclusory statement is not sufficient to establish that the Director was not relying upon the 
W &SR Agreement. Simply put, saying it does not make it so. It certainly does not refute all of 
the well-documented references in the record to the Department's belief that it was required by 
the W&SR Agreement to create WDI 70. (Pet'r Br., pp. 16-20.) 
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IV. 
THE DEPARTMENT'S ARGUMENTS REJECTING 
THOMPSON CREEK'S CLAIM THAT THE DIRECTOR FAILED 
TO RECORD THE ENTIRE HEARING ARE MISPLACED 
In its initial brief, Thompson Creek argues that the Director violated Due Process 
and procedural requirements by not recording and transcribing the entire hearing regarding the 
creation ofWDl 70. (Pet'r Br., pp. 10-11.) As Thompson Creek explained, the hearing notice 
establishes that the hearing began at 7:00 p.m., but the transcript reflects.that the Director did not 
go on the record until 8:10 p.m. (Pet'r Br., pp. 10-11; R., p. 99; Tr., p. 2, LL. 7-8.) 
A. The Unrecorded Question And Answer Session Was Part Of The Hearing As 
A Matter Of Law 
The Director attempts in his response brief to re-write Thompson Creek's 
argument on this issue. More specifically, the Director states that, "Thompson Creek asserts that 
the Director violated the [Idaho AP A] because he conducted an iriformal question and answer 
session with water users prior to going on the record .... " (Resp. Br., pp. 18-19 ( emphasis 
added).) This is not what Thompson Creek argues. 
Rather, Thompson Creek believes that the question-and-answer.period was part of 
the hearing and therefore shol!ld have been recorded and transcribed. Again, the hearing notice 
specifically states that the hearing was to begin at 7:00 p.m. (R., p. 99.), and.then-Director 
Dreher specifically stated that, "[t]his meeting began shortly after 7:00 p.m .... " (Tr., p. 2, L. 8 
(emphasis added).) The hearing, therefore, began at 7:00 p.m. as a matter of law. The Director 
cannot change that simply by characterizing the unrecorded portion of the hearing as "an 
informal question and answer session." (Resp. Br., pp. 18, 19.) 
Even if it was a question-and-answer session, it was still part of the hearing that 
was required to be recorded and transcribed pursuant to Section 67-5242(3){d) of the Idaho 
Code. The fact that Director Dreher specifically referred to the question-and-answer portion as 
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part of"this meeting" demonstrates his belief that the question-and-answer portionwas part of 
the hearing.· And, the Director has judicially admitted that the question-and-answer session 
included a description of the "factors he considered in proposing to establish the Upper Salmon 
Water District and answering questions about the establishment of the district and how it was 
envisioned to function." (Resp. Br., p. 2.) 
B. Thompson Creek Was Not Aware Of This Deficiency Until It Had An 
Opportm1ity To Review The Transcr.ipt-And Record In Their Entirety 
The Director argues that this claim is barred because it is being raised for the first 
time on appeal. (Resp. Br., p. 19.) To support his argument, the Director notes that Thompson 
Creek submitted Written Comments, a Petition for Reconsideration, and an objection to the 
record that did not raise that issue. (Resp. Br., p. 19.) However, Thompson Creek was not aware 
of this procedural deficiency at the time it submitted any of those documents. It was only upon a 
detailed review of the transcript and record together during the briefing of this matter that it 
became aware of this procedural deficiency. 
While Thompson Creek understands that issues generally cannot be raised for the 
first time on appeal, that rule applies to "contested cases in administrative settings as well as 
proceedings before the courts." Knight v. Dep 't of Ins., 124 Idaho 645, 649, 862 P.2d 377, 341 
(Idaho App. 1993). The WD170 hearing was not a judicial proceeding, nor was it a contested 
administrative proceeding with opposing parties that could argue a disputed procedural issue. As 
such, procedural deficiencies that occurred at the hearing should not be barred from being raised 
on appeal simply because they were not raised at the hearing. 
The case relied upon by the Director to support his argument that this claim is 
barred illustrates this point. (Resp. Br., p. 19 .) In Mountainview Landowners Coop. Ass 'n, Inc. 
v. Cool, the court declined to entertain a new issue on appeal because it was the second appeal. 
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142 Idaho 861,863, 865-66, 136 P.3d 332,334, 336-37 (Idaho 2006). In other words, the 
appellants in that case had already appealed a district court decision once, and it was the 
subsequent appeal of the remand during which the Idaho Supreme Court held that the district 
court, in its appellate capacity, did not err in refusing to consider an issue that was not raised 
during the first appeal. With respectto the current proceeding, this is not only the first appeal, 
but it is the first contested.proceeding with opposing parties. that can fully argue an issue. 
Therefore, this claim should not be barred. 
Also, neither the Petition for Reconsideration nor the objection to the record 
would have been a proper forum to raise this issue. A petition for reconsideration is exactly 
that-a request for the Director to reconsider his decision. Thompson Creek would have no 
reason to expect the Director to actually change his decision to create WDI 70 due to a 
procedural deficiency at the hearing. Similarly, the objection to the record that Thompson Creek 
filed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84G) is also irrelevant. Thompson Creek is 
alleging that a procedural error occurred at the hearing itself when the Director did not go on the 
record until after the question and answer session, not that the Department somehow erred in its 
preparation of the transcript. Accordingly, this error could riot have been corrected by the 
· Director, and raising it in the objection to the record would have been fruitless. 
V. 
THE DIRECTOR HAS FAILED TO ESTABLISH ANY 
STATUTORYAUTHORITY FOR THE STRUCTURE OF WDl 70 
In its initial brief, Thompson Creek argues that the structure of WD 170 
established by the Director violates the water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho 
Code. (Pet'r Br., pp. 33-37.) One of the arguments specifically asserted by Thompson Creek is 
that there is no authority in the water district statutes for the conversion ofthree pre-existing 
water districts in Basin 72 into "sub-districts." (Pet'r Br., pp. 34-35.) 
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In response, the Director argues that the creation of"sub-districts" is "within the 
discretionary authority of the Director m1der Idaho Code§ 42~604;'' (Resp. Br., p. 25.) The 
Director also states that, "[t]he Court should recognize that in exercising his statutory 
responsibility for the creation of water districts, the oversight of water district operations, and the 
supervision of watermasters, the Director has the discretion under LC § 42·604to combine 
.water.districts through the use of sub-districts ..•. " (Resp. Br., p. 26.) .. 
. Unfortunately, the Director does not cite any legal authority for his.claim that the· 
creation of "sub-districts" is within his discretion. As Thompson Creek has explained, this Court 
has free review over the .construction and interpretation of statutes, even when such statutes 
relate to an agency's area of expertise. See, e.g., Hayden Lake Fire Prof. Dist., 141 Idaho at 398, 
111 P.3d at 83. Also, the Director only has those authorities that have been specifically granted 
to him by the Idaho Legislature. See, e.g., Welch v. Del Monte Corp., 128 Idaho 513,514,915 
P.2d 1371, 1372 (Idaho 1996); Simpson v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 134 Idaho 209,212,998 P.2d 
1122, 1125 (Idaho 2000}. · 
There is simply no authority for "sub-districts" in the water district statutes. As 
Thompson Creek has explained, the authority to "combine" water districts in Section 42-604 is 
inadequate because it simply allows two or more previously existing water districts to be 
combined into one water district. This is different than the two-tiered, "umbrella district" and 
"sub0district" structure established by the Director for WDl 70, 
VI. 
THE DEPARTMENT'S ASSERTION THAT WD170 DOES NOT PREJUDICE 
SUBSTANTIAL INTERESTS OF THOMPSON CREEK IGNORES BOTH THE 
LEGAL AND PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF WATER DISTRICTS 
Under the Idaho AP A, "agency action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights 
of the appellant have been prejudiced." IDAHO CODE§ 67-5279(4). In its initial brief, 
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Thompson Creek explains that the creation of WD 170 will result in the imposition of additional 
· ! .costs and the potential curtailment of water deliveries if those costs are not paid. (Pet'r Br.;· 
pp. 2-3, 35, 38.) Moreover, Thompson Creek explains that, under Idaho law, water rights are 
considered real property rights. (Pet'r Br., pp. 15-16.) 
The Director's response is to argue that the creation of WD 170 does not prejudice. 
the substantial interests of Thompson Creek.· (Resp. Br., p. 24.) If adversely affecting financial-. 
interests and real property rights does not qualify as prejudicing substantial interests, then the 
1 · Idaho APA would be eviscerated. For example, the Idaho AP A could not be used to appeal land 
use decisions, which deal nearly exclusively with the financial interests and real property rights 
of the applicants and surrounding land owners. 
Thompson Creek does not argue, as the Director implies, that "its water rights 
obtained under state law are not subject to regulation in accordance with state law." (Resp. Br., 
p. 24.) They are. Thompson Creek is simply demonstrating how the creation ofWD170 
prejudices Thompson Creek's interests, as required by the Idaho APA. This is not the same as 
arguing that Thompson Creek's water rights "are not subject to regulation," 
The Director also asserts that, "Thompson Creek has participated fully during 
each stage of the proceedings for the creation of WD 170" to support its arguments that 
Thompson Creek's substantial rights have not been prejudiced. (Resp. Br., p. 24.) This is an 
irrelevant non sequitur. The fact that Thompson Creek has consistently expressed its opposition 
to the creation of WD 170 in no way means that the creation of WD 170 does not prejudice 
substantial interests of Thompson Creek. It is precisely because its interests are prejudiced that 
Thompson Creek has "participated fully" in the process. Simply put, the Director's argument 
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that the creation of WD 170 does not prejudice substantial interests of Thompson Creek ignores 
the legal and practical effects of water districts, and therefore has rto merit. 
vn. 
THE DIRECTOR INCORRECTLY STATES THAT THOMPSON CREEK 
CLAIMS TO BE EXEMPT FROM WATER DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION 
In his response brief, the Director asserts that Thompson Creek believes it "should 
be relieved of the state law requirement .that its water rights be subject to a water district formed 
under LC. § 42-604 .. , ." (Resp. Br., p. 27•28.). This is in response to Section IH.B of 
Thompson Creek's initial brief, in which Thompson Creek asserts that it should be excluded 
from WDl 70 to the extent that it is based upon the W&SR Agreement. (Pet'r Br., pp. 39-40.) 
The Director misunderstands Thompson Creek's argument on this point. 
Thompson Creek argues as follows: First, Thompson Creek does not believe 
there is "substantial evidence on the record as a whole" that WD 170 is "required in order to 
properly administer uses of the water resource," as required by Idaho Code Sections 42-604 
and 67-5279. (Pet'r Br., pp. 20-33.) Assuming this to be true, one could still argue that the 
creation of WD 170 was appropriate based upon the requirements in the W &SR Agreement for 
the creation of an Upper Salmon Water District. To address this potential argument, Thompson 
Creek in its initial brief simply points out that it was not a party to that Agreement and, therefore, 
that its water rights could not be subject to the administration of a water district that is formed 
solely on the basis of the W&SR Agreement. (Pet'r Br., pp. 39-40.) As the Director concedes,· 
that Agreement only binds the signatory parties. (Resp. Br., p. 12.) 
Thompson Creek freely admits that its water rights would be subject to the 
administration of a water district properly formed in accordance with the water district statutes 
and the Idaho AP A. However, if the only basis supporting the formation of a water district is an 
agreement not signed by Thompson Creek, then Thompson Creek would not be subject to the 
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administration of the district under those circumstances. Section D of the Director's response 
brief misses this point entirely. (Resp. Br., pp. 27-29.) 
VIII. 
CONCLUSION 
Paragraph 2 of Idaho Code Section 42-604 specifically states that a new water 
district must be "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource." The 
Director is attempting to read this language out of the statute by claiming that paragraph I 
mandates the creation of water districts. This would render multiple provisions within Section 
42-604 "mere surplusage," in contravention of well-established rules of statutory construction. 
Thompson Creek, by contrast, notes that paragraph I only requires the Director to "divide" the 
state into water districts, and suggests that paragraph 2 modifies, i.e., provides additional detail 
regarding, any preceding provisions related to the creation of water districts. This is the 
preferred construction of Section 42-604 because it does not render any of its provisions "mere 
surplusage." 
The Director asserts that the creation of WD 170 is supported by "substantial 
evidence on the record" by referring to the previous order of interim administration, Conclusion 
of Law 8 in the WD170 Order, and certain language in the Luke Affidavit. However, as 
Thompson Creek has explained, all of the factual statements relied upon by the Director are 
either not relevant or are not supported by substantial evidence in the record. 
The Director argues that Thompson Creek's claim that the Director was a biased 
decision maker is barred because it is being raised for this first time on appeal. However, the 
Director's claim is incorrect, because Thompson Creek did argue during the administrative 
proceedings that the W &SR Agreement was an improper basis for forming WD 170. This is the 
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basis of its "decision maker bias" argument and was therefore sufficient to preserve that claim 
for appeal. 
The Director attempts to justify the failure to record the entire hearing regarding 
the creation of WD 170 by characterizing the unrecorded portion as an "informal question and 
answer session:" By the Director's admission, however, that question and answer session dealt 
directly with the motivations behind the creation of WD 170, and it began at the time designated. 
for the public hearing. It was, therefore, part of the hearing as a matter of law and should .. have 
been recorded. The Director also argues that this claim is barred because it is being raised for 
the first time on appeal. However, this appeal is the first contested proceeding with parties that 
can argue the issue. And,it was an error that Thompson Creek did not discover until it was able 
to review the transcript and record together in detail. This claim, therefore, should not be barred. 
The Director attempts to justify his conversion of three pre-existing water districts 
into "sub-districts" within WD I 70 by asserting that it is within his discretion to do so. However, 
he does not provide any legal support for his assertion. Simply put, administrative agencies may 
not act in excess of their statutory authority, and there is simply no authority in the water district 
. . . ' 
statutes for the creation .of "sub-districts." 
The Director claims that Thompson Creek does not have substantial interests that 
have been prejudiced by the creation of WD 170. This argument blatantly ignores the fact that 
water rights are real property rights, that WD 170 will result in the imposition of significant costs 
upon Thompson Creek, and that Thompson Creek's water deliveries may be shut off for non-
payment of those costs. These effects on Thompson Creek's financial well-being and real 
property rights certainly qualify as "substantial interests" that are being prejudiced by the 
creation ofWDl 70. 
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; . . The Director states that Thompson Creek is arguing that its water rights are 
; . somehow exempt from water district administration. This is not what Thompson Creek argues. 
I 
Instead, Thompson Creek argues that it should not be subject to administration by WD 170 so 
long as the only basis for creating that district is the W &SR Agreement, since Thompson Creek 
is not a party to that agreement. By itself, the W.&SR Agreement is not a proper basis for 
creating WD 170, because it doe.s not .establish a .need for water right administration, and because; 
as Thompson Creek's initial brief explains, the order approving that Agreement restricts its.use 
in subsequent proceedings. 
Because the Director has committed error under the Idaho AP A, his order creating 
WD 170 should be reversed. 
Dated this 17th day of August, 2007. 
MOFFA TI, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
Byf,..L~~~~~=~~~~ 
Scott L. Campbell - Of the 
Byl#t~ 
Attorneys for.Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
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Law and Motion 
Judge: 
Wednesday, October 17, 2007 
Brent J. Moss . 
02:00PM 
Courtroom: Custer County Courtroom 
I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on August 27th, 2007. 
Plaintifrs Counsel: 
Scott L. Campbell Esq 
PO Box829 
Boise ID 83701 
Defendant's Counsel: 
Phillip J. Rassier Esq 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0098 
Reed Larsen Esq 
PO Box 4229 
Pocatello ID 83205-4229 
. Mailed_XX_ Hand Delivered __ Faxed __ 
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Barbara C. Breedlove 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By; Ct4~z 
Deputy Clerk 
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Dated: 
By: 
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Barbara C. Breedlove 
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
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Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
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Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
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STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, TIFFINY HUDAK, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and say as 
follows:· 
1. I am a paralegal currently employed with the law firm of Moffatt, Thomas, 
Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered. I have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein and 
make this Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. On or about November 13, 2007, I accessed the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources' (the "Department") website located at www.idwLidaho.gov. Located within 
the Department's website is a webpage for Water District 170, Upper Sahnon, which can be 
found at http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/water/districts/UpperSahnon.htm. 
3. In reviewing the webpage for Water District 170, Upper Salmon, under 
the Presentations category, I discovered a link entitled, "Water District 170 Activities & 
Schedule 2006-2009." 
4. Attached here to as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the "Water 
District 170 Activities & Schedule 2006-2009" which I downloaded and printed from the 
Department's website. 
Residing at :___:!:i;il~Et\i~_J~~_J~~ 
My Commission Expire·_ ~--1.!'.+L!Li~-'---
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Director 
IDAHO DEPAR1MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Garrick L. Baxter 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
IDAHO DEP AR1MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208c287-6700 
Reed W. Larsen 
COOPER & LARSEN 
151 North3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Fax: 208-235-1182 
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Reed W. Larsen (3427) 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED 
151 North 3'd Avenue, 2nd Floor 
P. 0. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 
THOMSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
) 
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Case No. CV-2006-66 
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DATED this_,?J day ofNovember, 2007. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CUSTER COUNTY 
IN RE.: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES AMENDED 
FINAL ORDER CREATING WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING 
COMPANY 
· Petitioners, 
V. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES 
Respondents. 
MIJ)ISON coUNT'i'., lDAHO>~~--
__ , ...;Jz;.2uf::'.,!-;.Q,l,!i:L....,:!!¢=>.l,Q/Y.Q'US __ AT 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-66 
I. SUMMARY 
The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources may create, revise, abolish, or 
combine water districts, "if such action is required in order to properly administer uses of the 
water resource. " 1 Here, the Director relied on this statute to create Water District 170 
("WD 170"); Thompson Creek objects. According to Thompson Creek, Section 42-604's plain 
meaning restricts the Director's ability to create water districts to-situations of absolute necessity. 
The Court fmds Section 42-604 ambiguous. The Court is persuaded that the legislative intent of 
Section 42-604, as determined by its context and object, is to afford the Director sufficient 
authority to create WDl 70, if the Director discerns such action required. The Director's 
Amended Final Order is affirmed . 
. 
1 LC. § 42-604 ( emphasis added). 
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II. ISSUES ON APPEAL 
L Whether the Director's failure to record and provide a transcript of the entire hearing 
regarding the creation of WD 170 violates due process principles and Sections 67-
5242(3 )( d) and 67-5279(3)(a),(b), and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
2. Whether the Director was biased in favor of creating WD 170, in violation of due process 
principles and Section 67-5279(3)(a) and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
3. Whether the Director's representations to the public that he was required to create 
WD 170 pursuant to a previous agreement violates due process principles and Section 67-
5279(3 )( a) and (c) of the Idaho Code; 
4. Whether the agency record contains substantial evidence that WD 170 is "required in · 
order to properly administer uses of the water resource," as required by Sections 42-604 
and 67-5279(3)(d) of the Idaho Code; 
5. Whether the organizational attributes ascribed to WD 170 by the Director violate Idaho's 
water district statutes in Title 42, Chapter 6 of the Idaho Code and, accordingly, Section 
67-5279(3)(a) and (b) of the Idaho Code; 
6. Whether the procedure employed by the Director in creating WDl 70 was arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion pursuant to Section 67-5279(3)(e) of the Idaho Code; 
7. Whether substantial rights of Thompson Creek have been prejudiced by the Director's 
creation ofWDl 70 pursuant to Section 67-5279(4) of the Idaho Code; and 
8. Whether Thompson Creek should be excluded from WD 170 based upon contract 
principles. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of IDWR is governed by the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act ("IDAP A"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.2 Under ID APA, the court reviews 
an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record created before the agency.3 The court 
shall affirm the agency decision unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, 
conc!usions, or decisions are: ( a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) in 
. excess of the statutory authority of the agency; ( c) made upon unlawful procedure; ( d) not 
2 1.C. § 42-1701A(4). 
3 l.C. § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 527,529 (1992). 
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supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or ( e) arbitrary, capricious, or an 
abuse of discretion. 4 The party challenging the agency decision must show that the agency erred 
in a manner specified in LC.§ 67-5279(3), and that a substantial right of the petitioner has been 
prejudiced.5 
IV. BACKGROUND 
Thompson Creek appeals the Director's Amended Final Order creating WD 170.6 The 
Director issued the order creating WD 170 after a year long process: in May 2005 the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources filed a motion for "interim administration"; in September 2005 
the SRBA approved interim administration; in October 2005 the Director issued notices 
informing affected individuals of hearings regarding the proposed water district; in November 
2005 the Director held a hearing on the proposed water district; in March 2006 the Director 
issued a final order creating WD 170; and in April 2006 the Director issued an amended final 
order. According to Thompson Creek, the creation of WD 170 was in error. 
Thompson Creek argues that the creation of WD 170 involved unlawful procedure, biased 
decision makers, misinterpreted statutes, unsubstantiated legal conclusions, and abused 
discretion. These errors, it claims, require this Court, under the Idaho Administrative Procedure 
Act, to remand this case back to the Director. The Court has before it a lengthy record, an Office 
Depot box full, yet the case hinges on the interpretation of one sentence. The Court will start 
there. 
V, DISCUSSION 
I. Idaho Code Section 42-604 is ambignous. 
The Court has free review over the construction and interpretation of statutes, even when . 
such statutes relate to an agency's area of expertise.7 The objective in interpreting a statute is to 
derive the intent of the legislative body that adopted the act. Analysis begins with the literal 
language of the enactment. Where the statutory language is unambiguous, the clearly expressed 
4 1.C. § 67-5279(3); Barron v. IDWR, 135 ldaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 219,222 (2001). 
5 I.C. § 67-5279(4); Barron, 135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222. 
6 Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170, R., pp. 197-238 (April 6,.2006). 
7 Hayden Lake Fire Prot. Dist. V. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 388,398, 111 P.3d 73, 83 (2005). 
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intent of the legislative body must be given effect. Where the language of a statute or ordinance 
is ambiguous-where reasonable minds might differ as to the statute's meaning-the court looks 
to rules of construction for guidance and may consider the reasonableness of proposed 
interpretations. 8 
604: 
Here, the statute in question, the language at issue, is the second paragraph of Section 42-
The director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or 
combine two (2) or more water districts by entry of an order if such action is 
required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource.9 
In this case'. the Director expressly relied on this language to create WDI 70,10 and it is this 
reliance that gave rise to the present appeal. That the parties disagree over this phrase is 
understandable; the statute is ambiguous-the language yields multiple meanings upon which 
reasonable minds may differ. 
The ambiguous language is the last phrase, "if such action is required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource." According to Thompson Creek, this language creates a 
strict standard for the. Director: any director instituted changes to a water district-creation, 
revision, abolishment, or combination-must be justified by showing of absolute necessity. This 
is a reasonable. interpretation. Merriam Webster defines required as "to demand as necessary or 
essential."11 If the legislature wanted a less stringent standard-in the director's sole discretion, 
as the director deems necessary, the director may, as the director deems appropriate-then the 
legislature would not have used the word required. 12 
However, the. Director's interpretation is also reasonable. Merriam Webster also defines 
required~ "to call for as suitable or appropriate,"13 This reading ~ould allow the director to 
create, revise, abolish, or combine water districts as suitable, as appropriate to the proper 
'Ada.County v .. Gibson, 126 Idaho 854,893 P.2d 801 (Idaho App. 1995) (citing several Idaho Supreme Court 
cases). 
9 I.C. § 42-604 (2007) (emphasis added). 
10 Amended Final Order, R. p. 207, ,r 20. 
11 Meriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (10th edition). 
12 For examples of the legislature's ability to insert discretionary language see LC. §§ 42-237a, 42-247, 42°352(3), 
42-502, 42-1701A(2), 42-2013. 
13 Meriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (10th edition). 
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administration of the uses of the water resources. This reading would afford the Director more 
discretion to initiate changes to a water district. 
2. The legislative intent of Section 42-604, as indicated by the Section's context and 
object, is to afford the Director discretion in tbe creation, revision, abolishment, or 
combination of water districts. 
When a statute is ambiguous, courts discern the intent of the drafters by considering the 
express language, the context in which the language is used, and the statute's objects. 14 First, as 
discussed above, Section 42-604's express language does little to advance either interpretation; 
required has definitions that support either Thomson Creek's or the. Director's interpretation. 
Section 42-604's context indicates a legislative intent to afford the Director discretion in 
water district creation. The legislature placed the Section among other sections that grant the 
Director broad discretion over water district governance: "[t]he director ... shall have direction 
and control of the distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district"15; 
and "[t]he director ... is authorized to adopt rules and regulations for the distribution of water ... 
as shall be necessary to carry out the laws in accordance with the priorities of the rights of the 
users thereof."16 These statutes give the. director.discretion in the direction and control withina 
water district, and discretion in the adoption of rules and regulations for the distribution of water. 
The paragraph immediately preceding the phrase in question also gives context: "[t]he 
director ... shall divide the state into water districts in such manner that each public stream and 
tributaries, or independent source of water supply, shall constitute a water district .... "17 Section 
42, Chapter 6 grants the Director &uthority to direct and control distribµtion within water 
districts; the statute grants the Director authority to adopt rules and regulations for distribution of 
water from natural water sources throughout Idaho; and the statute mandates that the Director 
divide Idaho into Water districts. Section 42-604 must be read in.that context. 
After granting so many powers, it is inconceivable that the legislature would limit the 
Director to only create a water district after a showing of absolute necessity. A director that must 
14 Ada County v. Gibson, 126 Jdaho 854, 893 P.2d 801 (Idaho App. 1995), 
~ . . LC. § 42-602. 
16 I.C. § 42-603. 
17 LC. § 42-604. 
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divide Idaho into water districts must have some discretion in the creation of water districts. A 
director that has power to adopt rules and regulations for the distribution of water can surely 
revise the boundaries of a water district. Any reading of Section 42-604 must account for its 
context and that context is director discretion. The Director's reading-that the director may 
create a water district as appropriate to the proper administration of the uses of the water 
resources-is consonant with Section 42-604's context. 
Legislative intent to grant the director discretion over water district creation is also 
evident by the object of Title 42, Chapter 6. This statue's purpose is to vest sufficient power in 
the director to secure distribution of water resources according to Idaho law. 18 Thompson 
Creek's interpretation-that the director can only create a water district by showing absolute 
necessity-frustrates this object. 
One of the Director's main tools in supervising the distribution of the state's water 
resources is the water district. As discussed above, the legislature mandated that the Director 
divide Idaho into water districts. The legislatively-approved regime for administering water 
rights in Idaho following a court adjudication of the rights is through the structure of a w:,ter 
district operating under the supervision of the Director of the Department of Water Resources. 
Thompson Creek's interpretation would divest the director of the ability to divide the state into 
water districts because the Director would be powerless to create one-it is nearly impossible to 
show absolute necessity. Without the ability to create a water district, the Director would be 
unable to divide the state into water districts, and the very purpose of Title 42, Chapter 6 would 
be frustrated. The director would lack sufficient power to seeure distribution of water resources 
accordingto Idaho law. 
Thompson Creek's interpretation defies the object of Title 42, Chapter 6 in another way; 
Thompson Creek's interpretation would effectively remove the power to create, revise, abolish, 
or combine water districts from the Department of Water Resources and place that power with 
the courts. Thompson Creek's absolute necessity test is so onerous that any disgruntled water 
user could immediately appeal any director decision to the courts where the courts would be 
forced to determine, on a case by case basis, whether the director showed an absolute necessity. 
18 LC. §§ 42-602, 42-603, 42-604. 
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Rather than the Idaho Department of Water Resources governing water district creation and 
modification, the courts would be pouring over appellate records to determine whether the 
director established absolute necessity. The object of Title 42, Chapter 6 is to confide such 
decisions with the Director, not the courts. Thompson Creek's interpretation would do damage 
to that allocation of decision making power. 
Of course, disgruntled water users may still appeal, and the Court will look to see if a 
decision to "create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or combine two (2) or 
more water districts" was based on substantial evidence in the record, done in an arbitrary 
manner, done in a discriminatory manner, or done in violation of due process. Thompson Creek 
alleges the Director's decision erred in these ways as well, and it is to these potential errors that 
the Court turns next. 
3. The Director's Amended Final Order contained substantial evidence from the record 
to snpport his decision; the order creating WDl 70 was not arbitrary, capricious, or 
an abuse of discretion. 
The Court read the Director's Amended Final Order, and, in particular, the Court read the 
Director's Conclusions of Law to make sure those conclusions were based on the Findings of 
Fact-they were. 19 The Director'sAmended Final Order relied on the factual findings from 
affidavits,20 the hearing testimony, and written comments to reach its decision. Substantial 
evidence supported the Director's order and it is not arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion. 
4. WD170's organizational attdbutes.are justified within the powers afforded the 
· Director by Title 42, Chapter 6. 
Thompson Creek alleges that three organizational attributes of WD 170 went beyond the 
powers afforded the Director: 1) WD 170 included sub-districts, and there is no statutory 
authority for the creation of sub-districts; 2) WD 170 improperly restricts the discretion of water 
users to select an advisory committee; and (3) WD 170 contains the option of selecting and 
19 Amended Final Order, R. pp. 204 to 210. 
20 See Luke Aff., R. p.15 (May 13, 2005). 
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funding of a watennaster that violate the statutes governing water districts. The Court will 
address each of these arguments in tum. 
First, the Director has authority to create sub-districts. As discussed above, Section 42-
604 grants the Director discretion in the creation of water districts. The authority to create sub-
districts derives from the power to create water districts in the first place-it is part of the 
organizational structure of the water district. The Court read the paragraph in the Director's 
order that created the sub-district21 and does not anticipate the grave detriment foreseen by 
Thompson Creek. Maybe sub-districts would be illegal if they prevented the distribution of the 
water·resoUrces in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine;but the Court does not see 
how their use in WD 170 violates Idaho law. 
Thompson Creek's second alleged organizational flaw, that WD! 70 improperly restricts 
the discretion of water users to select an advisory committee, derives from a misunderstanding of 
the Director's Amended Final Order. The order explicitly affords the water users the discretion 
to select an advisory committee "that includes, but need not be limited to, representation from 
advisory committees of existing water districts."22 The order grants adequate discretion. 
And third, the Director did not violate a statute regarding watennaster funding. The 
relevant portion of the Director's order reads, "[t]he water right holders may elect to have the 
district contract with the Department to provide watennater services. Under a district contract 
with the Department, the watennaster will be a direct employee of the Department."23 Section 
42-605(3) provides for the selection of watennasters, and the water right holder discretion 
afforded by the Amended Final Order is in accord with Section 42-605(3). In conclusion, the 
organizational attributes of WD 170 do not violate Idaho statutes. 
21 Amended Final Order, R. p. 204, ,r 9. 
22 Id. at R. p. 209, 1f31. 
23 Id. 
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5. The Director's failure to record and provide a transcript of the question-and-
answer session preceding the hearing violated neither Thompson Creek's due 
process rights nor Section 67-5242(3)(d). 
The Director failed to record a question-and-answer session held prior to the November 
2005 hearing about the creation ofWDl 70. Thompson Creek claims that the unrecorded 
question and answer session violated its due process rights and Section 67-5242(3)(d). (This 
section requires that the presiding officer "[s]hall cause the hearing to be recorded .... ") 
Due process requires notice, a-hearing, and an adversary proceeding. Due process also 
requires that the agency develop a record, should it be appealed, the reviewing Court will be able 
to determine whether the state agency's decision was based upon the record. In this case, notice 
was given,24 public hearings were held to allow persons attending "an opportunity.to provide oral 
testimony regarding the creation of the proposed district,"25 and Thompson Creek was afforded 
an adversary proceeding to present evidence against creation of WD 170. Those impacted by the 
water district were also given approximately a month and a half to submit written comments on 
creation ofWDl 70.26 
The Director did not rely on the question-and-answer session in its creation ofWD170. 
According to the Director, "[p]rior to commencing the hearing, the Director described factors he 
considered in proposing to establish the Upper Salmon Water District and answered questions 
about the establishment of the proposed water district and how the district was envisioned to 
function, both over a period of approximately 60 minutes."27 Because the Director did not rely 
on any testimony given at the question-and-answer session, it did not _need to be recorded to 
preserve Thompson Creek's due process rights 
Nor did the Director's failure to record the question-and-answer session violate Section 
67-5242(3)(d). That statute only requires that "the hearing" be recorded: the presiding officer 
24 See Motion for Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72 and Notice offlearing, R. 
p.3 (May 13, 2005); Notice of Public Information Meeting and Hearing, R. pp. 99-101 (October 7, 2005) .. 
25 The Department held hearings on interim administration as well as a public information meeting and hearing 
regarding the creation ofWDl70. 
26 Notice of Public Information Meeting and Hearing, R. pp.99-100. 
27 Amended Final Order at R. p.199 ,i 14. 
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"shall cause the hearing to be recorded at the agency exepense." Section 67-5249(2)(e) states 
that the record shall include "the record prepared by the presiding officer under the provisions of 
section 67-5242, Idaho Code, together with any transcript of all or part of that record."28 
Informal question and answer sessions need not be recorded if an agency does not rely on the 
comments made in reaching a decision. 
6. Thompson Creek has not established that their due process rights were violated by 
the Director bias or the Director's public representations. 
"The Due Process Clause entitles a person to an impartial and disinterested tribunal ... "29 
' 'Since the Eacret decision cited by both parties, the Idaho Supreme Court further defined 
"impartiality" as it applies to a quasi-judicial body. In the 2007 case, Turner v. City of Twin 
Falls,, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed whether Twin Falls City Council acted as an impartial 
decision maker when it granted review of a planning and zoning decision. 30 While the facts of 
· this case and Turner differ, the Idaho Supreme Court's definition of"impartiality" applies here: 
[Impartiality] means 'the lack of bias for or against either party to the proceeding. 
Impartiality in this sense assures equal application of the law. That is, it 
guarantees a party that the judge who hears his case will apply the Jaw to him in 
the same way he applies it to any other party.' In the context of due process, it 
does not mean 'lack of preconception in favor of or against a particular legal 
view. This sort of impartiality would be concerned, not with guaranteeing 
litigants equal application of the Jaw, but rather with guaranteeing them an equal 
chance to persuade the court on the legal points in their case.' It does not mean 
· · having 'no preconceptions on legal issues, but [being] willing to consider views 
that oppose his preconceptions, and remain [ing}open to persuasion,,when the 
issues arise in a pending case.' Impartiality under the Due Process Clause does 
, · not guarantee each litigant a chance of changing the judge's preconceived view of 
, 31 · . . 
· the law. . ,. , .. · . - ., .· 
Here, Thompson Creek claims that the Director's decision was not impartial because, it 
argues, the Director wrongly believed that the W &SR Agreement necessitated creation of 
WD 170; according to Thompson Creek, because the Director believed WD 170 necessary, he 
28 I.C. § 67-5249 (2)(e) (2007). 
29 Eacret v. Bonner, 139 Idaho 780, 784, 86 P.3d 494,498 (2004). 
30 Turner v. City of Twin Falls, 144 Idaho 203, 159 P.3d 840 (2007). 
31 1d. (citing Republican Party of Mimi. V. White, 536 U.S. 765, 122 S.Ct 2528 (2002)). 
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already decided the issue prior to the November hearing, hence, the Director was not impartial. 
However, the Director explicitly dismissed that basis for creation ofWDl 70 in the Amended 
Final Order.32 
Surely the Director entered the November hearing with preconceived notions about the 
merits of creating WD 170: the Director had been through months of interim administration, 
notices, and hearings regarding its creation. But, as stated above in Turner, those preconceptions 
do not disqualify the Director; the Director was impartial if he was willing to consider views that 
opposed his preconceptions. The Director's Amended Final Order is filled with examples of the 
Director's consideration of Thompson Creek's positions-the Director simply disagreed with 
Thompson Creek's views. Even if Thompson Creek did not, or could not, change the Director's 
preconceived view of the law, the Director's decision indicates that he treated Thompson Creek 
impartially; the Director applied the law to Thompson Creek just as he would any other party. 
7. Neither the prejudice of Thompson Creek's substantial rights, nor exclusion of 
Thompson Creek from WD170 on contract principles is an independent basis for 
appeal. 
Whether WD! 70's creation prejudices the substantial rights of Thompson Creek is a 
requirement for standing, but not an independent basis for appea!.33 Similarly, Thompson Creek 
is not in a position to ask the Court to exclude it from WD.I 70 bas.ed on contract principles as 
that is not an issue the Court can address on appeal. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, this Court affirms the Director of the Department Water 
. 
Resource's.Amended Final Order creating WD! 70. 
So ordered. 
DATED this ,9::,,.. day of February, 2008. 
"Amended Final Order, R. p. 207, 'l['l[ 19 to 22. 
33 J.C. § 61-5279(4). 
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